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THE CHALLONERS:
THE LAST LEAVES OF A FAMILY HISTORY.

BY MRS. R. ROTHWELL, AMHERST ISLAND.

(Continued.)
CHAPTER III.

The foregoing sceneis not,Iconfess, a very
agreeable one; but the fault lies with the
actors, not with the mere chronicler of their
acts. It is no doubt a very painful and
distressing thingwhen a brother and sister
indulge in mutual recriminations, threats
on one side, and either defiance or forced
submission on the other. But such things
do occur sometimes; and when they do, he
who professes to relate their true history
must of course record them.

Miss Challoner was somewhat surprised
the next morning to find that her brother
had gone out to breakfast. "To Mr.
Moore's," the servant said; and as she
knew the intimacy which existed between
the two young men, she concluded that
Allan had made a visit to his friend the
pretext for avoiding an immediate meeting
with herself; a meeting which certainly
could not have been very pleasant to either
of them. She was rather glad than
otherwise, as it left her free to follow unob-
served and unquestioned, her meditated
plans.

The first of these was to order the car-
riage when she rose from table, and to drive
into Stormington. She had procured
from her maid before starting the address
she required, and she went at once to the
house of the mason John Ford.

Farly as she considered the visit to be,
it was already the middle of the working
day. Under Rachel Ford's management,
there was no idling, and all traces of the

morning meal and the subsequent house-
hold tasks had long since been put away.
Mrs. Ford was ironing lace, her attention
divided between her delicate work and her
fretful sick boy; and in the window,
engaged with her needle, sat Elsie, the
object of Miss Challoner's visit to the hum-
ble home.

Strange as it may appear to some, it was
the first time she had ever been in such an
abode. A passing glimpse caught from
the carriage, of the interior of. a laborer's
cottage or the workroom of an artisan, was
all she knew of the homes in which the
poor passed their lives from the cradle to
the grave. She subscribed to charities;
she gave largely from her own purse to
those who needed it, and was always will-
ing to relieve any distress that came to her
knowledge, as far as money, or any other
material help, could go; but to visit the
poor-that she could not do. She did not
understand them, or they her; she should
be sure to do or say just the wrong thing
if she went among them; and so she kept
away. She glanced now round the small
room which served the Fords as kitchen
and parlor in one. The bare floor-, the
whitewashed walls, on which were fast-
ened the shelves which held both the
scanty supply of books and the family
stock ot crockery and earthenware; the
curtairíless windows, whose muslin blinds
scarcely excluded the gaze of the passers-
by in the street; the broad black fireplace
where the kettle hung, and Mrs. Ford's
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irons heated at the coals-all formed a I foolish fancy to your daughter's pretty
whole which was a new world to Miss
Challoner, and she thought with bitterness
and anger, "And it is from this place that
he would bring a mistress to Donning-
dean!"

She looked at Elsie with some surprise
as she entered, and after the first greeting,
said, "I understood you were working in
Mr. Barton's factory."

" My daughter was employed there," said
Mrs. Ford, " but she is not strong enough
for the work, and is not going there again."

"Why did you leave Mrs. Martin's ?"
"i was only one of some extra assistants

she required because she had several large
orders at the same time. When those were
finished I was dismissed like others."

" Then you were not in her employment
when she recommended you to me?"

"No, madam. I was living at home
then."

" And how long have you been in the
factory ?"

"Since last November, madam."
It struck Miss Challoner for a moment

that less surprise was evinced at her visit
than she would have expected; but she did
not dwell on the idea. She proceeded now
to her main object; and turning again tc
Elsie, said, "Iwish to speak to your
mother alone, young woman; will you leave
us for a time ?"

Elsie went; but though left alone with
Mrs. Ford, Miss Challoner seemed* a ta losi
how to begin what she had to say. Shi
hesitated, commenced, and stopped again
and at last said, " Your daughter looks ver,
delicate."

" She is not strong," was Mrs. Ford'
reply.

"She is very pretty," said Charlotte
with what she meant to be most affabl
kindness. " I suppose you know that."

"I have heard some people say so," sai
Mrs. Ford, quietly.

"You are very careful of her, no doubt?
"She is a good girl. She gives me littl

trouble."
Miss Challoner saw that she must com

to the point without help, and plunged int
the subject at once. " Do you know, Mr
Ford, or am I the first to tell you, that m
brother, Mr. Allan Challoner, has taken

face."
Mrs. Ford smiled, a peculiar smile. "I

have lately heard that Mr. Challoner has

honored Elsie with his notice and atten-

tions."
Charlotte could not tell whether the words

were intended to be sarcastic or not. Mrs.

Ford's tone annoyed her, but she did not

show it, and said, " I was not aware that

you knew, and therefore thought it right

to put you on your guard."
"On my guard? " repeated Mrs. Ford,

in seeming surprise.
"You must be conscious, Mrs. Ford, that

a marriage between your daughter and my
brother is entirely out of the question. I
have no doubt she is as good as she is

pretty; but the difference in station would
render a marriage impossible."

" I am quite aware that Mr. Challoner
has no intention of marrying Elsie;" and
again came the strange smile.

" Then I am sure you must see how
desirable it is that she should see no more

of him. He has admitted to me that his
only object is a little harmless amusement.
Young men do not think much of these
things, but girls look on them in a different
light, and h'er feelings might be interested
in a way which by being disapppointed
might cause her sorrow."

" I am much obliged for yopr care of her."
Again Charlotte could not decide whether

a the words were meant to be respectful or
-impudent. "lBut there is no more fear

,that Elsie will give her heart in the wrong

r place than if she was a lady born. She is
quite contented with her lot, and has no

s desire to rise above her present station."
Mrs. Ford spoke quietly, but there was a
flush on her cheek and a gleam in her dark

e eyes which told a different story.
IlI arn glad to hear she is so sensible,"

di said Miss Challoner, drawing her shawl
round her as she prepared to depart. I

>shaîl always be willing to do anything for
e her that lies, in my power."

She bent her head, and left the room. I
e arn safe," she thought. IlThat woman is as
o proud as Lucifer. She would have inveigled
i. Allan into a marriage if it had been possible;
v now she knows that cannot be, there will
a be nothing more between them. Insolent!l
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to speak to me as she did! But I am glad I
came."

And she congratulated herself on the suc-
cess of her errand and the skill with which
she had performed it; she thought she had
been most considerate and kind in manner
and speech both to môther and daughter;
with her mind or her motives they had
nothing whatever to do. But as it happened,
they knew more of both than she at all
e*pected. She was in happy ignorance
that half an hour before she entered the
mason's house Allan had quitted it, leaving
behind him happiness on Elsie's part,
delight and gratified pride on her mother's,
and on both resentment against her. What
reception she and her news niight have met
with three hours before, cannot now be
known; but assuredly, as regarded the
impression she wished to make on Mrs.
Ford, she was those three hours too late.

When she was gone Mrs. Ford went to
look for Elsie. " There is no fear, my child;
clever as she thinks herself, and proud as
she is, she is deceived, and her pride shal
have a fall some day."

"Oh, mother, do not speak so. Remem-
ber who she is and what we are."

The mother smoothed the bright dark
hair, and putting her hand under the round
chin, lifted up the blushing face and look-
ed admiringly. 'Remember what weare.'
Ay, child, I do remember what we are,-one
of us at least. Don't be afraid, my child,
I was quite respectful; but upon my word
I had hardly patience to stand and listen to
her, knowing what I know."

CHAPTER IV.

Very different from the humble dwelling
of the Fords, was the house to which Miss
Challoner, her business in the town con-
cluded, took her way. Old and venerable
brick-work, trailing ivy and clinging creep-
ers, moss and lichen, rows of small latticed
windows, a lawn like velvet, on which a
splendid cedar cast broad shade., Any one
would have said,"What a noble old house l"
Alas! the beautiful lawn was enclosed with
high brick walls, which, lofty as they were,
could not yet shut out the tall chinineys
and the rows of windows and roofs of the

mill buildings that rose above them; for
Mr. Lawrence lived in the mill. He might
not have chosen to do so; but years before,
his father, who had amassed the fortune
requisite to purchase the fine old house
and erect the spacious factory, had not
been a man of sufficient refinement and
cultivation to be ashamed of the means by
which he had acquired his wealth. The
stream which ran swiftly through the park
would be extremely useful in the mill
works; so the lawn and fine old trees were
surrounded by a wall of defence, and the
long range of unsightly wooden buildings,
and brick chimneys all day vomiting
clouds of coal smoke, were built upon the
space outside.

Bitter had been Charlotte Challoner's
mortification when, five years before, her
beautiful sister, the youngest and the pet of
the family, had set her heart on marrying
a manufacturer. Not even a pretence to
family, his father had been a self-made
man, who had actually worked in the mill.
To be sure nothing could be said against
the son; he was in every respect a gentle-
man, by education, by association, tby
refined tastes and feelings. But-he was
the son of John Lawrence, who had begun
life in the rag-room of a paper mill, and as
such, whatever he might be now, no fit
match for Anne Challoner, who, with
beauty enough to aspire to a duke's eldest
son, and no despicable dower (the Chal-
loners, though not of boundless weal th, had
plenty and to spare), might have had her
choice among the first of three counties.
But with the contrariety of girls' nature,
the beautiful Anne had, at eighteen, given
her heart to John Lawrence, and turned a
deaf ear to other suitors. Great was the
opposition made. Many were the lectures
poor Anne received; her father at first
entirely refused his consent to the marriage,
and Anne dismissed her lover. Neither
changed-both lived in hope. Mr. Chal-
loner was relentless for a long time; but
Anne was his darling, his pet. He saw
her bearing her grief in silence, declining
day by day. "After all, Charlotte," he said
to his, other daughter, "it is not as if she
were a son, or even my eldest girl. Better
to have her marry somewhat beneath her
than to fill a grave." So he gave way
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subdued bv the pleading of drooping health, ' shrubs, now blué and rippled in the morning
pale cheeks and tearful eyes.

And Miss Challoner was forced to over-
come her horror of the factory, and to visit
her sister within its walls. Time, the
universal soother, had made even this afflic-
tion seem less dreadful, and Charlotte
could now drive down the lane ot sheds
and out-buildings, where wagons stood
loaded, and glimpses of factory girls were
snatched through open doors, without a
shudder.

On this spring morning, Mrs. Lawrence
was out upon the lawn, engaged in giving
some directions to the gardener, and watch-
ing her child as he ran to and fro upon the
grass. She looked so youthful, in her light
dress, and with bright curls blown about
her face by the wind, that you could scarcely
have imagined her to have been five years
a wife, and the mother of the rosy boy who
was enjoying equestrian exercise astride
upon a walking-stick pilfered from the hall.
There was nothing of the Challoners about
Mrs. Lawrence; her hair was brown and
curly, her eyes were brown, her complexion
more rose than lily, and she possessed a
plumpness of figure altogether different
from her slender brother and sister. She
had been a lovely girl, and was a very
pretty woman; not a beauty that would
last perhaps, but very agreeable to look on
while there.

She came tothe carriage and grejted her
sister affectionately. "I did not knowyou
were coming into Stormington to-day,"
she said.

"I had some business in the town," said
Charlotte, " and something to tell you
besides. I have finished all I had to do, and
will stay to lunch with you if you like."

" I am sure I shall be very glad. Johnny,
you naughty boy, keep your hat on, or you
shall go back to nurse."

The two ladies entered the house together,
Mrs. Lawrence leading the way through
the old oak wall and the low panelled pas-
sages to a small cheerful room looking to
the south. It had modern windows, open-
ing to the ground, through which you could
reach a green lawn and a flower garden.
The ground sloped up from the house, and
at the top of the rise lay the mill pond, a
sti, smooth lake surrounded with drooping

sun, but in summer afternoons placid and
white with lilies.

I always sit here in the morning," said
Anne; " I like the sun."

" Charlotte agreed, and added mentally,
"Yes, on this side it is possible to forget
the mill."

" What was it you had to tell me?" asked
Mrs.. Lawrence, after communicating the
important news that Johnny had had his
first reading lesson, and that Charlie, the
baby, had cut two new teeth.

" Only what I suppose you will not be
surprised to hear. Mr. Falconer was at
Donningdean yesterday afternoon."

" There is -nothing very surprising in
that, certainly,"

"No, but we arranged-we settled-"
"Oh, did you? I am glad. And when is

it to be?"
" On the i2th of next month. It is short

notice this time, but Mr. Falconer does not
wish it put off any longer; and besides
we want to stay a month abroad, and
yet be home 'before the season is over in
t own."

Mrs. Lawrence smiled.
"Why do-you laugh, Anne?"
" I was only thinking how much more

foolish John and I were than you will ever
be. I should never have thought of the
London season when I was married."

"Ah, you were romantic; and made a
love match besides."

" I wish I could think you were doing the
same, dear."

" I am quite content, Anne. You cannot
expect much romance in a girl of twenty-
eight and a man of thirty-five." But a sigh
came with the words.

" I am sure Mr. Falconer is very fond of

you."
" Oh yes, and I of him. I would not

marry him if I were not. We shall be Ivery
happy together, I only mean that we do
not pretend to the romantic ideas and
feelings of a boy and girl. It is an advan-
tageous marriage for both, and I think we
are well suited to each other."

Mrs. Lawrence shook her head. " I
may be very silly, but I am afraid that is
an insecure foundation for married happi-
ness."
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" Safer than the effervescence of great
love, I should think."

" The i2th," mused Anne. She always
if possible declined a discussion with her
sister. " That is three weeks from
to-morrow; you have no time to lose.
How can I help you?"

" Not at all, thank you, in the way you
mean. I went to Mrs. Martin's to-day,
and other arrangments are all made. But
there is one thing you can do for me, and
though the subject is anything but plea-
sant, I had better tell you now."

" Dear me, what is coming?" said Mrs.
Lawrence; "I don't like disagreeable
things. Must you tell me this, Charlotte ?"

" Yes, because I do not know who else
to ask to assist me; otherwise I would not
annoy you. Do you remember a girl who
did some work for me last year, when I
was to have been married in October?"

" No; who was she ?"
" Mrs. Martin recommended her to me.

Her name was Alice Ford ?"
" I recollect now. A very pretty girl with

brown eyes."
" Yes, she is very pretty. Little as I like

her, I must allow that."
" What has she done to incur your dis-

pleasure?"

" How should you like her for a sister-
in-law? What do you think of Allan's
having fallen in love with her, and declar-
ing he will marry her?"

Mrs. Lawrence opened her own brown
eyes in amazement. " You must be joking,
my dear' Charlotte; the idea is too
absurd."

" Absurd or not it is true. I suspected
it some time ago, at least that he had a
fancy for her pretty face; but I had no
proof. Yesterday, however, he was walk-
ing about with her half the afternoon. I
talked to him very seriously in the evening,
and he confessed that he had promised to
marry the girl, and meant to keep his
Word."

" And do you suppose he will really do
such a ridiculous thing as marry a dress-
maker's apprentice ?"

" Not only that. She has been working
the whole winter in Barton's paper-mill.
Now if there is one set of people-oh i I
have not patience to think of it, I do not

now think he will do it; I showed him the
folly, the madness of it, and he promised
me he would not; but in an equivocal
manner. I know there is no depende nce
to be placed on Allan; he may marry her
in the hope that Papa will forgive him.
They could scarcely be married here, and
I wantyou to watch that this girl does not
leave Stormington while I am abroad. I
should be glad if you would take her into
your service."

"But what can I do? I know nothing
about the people, and as for Allan, I would
no more interfere with him-"

"Very little can be done," said Miss
Challoner, who, it will be seen, chose to give
her sister her own version of the preceding
night's conversation. She was tolerably
sure that Allan would not now marry Elsie,
but she could not give Mrs. Lawrence her
reasons for the assurance, and was therefore
obliged to deviate somewhat from the facts.
" There would be no need to do anything,
if we could depend on Allan. I learned
from Mrs. Martin, to whom I was speaking
about the girl, that she is a cousin of your
under-nurse, so, you see, through your own
servant, you may know something of Alice
Ford. Have her here to work for you; say
I recommended her. I should like to know
what has passed between her and Allani
and you might find out."

" What sort of girl is she ?"
"As nice a girl as a factory girl can be,

I believe; Mrs. Martin speaks highly ot
her; but that is nothing. Whatever she
may be she is not a fit wife for Allan. Of
course she would be very glad to draw him
into a marriage; if Allan were disinherited,
and had only his own £2oo a year, it would
be a splendid match for her."

" We must prevent Allan's doing any-
thing so excessively foolish."

This was strong language from the gentle
Anne, and Miss Challoner felt glad to think
she had µn ally. " Then you will do all
for me that you can, Anne? Thank you.
You have only to let me know while I am
abroad; as long as the girl is here we are
safe. Her mother is as proud as a fallen
angel, and Allan would scarcely dare to
marry her here, under our very eyes."

" How long has this gone on? When
did Allan take this fancy?"
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II don't think he had ever seen her I the wedding. And as the period for that

before she came to Donningdean last

September. There, do not let us say
any more about it, Anne; I have told

you what I fear, and what we must try to

prevent, and I will trust to you to do all

you can."
" I am very glad to have done with so

unpleasant a subject," said Anne with a

sigh of relief.
"You will not let Allan know I have told

you this?"
" Oh no, I should not dream of speaking

to him on the subject, and it is not likely

he would mention it. Will you come and

see baby before lunch ?"
And at the nursery door we will leave

them.

CHAPTER V.

Perhaps few people besides Mrs. Law-

rence would have been satisfied with such

very meagre information as her sister had

afforded her, or have evinced so little curi-

osity on a subject which might certainly

be supposed to be one of considerable
interest to her; but it is equally certain

that had Miss Challoner known her to be

of a very energetic nature, and one likely

to embarrass her with troublesome ques-

tions, she would not have confided to her

anything at all. She was very far from

desiring that even her sister should share

the dreadful secret through knowledge of
which she possessed her influence over

Allan; but she knew that Anne was not

one to interest herself much in the affairs

of others; her husband and children absorb-

ed most of her attention,and it was not
probable she would seek to know more

than it suited Charlotte to tell her. The
latter had hardly expected so strong an
acquiescence in her own.opinions and ideas

as Anne had expressed, and was satisfied
that what help Mrs. Lawrence could ren der
her she should receive.

What that was to be it was not easy to

decide, nor did anything at present seem

to demand much anxiety. Allan remain-
ed very gloomy for two or three days, and
at the end of that time went to London for
a fortnight, only to return just in time for

event drew nearer, Charlotte had enough

to do irpreparing for the important change
it must make in her life.

She had spoken truly when she said it was

an advantageous match. Even for a Chal-

loner, Mr. Falconer was a desirable alliance.

He had birth, wealth, and position; and
talents and abilities to do credit to all. As

his wife, Charlotte would take her place as

mistress of.one of the first establishments,
and head of one of the first families in the
county; and she knew it and was proud
and gratified at being the: choice of one
whose choice was an honor, and being able
to sustain the prestige of her own family
in so marked a way.

Seven years ago, when she first awoke to
theknow.ledge of herown heart, and became

conscious that she returned Edgar Leigh-
ton's unspoken love, very different feelings
had been hers. She would have thought

little then of the advantages that marriage
might bring or take away. But Mr. Leigh-

ton was, or thought himself at that time in
no position to marry; he believed that he
was secure of her affection, and waited
three years, until fortune favored him so
far that he hoped the perfect independence
of his means and the home he could offer
her, would atone for his being but the
partner in a country bank, and of no pre-

tensions to family. But his caution had
overreached itself. Charlotte's affection
had never waned; she had loved him all
through with the strength and constancy
of which her firm nature was capable; but
in those three years she had advanced
much in worldly knowledge. Anne's marri-
age had taken place, and she had been
deeply mortified by it; so would others
be by this of her's. One sister had

already sunk into the second grade of

society; should she do the same? or by
keeping her place not only remain firm
herself but sustain Anne also? The strug-
gle between love and pride was sharp and
fierce; each fought bravely, but love at last
went down. Charlotte Challoner surren-

dered her heart to the rule of pride; she

rèfused ber lover, she heard him reproach

ber with coquetry in holding out hopes she

never meant to fulfil; and as he departed
she felt the dream of her life was over.
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All this, however, had happened four years
ago, and we all know that nowadays hearts
do not break as in the dear old romantic
times. Neither Charlotte nor her disap-
pointed suitor gave much sign of what
they felt; the little that had been known
regarding the affair was soon forgotten;
nor in the congratulations offered to Char-
lotte by her friends, was there one thought
of the past. Was it likely that the chosen
of Percival Falconer, the prospective mis-
tress of Charlcote Hall and £6ooo a year,
cduld bestow a regret on Edgar Leighton,
whose income might be reckoned by hun-
dreds, and who lived in a cottage villa on
the outskirts of the town? No; that page
of the past had been folded over long
ago.

The wedding was, as befitted the union
of two members of two such families, very
grand and very dull. There was a pro-
cession of carriages to the village church,
where as many cottagers as could gain
admittance to the churchyard marvelled
at the glimpse thus obtained of the mys-
teries of high life, dress and manners,
admired the stately bride in her white robes,
thought Mr. Falconer a fortunate man,
gave them bath hearty cheers and blessings,

and departed through the somewhat chilly
air (the day was cold though the month
was May,) to their respective homes.
Fifty years ago, perhaps, they might have
been feasted and otherwise entertained on
the occasion of the marriage of their
squire's daughter; but such things are
rather out of fashion now. The usual
wedding breakfast, the usual speeches, re-
sponses, tears, and preparations for depart-
ure, came to an end at last; and Mr. and
Mrs. Falconer started on the first stage of
their journey. " We shall only be away a
month, Anne," were Charlotte's last words
to her sister. " Remember your promise
till I return." And poor Mrs. Lawrence
felt the responsibility of her charge sink
like lead into her heart. " I shall do no
good, and Charlotte will only , be angry
with me when she cornes home. How in
the world am I to keep watch over a girl I
know nothing about, or control Allan,
when I mightaswell try to control the sea ?"
And she came at last to the conclusion that
she must let things take their course; per-
haps the wisest at which she could have
arrived. If she had only known how use-
less now were all plans and reflections, and
how little good remained to do!

(To be conjtnued.)

S Y'M P A T H Y.

BY C. E. C., AMHERST ISLAND.

An old elm stood by my childhood's hom,
With chirrup of birds each gladsome hour,

With a moan of boughs, when wild winds roam,
When our hearts are sad and dark clouds lower.

My father's hall owns the stranger's sway,
And the spot seems lone, so lone to me;

No sigh when im sad, no song when gay,-
From the lawn is gone the grand old tree.

A touch of love cheer'd my old-time moan;
My joy was lit by a face so fair,

An angel's sigh in her silver tone,
A wealth of glee in her golden hair.

That tone is now heard in angel song,
That golden hair never turned to gray;

In sorrow or joy my soul still longs
For voice and gold that have passed away.

Oh man 1 Oh men ! in a changing world

Are sorrows to lighten, joys to share;
Our fellows may droop e'er flag be furled,

The hero be crowned 'mid trumpets' blqre;

Then hands be reached to the friends who fall,
With hearty cheers greet the Nictor's palm;

Sa live and love, that missed by all,
You may sink to rest in endless calm.
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NAPOLEON THE SECOND.

BY JOHN READE.

The posthumous, inferential predecessor
of the Third Napoleon was born in Paris
on the 2oth of March, 1811. He was the
son of the Emperor Napoleon the First, by
Maria Louisa, daughter of Francis the
Second, Emperor of Austria. At his bap-
tism he received the name of Napoleon
Francis, being " called after " his imperial
father and his imperial grandsire. In him
the Emperor Napoleon saw the accomplish-
ment of his cherished scheme : that of
uniting Eastern and Western Europe in the
closest bonds-France, of course, being
the supreme arbiter of nations. To effect
this object, to obtain an alliance with Aus-
tria, he had divorced his wife Josephine,
just as he had previously, with the cruelty
of selfish ambition, annulled his brother
Jerome's marriage with Elizabeth Patter-
son.

In the short-lived, unhappy life of the
son of Maria Louisa, and the success and
influence and high connection with the
greatest courts in Europe which fell to the
lot of Josephine's descendants, there is one
of the most remarkable instances of retribu-
tive justice to be found in all history.

We need scarcely say that it was the
grandson of Josephine who, by disregard-
ing his oath of allegiance to the con-
stitution of 1848, and by yielding to the
temptation presented by the control of a
large army and the prestige attached to
his name, raised himself in December, 185r,
to the Throne of France. Napoleon III. is
the son of Hortense de Beauharnais,
daughter of Josephine, and Louis, brother
of Napoleon Bonaparte, who was for some
time King of Holland.

The death of the Queen Consort of
Charles XV. of Sweden, on the. 31st of
March last, was that which suggested to
us the comparison between the destinies
of the offspring of the faithful, cruelly-
reated Josephine, and the feeble child of

thé cold, though dutiful, Maria Louisa.
The deceased queen was the eldest daugh-
ter of Prince Frederick Charles, brother of
the late King of Holland, by his wife
Princess Louisa, sister of the present Em-
peror-King of Germany. The royal
widower is the son of Oscar the First by
Josephine de Beauharnais, eldest daughter
of Eugene de Beauharnais and grand-
daughter of the Empress Josephine, and
grandson of Bernadotte (whose wife was a
sister of the wife of Joseph Bonaparte, some
time King of Spain), who, by the strong
support of the Emperor,ascended the throne
of Sweden. The daughter of the present
King of Sweden is married to the Crown
Prince of Denmark. When it is recollect-
ed that Eugene de Beauharnais himself
married a daughter of the King of Bavaria,
and that his two sons and three of his
remaining daughters contracted alliances
with the ruling families of Russia, Portu-
gal, Brazil, Hohenzollern and Wurtemberg,
it will beseen that the family of Josephine
is conected and intermingled with almost
all the great Royal Houses of the civilized
world.

We hope our readers will pardon this
digrqssion (which, however, is not an aim-
less one) from the main object which we
have in view-to give a brief sketch of the
lonely life of the son of Napoleon Bona-
parte.

Napoleon conferred on his infant son the
high-sounding title of "King of Rome,"
but he did not long enjoy that empty
dignity. Scarcely three years after the
booming of Parisian cannons had announc-
ed his birth, the Allied armies entered the
French capital, (March 31st, 1814). On the

4 th of April following the Emperor abdi-
cated the throne. For ten months he dwelt
a prisoner in the Island of Elba. But the
forced rest did not agree with him. He
pined for action and power. At the very
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time when d iplomatic Europe was engaged
in reducing the confusion which he had
left behind him to something like order,
the rumor went abroad that he had escap-
ed. It was quite true. But he had escaped
to littie purpose as far as the accomplish-
ment of his own projects was concerned.
His ambition received its deathblow soon
after on the field of Waterloo, and his next
residence was more isolated and better
guarded.

In the beginning of the year 1814, when
he set out from Paris on his disastrous
campaign, the Emperor saw his wife, Maria
Louisa, and his son, Napoleon François,
for the last time.

On the 2nd of May in the same year the
King of Rome and heir by Senatus Consul-
tum to the Crown of his father, parted with
France forever. The decision at which
the Allies had arrived with regard to him
and his mother was, that they should know
Napoleon no more, and that they should
live. under the protection of Austria. The
terms were hard, but the ex-Empress
does not seem to have had any difficulty in
complying with them. The duchies of
Parma, Piacenza and Guastalla were given
to her, and her son, resigning his prouder
title, becane prince of these duchies.

The beautiful Summer Palace of the
Imperial family of Austria was the assign-
ed future residence of Maria Louisa and
the little Napoleon. It was a place which
possessed associations for both mother and
son. Here the former had spent her infant
years;* here the father of the latter had
dictated huniiliating terms to the defeated
Emperor of Austria.

Before they had been long settled in this
delightful retirement the news reached them
of Napoleon's escape from Elba, but his
letters to his wife, asking htr to return at
once to France, remained, at the instiga-
tion of her family, unanswered.

A little after,all hopes of reunion were for-
ever crushed at Waterloo. When Napoleon
signed his second abdication, immediately
after that famous battle, it was made in
favor of his son-" Napoleon the Second ;"
but the Allied Powers found another suc-
cessor-Louis the Eighteenth.

There is very little to say about the life
of the poor little son of the great captain

lof the armies of France. His life was a
most uneventful one, and, if we regard
biography as important only when the sub-
ject occupies some high public position, of
very little interest. But his isolation from
those around him, his wild, seldom-uttered
dreams of perpetuating the renown of the
name he bore, his ardent desire for distinc-
tion, and his constant yearning after the
land of his birth, where his appe'arance on
this world's stage was welcomed with blare
of trumpet and thunder of cannon; his
discontent at his forced insignificance, his
little vanities even, his delight in martial
uniform, his weakness and quiet suffering
and hoping against hope even in the face
of inevitable death-all this appeals to our
warmest sympathies.

How touching was that request oi his to
a French officer about to return from Aus-
tria to Paris: " I know no one in France,
but salute for me the statue in the Place
Vendome l" How especially affecting now
when that proudest trophy of France or
any country lies, by the madness of French-
born people, prostrate and broken!

In appearance Napoleon François waà
more a Hapsburg, it is said, than a Bona-
parte. * His training, too, made him, as
far as he could be made so, an Austrian.
His very name was taken from him, and
as Francis Joseph Charles, Duke of Reich-
stadt, people were taught not to recognize
in him the son of the great usurper. We
have already said that the duchies of
Parma, Piacenza and Guastalla had been
conferred on Maria Louisa, with the rever-
sion to her son. But of this provision he
was soon deprived in favor of the Bour-
bon, Prince Charles Louis. A property in
Bohemia, with a revenue of about £2o,Ooo,
was his compensation for the loss of his
Italian dignities and possessions. Very
little, however, did he care for one or other
of these Imperial gifts. His heart and his
eyes were ever turned to that point in the*
horizon where lay the land of his birth, the
land of his dreams, the land of his father's
glory, that land which he was never again
to behoki. All the kindnesses which were
lavished on the gentle, affectionate, shy,
feeble, ambitious boy, could not divert his
brooding thoughts from the fact that he
was like his father, an exile and a captive.
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He was ten years old when he heard o
that father's death. Though þe could onl,
have had the most misty memories of him
he seems to have ever loved him with
passionate love. On hearing the sad newi
he burst into tears, a-id his lonely grie:
was most pitiable. He could not, o
course, at that age understand why, a!
they told him, his father, whom he hac
heard of as so great a conqueror, should
live on a little rocky island in the midst oi
the ocean. The mystery was too great foi
his feeble frame. He suffered from an in-
explicable sorrow and there was none tc
comfort him. And now the father, whose
wondrous face he knew by portraits, oi
whose deeds he had heard those around
him speak in subdued whispers, lest they
should again rouse the spirit of the des-
troyer, was dead! Ever afterwards he
thought of him as an object of veneration
almost to be worshipped. Nothing gave
him more sincere pleasure than to read
over and over the books his father had
most liked-such as Tasso and Ossian.
He studied his military lessons from his
father's campaigns and despatches. Be-
fore he had reached his seventeenth year
he had read all that had been written res-
pecting him, and had learned all the par-
ticulars of his career from his birth to his
death. He could repeat the names of his
generals, knew the circumstances, position
and results of all his battles, and brooded
over the story of his final defeat.

Perhaps not final. Might not he con-
tinue or resume the great work of reno-
vating Europe which his father had begun?
He had the prestige of a name which was
but humble enough when his father began
his career. He could claim, besides that
prestige, the honor of belonging to one of
the oldest royal houses in the world.
Surely he was destined to act an important
part in the development of the history of

ohis time ! And France, his cherished, glo-
rious France, bequeathed to him by his
father, would he not return honored and
welcomed to her bosom?

Alas, poor young dreamer! Hie hopes
were but as the mirage of the desert, which
draws the poor pilgrim, in the very ecstasy
of expectation, into the jaws of cruel death.
The young Napoleon's drearns'soon ended.

f1 The seeds of disease inherent in his con-
y stitution soon began to manifest thern-

selves with dangerous frujkfulness. Con-
a sumption marked him as its victim, and
s the well-known symptoms of that fearful
f malady soon made it evident that he had
f not long to live. For military duty-one
s of his greatest delights-he had neer
i been fitted. His voice had never been
1 strong, and the exertion of commanding
i was far too much. ·Still,.poor fellow, with

the haunting idea that something extra-
ordinary was required of him, and that the
son of Napoleon ought to be a good sol-
dier, he persevered, hoping that, if he were
to be denied all other glry, e woud at

1 least rise to distinction in his grandfather's
arnry.

In July, 1832, Maria Louisa, who had,
in 1828, contracted a second marriage with
the Count Neipperg, was summoned from
Italy to see her sick son. She barely reached
his bedside in time to see him alive. On
the 22nd of that month his protracted
sufferings came to an end. He died in
the room which had been occupied by his
father when he visited Schoenbrunn. In
the Imperial vaults of Vienna he sleeps
with his fathers-the Hapsburgs.

It is, of course, impossible to say. what
this poor boy might have become had he
had opportunities, backed by the prestige
of his name, of winning power or renown.
But we are inclined to think that his life,
in any case, would have been a failure. His
career was constitutionally destined to be
short, although the fretting about impos-
sible attainments may have tended to
shorten it. He seems to have had Napo-
leonic aspiration enough; but whenever
it was hinted that he should take any
decided action he shrank back appalled.
He seems to have possessed all his mother's
dutifulness to the house of Austria: " Ever
strongest on the strongest side." And this
dutifulness kept him from engaging in any
schemes wbich migît, in any way, com-
promise his Imperial guardian. But if duty
inclned him to Austria, we have seen that
all his love and hearty loyalty were given
to France.

There is nothing so difficult to judge of
as the moral or intellectual worth of those
who die young. There are, of course,
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remarkable exceptions; and we speak with

no reference to religious state. . Some who

in youth were considered " soft " and

stupid have lived to shew the world how

much force of character was latent

beneath the dull, unpromising exterior;
while, on the other hand, '' bright " boys

and '' talented " young men have often

surprised us by becoming intellectual
bankrupts. Had the cousin of Napoleon

François-he who. placed him by cunni ng,

selfish inference on the throne of France-

died at the age of twenty-one, very few

would ever have known of his existence.

Had he died even at any time previous to

the establishment of the Republic of'48,

he would now be almost wholly forgotten.

As for his literary labors, taken apart

from his career, they are of exceedingly
small merit. But viewed in connection with

the second Empire, the Idées NaPoleon-
Ïennes acquire no little importance and

significance.
There was a time when, if the son of.

Napoleon had been presented to the French

people, they would have chosen him Em-
peror by acclamation. Many a fair lady

and gallant soldier were fain to kiss his

hand, as the hand of their Sovereign dur-

ing his life-long exile. But whether from

fear of the Austrian Court, or from natural
timidity, the Duke of Reichstadt ever
shrank from these loyal approaches. He
seemed to have, with all his self-conscious-
ness as the heir of Napoleon, with all his
wild dreams of future eminence, an instinc-
tive conviction that his hopes would never
end in attainnent. What a Hamlet struggle
his whole life was !

Are we wrong in seeing in the fate of
this poor boy a continuance of Napoleon's
divinely-inflicted punishment. His seed
was not to inherit the earth, howevermeek
and mild and affectionate it might be. The
son of the daughter of Austria's Emperor,
for whom he had put away from him his
lawful wife, was to be a lackland and a
prisoner, a prey to ambition which had no
energy, and agitated by aspirations which
were denied achievement; while the child-
ren and descendants of her whom he so
cruelly rejected were destined to occupy
the very positions among the nations of
Europe which in his eyes constituted the
highest happiness. justice of this kind is to

be met with in fact as well as in fiction;
and it is not limited in its operations to the
aspirants after thrones.

But, perhaps, we had better leave our
readers to dogmatize for themselves.

RECORD OF AN EXTINCT RACE.

BY REV. A. HARVEY, ST. JOHNS, N. F.

THE RED INDIANS OF NEWFOUNDLAND.

That incomparable humorist, Artemus

Ward, informs us that " the Red Man of

the forest was formily a very respectful

person. Justice to the noble aboory-gne

warrants me in saying that origernerly he
was a majestic cuss. At the time Chris

arrove on these chores (I allude to Chris.

Columbus) the Savijis was virtoos and

happy. They were innocent of secession,
rum, draw-poker, and sinfulness gin'rally.

They had no Congress, 'faro-banks,

delirium tremens, or Associated Press.

Their habits were consequently good."

This luminous and comprehensive ac-

count of the Red Men holds good, in every

particular, regarding that branch of the
family which constituted the aborigines of
Newfoundland. When the country was
first discovered they appear, from the
accounts of the early voyagers, to have
been a gentle, peaceable race, and entirely

free from the long catalogue of vices so
graphically enumerated by A. Ward.
Sebastian Cabot, the discoverer of New-

foundland, saw them " dressed in skins

and painted with red ochre." Jacques

Cartier in 1534, describes them as " of good

size, wearing their hair in a bunch on the

top of their heads and adorned with

feathers." Hayes, who was second in com-

mand to Sir Humphrey, Gilbert, about

1583, and whose narrative has been pre-
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served in the Hakluyt collection, says, 1 and were followed by vengeful retaliation"the savages are altogether harmless." on the part-of the savages. But what couldCaptain Richard Whitbourne, in his bows, arrows and clubs avail against thes Westward Ho, for Avalon 1" in I622, tells muskets of the white man? The poor Redus that Ithe natural inhabitants of the men were hunted and shot like beasts ofcountry, as they are but few in number, so prey. No attempts were made to conciliateare they something rude and savage people, and establish friendly relations till it washaving neither knowledge of God nor too late. The entire race was graduallyliving under any kind of civil government. exterminated; and now there is not aIn their habits, customs and manners they single representative of the Red men ofresemble Indians of the continent." IHe Newfoundland known to be in existence.further describes them as " ingenious and Their haunts in the interior of thetractable, full of quick and lively apprehen- Island have been explored in the hope ofsions," willing to assist the fishermen in discovering some remnants of the ill-usedcuring their fish, for a small hire, and only race, but in vain. Only their graves andtroublesome from their proclivities to the mouldering remains of their huts andannex sails, lines, hatchets, knives and deer-fences have been found; their firessuch like." To them, doubtless, these were have been extinguished forever, and thetreasures of inestimable value; and the record of their fate fills another dark pagedesire tob appropriate such riches was in the history of the white man's progressirrepressible, %s in most savage tribes. in the New World. Some believe that aWhitbourne's account shows that in their small band of them escaped, and tookhabits they resembled the Canadian refuge in the interior of Labrador, whereIndians, as they constructed canoes with -they are still to be found. Various rumorsthe bark of pine trees, which they "paid " regarding the existence of this remnantwith gum and turpentine. Their cooking have been heard from time to time, but noutensils were made of the bark of the fir and tangible proof is forthcoming. It is quitethe spruce, which were so well constructed certain that in Newfoundland not a singleas to bear the heat of boiling water. They individual of the race now exists. Theydressed the skins of deer, beavers, otters, are gone-

bears and seals in excellent style, and Like the clou4-rack of a tempest,
always possessed a large store of them and Like the withered leaves of autum."of red ochre, with which they painted
themselves and their canoes and utensils. MICMAC AND BCEOTHIC.

RED MEN AND WHITE-WAR TO THE KNIFE. The whites were not the only enemies
p Dwith whom the Red men had to contendPeaceable relations did not long continue here. One hundred and seventy years ago,between the white invader and the Red the Micmacs, an Indian tribe from NovaMan. The rude fishermen, hunters and Scotia and Cape Breton, invaded theirfurriers of those early days were not the territory, being armed and incited by themen to try the savages with the arts of French. A savage war ensued between thecivilization. So soon as the latter became two tribes; but the Micmacs having learnedtroublesome, by appropriating the white the use of fire-arms from the Europeans,man's goods, the strong arm was lifted had a decided advantage; and the Bœoth-against them; and for two hundred years ics, as the others called themselves, afterthey were considered fair game for the severe losses, retired to the interior, huntedrough settlers. The Red Man's vengeance like beasts of prey, both by Micmacs andwas aroused, and " war to the knife," was whites. It is not wonderful that, driven tothe rule between the two races. The despair, they ever afterwards manifestedsavages, at first mild and tractable, and the most determined abhorrence of theircapable of being won by kindness and white destroyers, and, unlike the conti-Justice, became the fierce, implacable foe nental Indians, refused to hold any inter-of the white man. Deeds of wrong and course with them. Their hatred and distrustcruelty were perpetrated by the invader, , of the whites are almost unparal leled
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elsewhere, and, prompting them to deeds 1
of treachery and blood, hastened their own
destruction.

EFFORTS TO SAVE THE ABORIGINAL RACE.

The Government of this Colony made
many humane but fruitless attempts to
arrest the war of extermination against
this devoted race; but owing to the scatter-
ed nature of the settlements, and the rude,
lawless habits of the early trappers and
hunters who came into contact with the
Bœothics, their efforts were in vain. The
earliest official notice of the aborigines is
in the form of a proclamation by the
Governor, and bears date 1769, and seems
to have been repeated on the accession of
each new adninistrator. This document
sets forth that His Majesty had been
informed that his subjects in Newfoundland
"do treat the savages with the greatest in-
humanity, and frequently destroy them
without the least provocation or remorse.
In order, therefore, to put a stop to such
inhuman barbarity, and that the perpetra-
tors of such atrocious crimes might be
brought to due punishment, His Majesty
enjoined and required all his subjects to
live in amity and brotherly kindness with
the native savages; and further enjoined
all magistrates to apprehend persons guilty
of murdering the native Indians, and send
them to England for trial."

"MARY MARCH AND SHANANDITHIT.

Not content with such a mere negative
measure, the Government engaged in
zealous efforts to establish friendly relations
with the Bœothics. A reward was offered
for the capture of a Red Indian, and in
1804, a female was taken by a fisherman
and brought to St. John's, where she was
kindly treated and sent back with presents
to her tribe; but no result followed. In
i81o, Lieutenant Buchan, of the Royal
Navy, was sent to the River of Exploits,
with orders to winter there and open a
communication witb the Indians. He
succeeded in finding a party of them; and
taking two of their number as hostages,
and leaving two marines with them as
hostages, he returned to hie ' depot for
presents. During his absence, the fears of
the Red men were aroused lest he had gone
for reinforcements; and, having murdered

their hostages, they fed to the interior.
In I819 another female was taken by a
party of furriers on Red Indian Lake, and
brought to St. John's. She was named
Mary March, from the month in which she
was taken. She was treated with great
kindness and sent back with presents, but
died on the voyage. Her body was placed
in a coffin and left on the margin of a lake,
where it was found by her people, and
conveyed to their burial-place on Red
Indian Lake, far in the interior, where it.
was afterwards found by the adventurous-
traveller Cormack lying beside the body of
ber husband. Another female was taken
at a later date, and was known by ber
Indian name of Shanandithit. She lived
six years in St. John's and died of consump-
tion, the fatal disease of her tribe, as she
stated, and the same that carried off Mary
March. Thus all hopes of atoning by
kindness for past cruelties were frustrated.

,RED INDIAN LAKE-THE LAST OF THE
BmEOTHICS.

A final effort was made in 1827 by " the
Boothic Society for the Civilization of the
Native Savages." This society organized
an expedition and despatched Mr.Cormack,
with three Micmac Indians, to discover the-
retreat of the Red men. After a perilous
journey through swamp and forest never
before trodden by the foot of a white man,
the party reached Indian Lake, which had
been for centuries the chosen and undis-
turbed home of the Boothics. This magni-
ficent central lake presented to the daring
leader of the expedition a view grand,
solemn and majestic, as he descended the
hills that bound its northern extremity. An
unbroken sheet of water met his view,
reaching far beyond the limite of vision,
and perfectly placid, with not a canoe to
ruffie its surface. Eagerly their .eyes
searched the shores for some vestiges of
the mysterious race; but no smoke.from
hut or wigwam rose into the air; no sound
indicative of the presence of man reached
th¢ir ears. The stillness of death had
settled down on a scene that once swarmed
with busy life-that witnessed the great
war councils of a powerful tribe, and saw
their " braves " returning in triumph from
the battle or the chase, and re-echoed for
generations with their war-songs and
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shouts of victory. Now all was silent and I wrapping of birch bark, and covering itdeserted. The wild Mountaineer Indians well with a pile of stones, or where thewith Cormack, though of a hostile tribe, ground was soft, a grave was dug, and nosank down overcome with grief at the sad stones placed over it.
and solemn sight; and the enthusiastic
traveller, whose hopes of a successful DEER FENCES.
issue to his journey were thus blighted, What most arrested the attention of Mr.
was no less disheartened and saddened. Cormack was the extent ofthe Indian fences

SEPULCHRES OF A TRIBE. to entrap deer. These were constructed
with infinite labor to lead the deer, inFor several melancholy days the Party their periodical migrations, into the narrowcontinued to traverse the shores of the lake, end of the lake, where, on taking the water,meeting everywhere evidences that this they were easily pursued and killed withhad long been the centralog th mri spears. Cormack observed these fencesBothics. They found, along the margn extending for forty miles along the Exploitsof the lake, whole villages of summer and River which runs from the lake, in a noblewinter wigwams, ail in ruins. They saw stream, for seventy miles to the sea. Itthe beds dug in the earth round the fire- required a people many thousand strongplaces and in the sides of the wigwams, to erect and maintain such fences. IlIt

and a wooden building for drying and to e and maintai sc fn s
smoingvensonstil prfet. t oe was melancholy," says Cormack in hissmoking venison stil perfect. At one diary, " to contemplate the gigantic, yetspot they found a large and handsome rude efforts of a whole primitive nation,canoe, twenty-two feet long, rent by the in their anxiety to provide subsistence, for-violence of a storm-the people in it hav- saken and going to decay." The deer areingpossibly perished, as it contained some there in as great numbers as ever; but theof their valuables quite undisturbed. Most Red Man has vanished Illike the snow-

interesting of all were the burying-places. flake on the river."
These were variously constructed, accord-
ing to the rank of the persons entombed. •
One of them was shaped like a cottage, ARE THERE ANY SURVORS?
ten feet by eight, and five feet high in the Such is the sad history of the Red
ridge, and was floored with squared poles, Indians of Newfoundland. Does a remnant
the roof covered with bark, and every part of the lost race still survive in some
well secured against the weather and the secluded valley of the unexplored interior
attacks of wild beasts. Here it was or amid the rugged hills of Labrador? It
that the remains of Mary March were may be so, but as yet no trace of them has
found in a coffin, neatly shrouded in been*found; and with Cormack's expedition
white muslin, having been conveyed by the last hope of finding them was aban-
the tribe many years before by a long and doned. Either they were gradually thinned
painful journey from the seaside, where it in numbers by war and disease, till at
had been left. Bows, arrows, axes, and length, on the banks of Red Indian Lake,
other property of the deceased, were found the last Red Man looked despairingly ondeposited near the bodies. Another way the ruins of his race and the graves of his
of disposing of the dead was the same as fathers, and then, wrapping himself in his
that Qf the Indians of the sources of the deerskin robes, followed his ancestors to
Mississippi. The body was wrapped in the happier hunting-grounds of the here-birch bark, and, with the property, placed after-or, it may be, a little band, theon a scaffold about four feet and a half relics of a once numerous nation, took afrom the ground. In other instances the last mournful look at the desolated scene,
body was bent or doubled up, wrapped in and departed for some unknown retreat,
birch bark and enclosed in a strong box where the murderous arm of the whitemade of square posts laid. on each other man could not reach them, but where, withhorizontally. The most common mode of the fatality that follows their doomed race,interment was by placing the body in a extinction gradually overtook them.
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THE "PILGRIM'S PROGRESS.''

BY T. S. M. Q.

Genius produces a work which an intui-
tive knowledge tells us is incomparable in
excellence. Talent -stops where genius
takes its boldest leap, and by a clearneàs
and power of conception, by a vividness of
graphic painting, and withal the utmost
simplicity of speech, executes a task which
receives the encomiums of all classes, and
becomes popular, from its comparative
perfection as a work of genius. Its
strongest characteristic is that we are
speedy in catching the spirit, and delighted
in so easily comprehending its lights and
shades, its loveliness of landscape, and
perfect adaptedness of language; but of the
most learned productions of genius this
must be widely qualified. None but a
scholar can appreciate, especially in its allu-
sions, the full beauty of " Paradise Lost;"
but where the bard is most sublime, and
where he takes his highest flights in song,
he is most simple and unaffected in expres-
sion. Even a child could then read him.
Where he is mostclassical he becomes most
tiresome. Where he sings in strong hearty
English that wonderfully patheticstrainon
the return of spring in the Third Book, or
where he tells us of the angels before the
throne, he soars away on the highest wing
of his imagination, and yet with such
clearness does he sing that all can follow
him, delighted. If there are two works of
the English nation, written in its own
tongue, and composed by its own sons,
which of all others stand forth with pro-
minence from the library, or the more
modest book-shelf, and are every year
being more widely read with the wider
spread of education, Milton's " Paradise
Lost" and Bunyan's " Pilgrim's Progress"
are surely they. It is our purpose to treat
exclusively of the latter work, which in
religious literature holds a place next only
.o the Bible.

It is a wonderful book-a book which
every age stamps with unqualified approval
and reads with dreamy delight. It is
found in the nursery and the drawing-room.
It can be þurchased for a penny, or in
superb gilt morocco binding for some in-
definable ainount. It can be read on any
day of the week, with as much delight on
Monday as on the Sunday. Children have
thrown aside their fairy books to read it,
and the sombre student has found recrea-
tion in its pages. To the poet it pos-
sesses an allegorical beauty which requires.
genius to grasp, and which is as uncommon,
as it is fitted to any understanding. And
this charm for its readers is owing to that
suggestiveness of the allegory, which
flatters the reader by presuming on his
learning, or at least on his understanding.

In one sense it was no common man
that wrote it, and yet the author was a;
tinker. It sounds strange in some ears,
and pleasing in others. To the narrow-
minded it affords wonder; to the educated,
.pleasure, but to the poor delight. It will
certainly not lose with them because it was
written by one of their own class, nor with
the higher, because it was not written by
one of theirs.

" Water will find its own level." Tinker-
ing, persecution, and imprisonment con-
spired to crush the spontaneous genius of
a Bunyan, but failed. "'Tis the mind that
makes the man." He led an inner life, a
holy existence, which buoyed him up on
the billows of circumstantes. His Bible
was his healing salve, an antidote for all
his sicknesses of body and of mind, and
had he not more than the common -share?
It is fortunate that genius in its severest
trials can lift itself above the level of com-
mon imen, and despise or overcome the
force of circumstances. That Bunyan
composed sixty works shows the energy of
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the man; that he wrote the " Pilgrim's Pro-1 defiled," such hearty Anglo-Saxon mono-gress," thegenius of the writer. Like Homer syllables as hit home like iron knuckles;and Milton he became blind, which has no learned mouthings or classical poly-curiously given to blindness a species of syllables in long and stiff parade, no my-poetic significance. Like Milton, he was a thological personages, but light andpamphleteer. Like both Homer and Mil- shadow appily mingled, and al breatndton, he wrote two works of transcendent ing the simplicity of genuine sublimity.merit; and, as in their case, the balance Next to the Bibie, there is no repository ofof opinion is in favor of the first pro'duc- purer Anglo- Saxon than the Pilgrim'stions of each-perhaps because the one Progress," and tough the style is toobeing read before the other wearies thePrges"adtohte tyeitommd, in its efforts to appreciate the homely for our age of artificial, polished,so unfitin iteffors to fuyete the former, and classicial stateliness of expression, we

so unfitting it to fuliy enter into the spirit Mlust admieasyeo mntlfrermof the latter. However it is, the " Iliad" 'nusadire a style so eminently free fromis read rather than the "Odyssey;" "Para-of Johnsonian pomposity or thedise Lost" rather than " Paradise Re- over-polished periods of a Macaulay. Wegained," and the "Pilgrim's Progress" are at home in reading it. We have not to
rather than the " Hloly War.,, go out of ourselves to appreciate it, son th case of soel-sustaid an familiar and yet compressed and forcible

In the case of s0 well-sustained an are the sentiments.allegory as the " Pilgrim's Progress," one are the nt
might suppose that a tinker would be Bunyan was not a poet. He had aexcusable in committing many incongrui- strong imagination but little fancy: the oneties. But, with the exception of one in the creates, the other clothes. There are thosesecond part, we know of none worth noting, who have lauded him as a poet, but theyand that is too trivial for remark. An have done so in ignorance. Jis "Apologyallegory is a continuous simile, which re- is tolerable prose in stilted verse, aridquires much foresight to successfully sus- almost totaly deficient of the true essentialstain, and Bunyan in this species of cbm- of poetry, which is to verse what fiction isposition well deserves the title of Prince of to plain prose, an ornament, a beautifier.Allegorists. Horace ventured on an what painting is to a pencil engraving, analegory when he likened the Roman State attraction, a coating of many colors. histo a ship drifting with the waves, and is cannot be said of either Bunyan's verse orsaid to have aroused by his beautiful ode prose. No doubt his trials and the er-the city to a true sense of its danger. secution for is beliefs crushed much of isSo an allegory of our own times has given fancy, which is too delicate a thing, of toore uto aury widely-spread discussion.* butterfly a nature, to be beaten about the

hato aHr bad a nobler purpose on air without suffering. But, if not poetry,and. His was a divinecommissiontothe his work approaches so near the dividingsou of men. He was to relate the journey- line that to draw a distinction would beng of Christian to the Celestial City, and invidious, if not difficult. We are contentarouse his felow travellers in the Valley of to call it an allegory, and the author thetbe Sadow of leath to a manifest sense of first of allegorists.
their destiny-to quicken into life the faint- The plan of the story is not entirely novel;earted, and to sustain the feeble knees. Bayley, Bernard and Patrick had handledt was a happy moment for the world when similar themes before him. The idea ofthe idea of writing sucb a work flashed the dream, if suggested by any of them, waswit its fortuitous revelation on his mind, probably by the second; but there tis aand al the happier that he as done so, for romantic interest woven into the woof ofwo can te l the souls it has directed Zion- Bunyan's story, an interest ingrafted intoward, or the spirits i as cheered in the even the second part, though it wears soValey of fumiliation? e chooses for his much an air ot repetitioi, that the Bedfordtale wors from the well of English un- tinker may well claim to have outshone al

bis predecessors by witing a work which* Dame uropas Schooj* 
leaves them in oblivion, and makes
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Bedford tinker, and speaks of his work as softness of woman thrown around her, the
"illuminated by a heavenly influence." oveliness of forbearance in her language,

The first part is novel and wears away and the glow of Christianity visible
the interest which would be felt in reading through her whole piigrimage. Nowhere
the second. The one has a more heroic is Bunyan s0,successful as in this creation;
aspect and more fascinating adventure. nowhere to be more Iauded for the unity
We prefer to follow the fortunes of a man of his portraiture. No writer has ever
who fights his battles, and who, if he painted woman in livelier or more faithfui
gets into trouble, fights his way out of it, coioring, so true to life, or more ingeni-
rather than of a woman and children who de- ously ideaiized.
pend on Great Heartto bringthem through. Let the Christian make this work his
We love the boldness of Christian, and feel chart and guide; let the poetread it to find
little interest in the helplessness of Chris- images for his fancy; the artistto find sub-
tiana. But if the lustre of one portion is jects for his pencil; the young and old to
bright.the brilliance ofthe other is only less find delight in its pages; and ail to perfect
so by comparison, and from a sense of re- their style from it contents.
petition not uninviting, but still pe'rcepti- Nor must it be fovgotten that Milton
ble. In the latter part the personification and Bunyan are the two Puritan represen-
of Mercy is a character beautifully conceiv- tatives of the highest order of English
ed and of feminine delicacy. There is the literature.

PICKING WILD FRUIT IN ONTARIO.

iBY P. K. CLYNE, WALSINGHAM.

There are certain localities in Ontario constitute it a great favorite. As a general
that can scarcely be surpassed in the pro- thing wi d strawberries contain a honey-
ductionofwid fruit; and it is afactnworthy like flavor not usua y found in the tame.
of note that these localities are situated This makes ther a dish that the daintiest
where the fruit is most needed. In regions invaid can seldomi refuse. The picking
that are hard to clear, among giant pines and marketing of these bernes are now
and trunks of trees scattered thickly over chiefly confined to new settements. h is
the ground, where many years have to pass the first fruit of the season that is picked
by before the settLer can regale his appetite by bush hands and carefully prepared to
with apples, pluns and pears, grow spori- cheer the hardy hay-maker at bis meals.
taneously bernies of the most deiicious Another season of strawberries with its
flavor. festivities has corne and gone. In some

Among the first blossomns that greet the 'backwoods places, wiere the sound of the
eyes of the backwoods settier in spriflg, 1axe has been heard oniy a few years, the
and which indicate the production of the enjoyments over the uscious fruit las been
earliest fruit of the season, are those of compete. Young and old, with cheerfu
the wild strawberry. This plant s found Nooks, and without any attenpts at ostenta-
growing in mneadows, along fencés, and in tion, have assembleci in pleasant groves,
nuch neg'ected slashings. The fruit ripens' and been merry over their bowl of straw-

in june, and although it is now superseded bernes and cream. If the poor who obtain
in many places by that grown in gardens, a scanty livelihood in cities and towns,
yet it possesses properties that wil eer with scarcely any recreation, could but
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witness one such gathering in the wilder- I care but little for,, the welfare of theness, surely there would be a general emi-! poor.
gration thither. In July, before the rasberry season isIn many sections during the month of entirely past, other berries, equally prizedJulv may be seen bending over logs, or haîf- by many, begin to ripen . These are theconcealed among underbrush, bushes red well known whortle-berries, vulgarly calledwith wholesome raspberries. A berry- huckleberries," of which there are severalpatch often covers an area cf several hun- varieties; but those found in marshes aredred acres, affording excellent picking fr now the principal cnes sought after.all who choose to engage. A great quantity There the bushes are taller and the bernes
of this fruit is not allowed to waste on the much langr than on the upland. Before
bushes or to be eaten by the birds, but hun- the drainage cf the marshes, water was adreds of people yearly improve the oppor- great obstacle in the way f the pickers.
tunity a bountiful Providence has given This, however, did not keep many whothem cf securing it. Beneath the burning were seized with the berry fever from geingrays of the summer's sun, sheltered by their there. Even wemen have been known to
broad-rimmed hats; m the stout-hearted wade for hours after the fruit. This ofpickers ge forth. Scrambling over legs course, · had a very deleterious effectpiled high upon each other, or crawling upon their constitutions; the penalty thatupon all-fours beneath those suspended many of them had to pay being an attack ofjust high enough above ground, they work fever and ague, that often kept them with-their way from bush te bush gathering the in doors for weeks. The drainage of thefinest cf samples, those growing on the marshes, which work has been.accomplish-open ground being generally shnivelled by ed in many places through the wisdom oftheheatfthesun. Afterenduring accon- municipal authorities, thus rendering thesiderable amount cf fatigue, they corne country, arouind se much healthier, hasfrom the patch usually well-loaded with the made the picking cf these beres almost afruit; but their work des not always end pleasure instead of a task. Above, thehere. The Dutch, who undoubtedry are the picker beholds the conically shaped top ofbest pickers in Ontarie, supply our markets the verdant tamarack, screening him froinwith large quantities of these bernes. the heat cf the sun; while beneath he treadsSturdy men and women, with equally upon a mossy carpet of the softest kind.robust-looking boys and girls, who have Most of the berries on the bushes arejust commenced life in the backwoods, and breast-high to a person, and as they grow

who know more about hardships than we in clusters an experienced hand can
at first may imagine, may be seen trudging gather a large quantity in a day. Some
along towards the nearest market. The cf the pickers becne s engaged thatload that each one carries is often enor- they often forget the venomous reptiles
mous. Large pails filled with this ponderous that at this season cf the year come above
fruit are carried, one on each arm, while a the moss te show themselves. Most
third is generally borne upon the head. cf the marshes are infested with rattle-
We can see them in tewn making bargains snakes, but, strange te say, very few peoplewith their Canadian neighbors. S me can have ever been bitten. The hideousonly speak a few words of broken English; snakes, though, often cause considerable
enough, howeve, toe make known that the excitement in a marsh. A picker hears afruit is cf the choicest quality-" as goot noise as if shells were being rubbed to-us the pest they have seen since they gether down by his feet. He looks, andleft their fadderland." fnds himself in close proximity te one cf

Notwithstanding the eagerness of these those molsters. le immediately gives aneedy people to obtain fair prices for their shriek and a spring, but samehow, in hisfruit, it is often taken frem them, we are excitement, he loses his balance, and downsorry to say, for sums far below its real he tumbles, the big blue berries from hisvalue; the purchasers being individuals basket rolling over the moss in every direc-whose hands never felt a brier, and who tion. The first thing he thinks about is



the distance he has made from the snake;
and, happily, he finds that he has landed
several feet away. But Io! there is a
scratch on his hand. Has not the reptile
pierced hii with its fangs? It is altogether
probable. He shouts for his companions,
and soon relatives, acquaintances, and
strangers assemble around him. Many
antidotes, such as indigo, ash, whiskey,
etc., are spoken of, but, unfortunately, not
one is at hand. A bandage is placed
tightly around the wrist, and a move is
made for home. Before leaving, however,
some of the more venturesome ones take a
look for the snake; but his snakeship has
crawled under the turf, and is safe. Rattle-
snakes seem to fill the minds of all, and
berries Jose their charm for that day. As
they quietly walk over the mossy carpet on
their way honeward, many a chill creeps
over the more timid ones; and when they
finally bid adieu to the marsh some resolve
never to return again; but, alas, for such
resolutions, in a few days some of the same
party are again in the marsh. What has
beeome of the adventurer with the snake?
His hand not beginning to swell or change
in color, they fina'ly conclude that it is
simply a scratch, and not a bite of a poi-
sonous reptile. Boys are sometimes rash
enough to go into marshes barefooted,
Parents, if they have any regard for their
children, should put a stop to this practice.
People from a great distance visit marshes
to obtain whortleberries. They are es-
teemed very highly on account of their
medicinal properties. Cranberries, also,
grow in marshes, but not in sufficient
quantity of late to pay for the picking. The
time may come when the vine will be culti-
vated in the rich soil, and large quantities
of this valuable fruit grown for our mar-
kets.

By the time the .marshes are free of
pickers, blackberries begin to ripen in the
woods, and cause a general sensation
everywhere. The season of these berries
is protracted until cold weather by the
great fruitfulness of the bushes, which are
found bearing ripe and green beries with
blossoms at the sane time. The fires that
rage in the woods during the summer and
autumn months annually destroy a great
many patches through the country; still

r n Ontario. t9

I the number of people that usually engage
as pickers is astonishing. A journey of
ten, twenty and even thirty miles to some
rare patch is often made in carriages by
the wealthy, while many of all classes go
in on foot from the country around. Those
from a distance generally make arrange-
ments to pick for several days, during
which period they calculate to secure large
quantities of the fruit, as well as have a
general good time. They commonly carry
with them many kinds of provisions, and
some do not forget to lay in a supply of
wine and often stronger drink. Even
members of churches, to theirgreat shame,
have been known to partake of intoxicating
liquor in a berry-patch. Those who care
for themselves, and for the cause of tem-
perance, take in a good supply of cold
water from some sparkling spring by the
way, and they find that it allays their thirst
and refreshes them for their work, which
strong drink would not do. The gathering
of these berries is very unpleasant busi-
ness. The brushes grow on the roughest
ground, and bear large, sharp briers that
cause many interjections to fall from the
lips of the pickers; and not unfrequently
individuals make their presence very dis-
agreeable to others by using profane lan-
guage. The clothes that are worn while
picking are generally spoiled, .and the
hands of the pickers carry marks for
several days. Some wear gloves for pro-
tection, which answer well for the purpose,
but somewhat retard the picking.

To be lost in a blackberry patch at night,
wandering alone among logs, bushes,
briers and trees, expecting every moment
to fall upon Mr. Bruin-who is, indeed, very
fond of the fruit, and who frequently takes
up his residence in some unfrequented por-
tion of a patch-is anything but agreeable.
The best thing that can be done in such a
case is to remain quiet until morning, when
the shouts ofsome picker, who has wander-
ed away fron his company, may lead to a
friend that can point out the way home-
ward.

The aged as well as the young and mid-
die aged, in new settlements, often engage
in the picking of wild fruit. " There are
beautiful berries on the bushes," they think,
" and unless we pick them they may go to

>icki Wj,ýid F- i. !i
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waste.'' Another stimulant to the picking
of wild fruit is the disposition of many to

gather more than their neighbors. They
seen to take great pride, and well they

may, in making known to' each other the

quantities they have preserved. What

greatly enhances the berry-patch to some,

is the fine opportunity it gives them for

hearing and dispatching news. In the

berry-patch may be learned all the news of

the neighborhood. Births, deaths and

marriages are commented upon. The

school-master is spoken of by Mrs. P-

as a tyrant and a fool; while Mrs. H-

commends him in the highest terms. Some

portions of the minister's last sermon are

discoursed upon, and certain individuals
are mentioned to whom the advice given is

exactly applicable-the injunction, "Speak

not evil one of another," being, at the

same time, shamefully disrespected.
In the berry-patch politics are discussed,

and, in the heat of excitement, many a fine

berry is unknowingly swallowed by would-

be-patriots. Here acquaintances are form-

ed, friendships are renewed, and sometimes

sacred engagements are entered into; and

when winter approaches and wild fruit is

no longer found growing upon bushes, but

is freely dealt out on many a family board,
the minds of some are filled with happy

reminiscences of berry-picking. Even the

" old bachelor," in his dreary cabin in the

woods, forgets the loneliness of his situa-

tion while luxuriating on a bowl of berries

and cream.

MARVELS OF MODERN MISSIONS.

THE FAITHFUL MISSIONARY.

FOUR MEMORABLE YEARS AT

HILO.

THE PARISH AND THE PEOPLE.

A strip of island sea-coast from one to
three miles wide, and a hundred long,
dotted with groves, and seamed across by
the deep chasms of mountain torrents:
behind this, for twenty-five miles, a belt
of impervious jungle, fencing in. since
the days of Vancouver, numberless herds

of wild cattle; beyond, in the interior, a
rough, volcanic wilderness. culminating
n a summit 14,ooo feet in height-a
chaos of craters, some on the peaks of
imountains, and some v.awning suddenly
before you in the forest, some long idle.
some ceaselessly active, making the night
.urid with their flames, and still building
at the unfinished island; one, a vast, fierv
hollow, three miles across, the grandest
lava caldron on the globe: 15,900 na-
tives scattered up and down the sea belt,
grouped in villages of from 1o to 300
persons, a vicious, sensual, shameless and
yet tractable people, slaves to the chiefs,
and herding together almost like animals
-to this parish, a strange mingling of
crags and valleys, of torrents and volca-
noes,. of beauty and barrenness, and to
this people, a race of thieves, drunkards
and adulterers, thirty-five years ago, was
called the young missionary, Rev. Titus
Coan. And here, for four memorable
years, went on a work of grace scarcely
paralleled elsewhere since the Day of
Pentecost.

This parish, long and narrow, occupies
the eastern third of the shore belt of Ha-
waii. It comprises two districts,-Puna,
stretching off toward the south in black
lava fields, with here and there a patch
of verdure, and a cluster of cabins, and
Hilo, on the north, a fertile tract, but ex-
ceedingly rough. The central point is
Hilo -Bay, which opens out to the Pacifie
toward the east and north. Some lèaven
of the gospel had already been cast into
this lump of heathenism. Different mis-
sionaries had resided here for brief
periods. Severals schools had'been estab-
lished, and about one-fourth of the natives
could read. Rev. D. B. Lyman and wife,
most efficient co-laborers with Mr. Coan,
were already on the ground. There had
been a marked change in the mental and
social condition of the natives. A little
knowledge of divine truth - about as
much, perhaps, as our street Arabs possess
-was had by most of the people. There
were a few hopeful converts, and a little
church of thirty-six members had been
formed.

A BEGINNING.

After a voyage of just six months
around Cape Horn, Mr. Coan reached the
islands June 6th, 1835, and at once engaged
in the work.

To Mr. and Mrs. Lyman came the charge
of a boarding-school, and much other
labor at the home station, while to Mr,
Coan, robust in health, and fervid as a
speaker, the preaching and the touring
naturally fell. His mental force and
abounding physical life revealed them-
selves at the outset. In three months
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time he began to speak in the native
tongue, and before the year closed he had
made the circuit of the island, a canoe
and foot trip Of 300 miles. On this first
tour, occupying 30 days, he nearly suffered
shipwreck, or rather canoewreck, as also
twice afterward; he preach·ed forty-three
times in eight days, ten of then in two
days, examined twenty schools and more
than 1,200 scholars, conversed personally
with multitudes, and ministered to many
sick persons, for he w s, in a mild way, a
physician withal. gAletter of his. writ
ten at that time, says also: " I have a
daily school of ninety teachers, and Mrs.
C. one of 140 children, beside a large class
of more advanced pupils."

This vigorous beginning, however, was
but the prelude to the more incessant
labor and to the marvellous scenes of the
years following.

PROVIDEINTIAL TRAININGS.

When God has a great work for lis ser-
vants, he usually gives them some special
training for it. Mr. Coan was a townsman
and cousin of Nettleton. In his early
ministry he was a co-laborer with Finney.
He bad seen God's word in the hands of
these men be as a fire and a hammer. He
had learned what truths to use, and how
to press men to immediate repentance,
and he had witnessed many conversions.
Before he went to the islands his spiritual
nature was charged with the divine elec-
tricity of a revival atnosphere. An ex-
ploring tour in Patagonia, where he had
been sent by the Board, and where he
lived for several months on horseback
with savage nomads, had compacted his
frame and inured him to hardship. Who
shall say that the natives were not also
in some sort trained for what was to fol-
¶ow? May it not be that there was an
.educating power in the volcanoes near
which they lived? They were the fre-
quent witnesses of grand and terrible
sights-the shudder of earthquakes, the
inflowing of great tidal waves, the dull,
red glow of lava streams, the leaping of
fire cataracts into deep lying pools, send-
ing off the water in steam, and burning
them dry in a night time. There was no
day when the smoke-breath of subterra-
nean furnaces vas ont of their sight.
Once they traced a river o lava burrow-
ing its way to the sea, I.So teet below
the surface, and saw it break over the
shore cliff and leap into the hissing
waves. Once, from their loftiest moun-
tain, a pillar of fire 200 feet through
lifted itself, for three weeks, 'r,ooo feet
into the air, making darkness day for a
hundred miles around, and leaving as its
monument ý vast cone a mile in circum-
ferçnce.

The people who were faniliar with
such scenes could understand at least what
Sinai meant, and what are " the terrors of
the Lord."

A SOUND OF GOING IN THE MULBERRY
. TREES.

There were signs of unusual attention to
the truth on Mr. Coan's first tour, the lat-
ter part Of 1835.

" Multitudes flocked to hear,"-we quote
from our pencilings of a recent interview,
and from his letters to the Board "manv
seemed pricked in their hearts." " I had
literally no leisure, so much as to eat."
One morning I found myself constrained to
preach three times before breakfast, which
i took at ten o'clock." He could not move
out of doors without being thronged by
people from all quarters. They stationed
themselves in snall companies by the way-
side, and some followed him for days from
village to village to hear the gospel. Much
of this, doubtless, was surface excitement
or the mere curiosity of an idle people.
But some of it, as the event proved, was
the working of a divine leaven.

The tours of 1836-he was accustomed to
make four or five a year-revealed that the
work was deepening. "I began to see
tokens of interest thatI did not talk about,
that I scarcely understood myself. I would
say to my wite on returning, 'The people
turned out wonderfully.' More and more
came to the meetings and crowded around
me afterwards to inquire the way." "I
preached just as hard as I could. There
was a fire in my bones. I felt like bursting.
I inubt preach to this people."

A TWO YEARS' CAMP-MEETING.

In 1837 the great interest broke out open-
ly. It was the time of a wonderful stir
through all the islands. Nearly the whole
population o Hilo and Puna turned out to
hear the word. The sick and lame were
brought on litters and on the backs of men,
and the infirn often crawled to the trail
where the missionary was to pass, that
they might catch from his lips some word
of life. And now began a movement to
which the history of the church furnishes
no parallel since its first revival. The exi-
gencies of the case demand unusual mea-
sures. 15,ooo people scattered up and down
the coast for a hundred miles, hungry for
the divine bread,-what is one preacher, or
at most two, among so many? He needs
the wuitg as well as the tongue of an angel
to preach to them the everlasting gospel.
But he is mortal. The preacher cannot go
ta them. They must come to him. And so
whole villages gather from many miles
away, and make '.heir homes near the
mission house. Two-thirds of the entire
population come in. Within the radius of
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a mile the little cabins clustered thick as
they could stand. Hilo, the village of ten
hundred, saw its population suddenly
swelled to ten thousand, and here was held,
literally, a camp-meeting of two years. At
any hour of the day or night a tap of the
bell would bring together a congregation
of from 3,000 to 6,ooo. Meetings for prayer
and preaching were held daily. But it was
not all this. The entrance of the word
gave light in every way. The people
wrought with a new industry at their little
taro patches. The sea also gave them food.
Schools for old and voung went on. " Our
wives held meetings for the children, to
teach them to attend to their persons, to
braid mats, to make their tapas, hats and
bonnets." "Numerous and special meet-
ings were held for all classes ofthe people,
for the church, for parents, mothers, the
inquiring, and for church candidates."
There was no disorder. A Sabbath quiet
reigned through the crowded hamlet, and
from every booth at dawn and at nightfall
was heard the voice of prayer and praise.

THE GREAT CONGREGATION.

Let us look in upon one of the great con-
gregations. A protracted meeting is going
on. The old church, 85 feet wide by 165
long, is packed with a sweltering and rest-
less mass of 6,ooo souls. A new church
near by takes the overflow of 3,000 more,
while hundreds press about the doors,
crowding every opening with their eager
faces. What a sight is there to look upon.
The people sit upon the ground so close
that no one, once fixed, can leave his place.
You might walk over them, but to walk
among them is impossible. It is a sea of
heads with eyes like stars. They are far
from being still. There is a strange ming-
ling of the new interest and the old wild-
ness, and the heated mass seethes like a
caldron. An effort to sing a hymn is then
made. The rude, inharmonious song
would shock our ears, but the attempt is
honest, and God accepts it as praise.
Prayer is offered and then the sermon
comes. The view is most affecting, and
calls for all the power of the reaper to
thrust in the sickle. The great theme is,
You are sinners, great sinners, dead in
trespasses and sins: Christ died to save
you. Submityour hearts to God. Believe
in Christ and you shall live. And multi-
tudes do submit. Under the pungent set-
ting home of the truth, the whole congrega-
tion tremble and weep, and many cry aloud
for mercy.

THE PR EAC7 'ER AND THE PREACHING.

It r- -iv. lave required rare gifts to control
such meetings, in order to secure good
results. But Mr. Coan seeins to have had
the tact and nerve to do it. " I would rise
before the restless, noisy crowd and begin.

It wasn't long before I felt that I had got
hold of them. There seemed to be a chord
of electricity binding them to me. I knew
that I had them, that they would not go
away. The Spirit would hush them by the
truth till they would sob arid cry, 'What
shall we do?' and the noise of the weeping
would be so great I could not go on."

The themes preached were the simple
old standard doctrines. " It has been an
object of deep and uniform attention to
keep the holy law of God constantly blaz-
ing before the minds of all the people, and
to hold the clairns Ad sanctions of the
gospel in near and warm contact with
their frigid hearts." " I preached just as
plain and simple as I could; applied the
text by illustrations until the whole con-
gregation would be in a quiver; did not try
to excite them; did not call on them to rise
to show interest." It was God's truth set
home by the Spirit that seemed to do the
work.

And there were not wanting those

PHYSICAL MANIFESTATIONS

which have usually accompanied the
mightier works of grace-especially among
ruder peoples. Under the pressure of the
truth there would be weeping, sighing and
outcries. " When we rose for prayer some
would fall down in a swoon. There were
hundreds of such cases. I did not think
much of it. On one occasion I preached
from, " Madness is in their hearts." 'I can
see them now, It was such a scene! The
truth seemed to have an intense power.
A woman rose - she was a 'beautiful
woman-and cried, ' Oh! I'm the one;
madness is in my heart1" She became a
noble Christian. A man cried out: 'There's
a two-edged sword cutting me in pieces;
my flesh is all flying in the air!' There
was a back-woods native, wicked, stout,
who had come in to make fun. When we
rose to pray he nudged those about him
with his elbows to make them laugh All
atonce he dropped like a log-fell suddenly.
When he came to, he said, ' God has struck
me.' He was subdued, and gave evidence
of being a true Christian. Once, on a tour,
I was preaching in the fields at a protracted
meeting. There were perhaps 2,ooopresent.
In the midst of the sermon a man cried out :
' Alas! what shall I do to be saved!' and
lie prayed, 'God be merciful to me, a sin-
ner!' and the whole congregation did the
same,-joinod in with ejaculations. It was
a thrilling scene. I could get no chance
to speak for half an hour, but stood stili to
see the salvation of God. There were
many such scenes.

"But men would come and say,
'WHY DON'T YOU PUT THIS DOWN?'

My answer was, ' I didn't get it up.' I
didn't believe the devil would set men ta
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praying, confessing and breaking off their
sins by righteousness. These were the
times when thieves brought back what
they had stolen. Lost things reappeared
and quarrels were reconciled. The lazy
bçcame industrious. Thousands broke
their pipes and gave up tobacco. Drunk-
ards stopped drinking. Adulteries ceased
and murderers confessed their crimes.
Neither the devil nor all the men of the
world could have got this up. Why
should I put it down? In the Old Testa-
ment church there were times when the
weeping of the people was heard afar. I
always told the natives that such demon-
strations were of no account, no evidence
of conversion. I advised to quietness. I
said, if they were sorry for their sins,
God knew it; if they were forgiven they
need not continue to weep. And I espe-
cially tried to keep them from hypo-
crisy."

- THE GREAT TIDAL WAVE.

In this work God's providences wrought
with his Spirit. Notwithstanding the
great interest, mahy opposed it and hard-
ened thenselves. But God had a sermon
for them more pungent than human lips
cbuld utter. It was Nov. 7, 1837. The
revival was at its height, and a protracted
meeting was going forward. The cres-
cent sand beach, the most beautiful in
the world, dotted all Ôver its mile and a
half of length with the native booths,
and reaching up into the charming groves
behind, smiled in security. A British
whaler swung idly at its moorings in the
harbor, and the great ocean slept in peace.
The day opened as usual, with the natives
out en masse for the daybreak prayer-
meeting, and the customary routine went
on,-a scattering for breakfast, a flocking
tôgether for the nine o'clock sermon-
there were four preached each day-with
the accustomed crush of 6,ooo inside the
old church, and the swarms pressing
about the doors and windows, then the
usual surging of inquirers and the crowds
following the missionaries to their homes,
and then again the sermon at twelve and
a half, and so on through the day. There
must have been a funeral that day, for
the natives tell, although the preacher
does not remember it, that the text was,
" Be ye also ready." At seven o'clock in
the evening, just as Mr. Coan was calling
his family together for prayers, a heavy
sound was heard, as of a falling mountain
upon the beach. Immediately a great cry
and wailing arose, and a scene of indes-
cribable confusion followed. " The sea,
by an unseen hand, had all on a sudden,
risen in a gigantic wave, and, rushing in
with the rapidity of a race horse, had fallen
upon the shore, sweeping everything into
indiscriminate ruin. Men, women, child-

ren, houses, canoes, food, clothing, every-
thing floated wild upon the flood." " So
sudden, so 'unexpected,was the catastrophe,
that the peop:e were literally ' eating and
drinking,' and they ' knew not till the flood
came and swept them all away.' The wave
fell upon them like the bolt of heaven, and
no man had time to flee, or save his gar-
ment. In a moment hundreds of people
were struggling with the raging billows
and in the midst of their earthly all.
Some were dashed upon the shore, some
were drawn out by friends who came to
their relief, some were-carried out to sea
by the retiring current, and some sunk to
rise no more till the noise of the judgment
wakes them." Through the great mercy
of God only thirteen were drowned. But
the loud roar of the ocean, the cries of dis-
tress, the shrieks of the perishing, the
frantic rush of hundreds to the shore, and
the desolation there presented, combined
to make it a scene of thrilling and awful
interest. There was no sleep that night.
" To the people it seemed to be as the voice
of Almighty God when he speaketh." The
next day the meetings went on with renew-
ed power, and through all the week, .as the
sea gave up, one after another, its dead,
and the people with funeral rite bore them
to their resting places, the Spirit set home
this new sermon with divine effect.

A SANDWICH ISLAND CHORAZIN.

The scenes of the Bible seemed to repeat
themselves with an almost startling like-
ness in some of the incidents of this work.
We will speak of but one. In a secluded
valley of Puna there was a village-a small
one-peculiarly wicked. It was a depth
below the deep of the heathenism around.
The missionary took special pains with
them for two or three years with no good
results. The people hardened themselves,
and with a " superfluity of naughtiness,"
denied food to those who came to them
with the gospel. " One time I went there
with a number of native Christians to hold
a meeting. ' Haven't you any food?' I
said, ' not even a potato?' ' No, not half
a potato.' Night came on and my men lay
down, hungry as bears. When the villa-
gers thought we were asleep, we heard
them go to the foot of a tree, uncover their
food and eat. In the morning I said to
them, ' I have come time after time preach-
ng, and vou never gave me so much as a
cocoanut. I do not care for myself, but
here are these hungry men. I shake off
the dust of my feet against you. I will
never come again till called.' In a short
time, although they were forty miles from
port, the small-pox singled them out, and
nearly every person died. There were
only three or four survivors. And in
1840 a lava flood came down upon then,
scathing every tree, burning every house,
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obliterating the very site of the village, permanency? There was a marvellous-
and leaving only a black lava field." i outpouring of the Spirit. This was first

But this was the Lord's " strange work." and highest. The battle cry was " The
To multitudes he was the merciful God. sword of the Lord." But it was also "The
The case of sword of Gideon." The human means used

were adapted to produce the results. Mr.
THE HIGH PRIEST AND PRIESTESS OF PELE

is of peculiar interest. He was a man of
majestic presence, six feet five inches in
height, and his sister, co-ordinate with
him in power, was nearly as tall. As
great high priest ,of the volcano thirty
miles away, his business was to keep the
dreadful Pele appeased. He lived upon
the shore, but went up often with sacri-
fices to the fiery home of their deity. If
a human victim was needed, he only had
to look, and point, and the poor native
was immediately strangled. He was not
only the embodiment of leathen piety,
but of heatnen crimes. So fierce and
tyrannical was his temper that no native
dared tread on his shadow. Robbery was
his pastime. More than once he had
struck a man dead for his food and gar-
ment-the whole of it not worth fifty
cents. At last he crept into one of the
meetings, and the truth laid hold of him.
He came again and again, and would sit
on the ground by the preacher, weeping
and confessing his crimes. I have been
deceived," he said. "I have lived in
darkness and did not know the true God.
I worshipped what was no God. I re-
nounce it all. The true God has come.
He speaks. I bow down to him. I want
to be his child." His sister came soon
after, and they stayed months to be
taught. The change in them was most
wonderful. They became quiet and docile,
and after due probation were received to
the church. They were then about seventy
years old, and a few years afterward they
died in peace, witnessing to the marvellous
grace of God.

THE SWORD OF THE LORD AND OF GIDEON.

In the year 1838 the waves of salva.
tion rolled deep and broad over the whole
field, and the converts were numbered by
thousands. To us who seldom see above
a hundred accessions to a church from a
revival, this appears almost. incredible.
And how such a work could have been
managed and made to stand in permanent
results seems a mystery. There were but
two missionaries, a lay preacher, and their
wives. The extremes of the parish were a
hundred miles apart. Portions of it were
reached onily at the peril, almost, of life
and limb. It is true that thousands came
in to the central station from the far-off
villages, and stayed naiy months. But
this could not last. By what aids and rneans
were such results wrought and secured in

Coan was greatly assisted by his associates.
Mr. Lvman was a true yoke-fellow, alter-
nating with him, in addition to his school
labor, in preaching at the protracted
meetings. The missioharies' wives, sur-
rounded by the brood of their own little
children, held daily meetings with the
women, the audiences sometimes number-
ing thousands. But to the method, energy
and zeal of Mr. Coan the chief place must
be given.

ITINERATING.

As we turn over his letters, written at
that time, the wisdom to plan and the
strength to execute, which were given hin
of the Lord, seem marvellous. Often on his
trips he preached twenty or thirty sermons.
a week, and this was but part of the labor.
"On these tours," he says, "I usually-
spend from two to five weeks visiting all
the church members in their respective
villages, calling all their names, holding
personal interviews with them, inquiring
into their states, their hearts, prayers, and
manner of living; counselling, reproving,
and encouraging, as the case may require;
and often ' breaking bread' from place to
place." The physical labor of these tours
was not small. The northern part of his.
parish was crossed by sixty-three ravines
-we see his method by the exact count of
them he has recorded-from twenty to a
thousand feet in depth. " In many of
them the banks are perpendicular. and can
only be ascended by climbing with the ut-
most care, or descended only by letting
one's self down from crag to crag by the
hands. In times of rain these precipices
are very"slippery and dangerous, and in
many places the traveller is obliged to wind
his way along the sides of a giddy steep,
where one step of four inches from the
track would plunge him to a fearful depth
below. And then the rivers, leaping and
foaming . along the old fire channels,
"dashing down innumerable precipices,
and urging their noisy way to the ocean,"
how shall they be crossed? " Some of
them I succeeded in fording, some I swam
by the help of a rope, to prevent me from
being swept away, and over some I was
carried passively on the broad shoulders of
a native, while a company of strong men
locked hands and stretched themselves
across the stream, just below me and just
above a near cataract, to save me from
going over it, if my bearer should fall."
This experience would often be repeated
three or four times a day. "My least
weekly number of sermons is six or seven,
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and the greatest twenty-five or thirty, often
travelling in drenching rains, crossing
rapid and dangerous streams, climbing
slippery and beetling precipices, preaching
in the open air, and sometimes in wind
and rain, with every garment saturated
with water."

THE FAITHFUL PASTOR.

no village so remote, insignificant or in-
accessible, that it did not receive frequent
visits. If a native family, through freak
of temper or stress of fortune, had hid
itself away in some fastness of the moun-
tain, it was tracked out and plied with the
invitations of mercy.

NATIVE HELPERS.
But it was only by an exact and steadily- To do this required the acti e oeworked system that Mr. Coan could " over- tion of thetake " his parish of 15,ooo souls. Not'Dr.chr."an oftemetakel hs prishOf 5,oo sols.NotDr.discreet, prayerful and intelligent of theChalmers nor Pastor Harms knew their members were stationed at important

people better than he. When his church posts, with instructions to hold confer-
numbered more than 5,ooo he could say, ence and prayer meetings, conduct Sah-" My knowledge of the religious experi- bath-schools, and watch
ences and daily habits of the individualsof Some of these native over the pemy flock, at the present time, is more full of faith and the Holy Ghost, and
minute and thorough than it was when the they succeeded admirably." Other ac-
church numbered only fifty or a hundred tive members were selected and sent forth,
members." "By drawing lines in my two and two, into every village and placeparish; by dividing the people into sec- of the people. They went everywhere
tions and classes; by attending to each preaching the word. They visited the
class separately, systematically, and at a villages, climbed the mountains, traversed
given time, and by a careful examination the forests, and explored the glens in
and a frequent review of every individual search of the wandering and the dying
in each respective. class; by keeping a sons of Hawaii. On one occasion Mr.
note-book always in my pocket to refresh Coan sent out about forty church mem-
my m emory; by the help of many faithful bers to visit from house to house, and in
church members, and by various other al the "highways and hedges," within
collateral helps, I am enabled, through five miles of the station. '*The ethe grace of God, to gain tenfold more instructed to pray in every house, to look
knowledge of the individuals of my flock, after ai the sick, the wretched and the
and of the candidates for church member- iriendless, to stir up the minds of the
ship, than I once thought it possible to
obtain in such circumstances."spent in this way. Every cot-

FEED MY LAMBS. tage was entered, every fastness of Satan
scoured. The immediate result was, thatThe children did not escape his care. several back-loads of tobacco, awa and

From his earliest ministry he had believed pipes wcre brought in and burnt, an4
in childhood conversions. When in this about Soo hitherto careless and hardened
country a few weeks since-now venerable ones were gathered into the house of God
with his seventy years--a woman in Balti- to hear the words of life. The Spirit of
more said to him: " When I was eight the Lord feu upon them,.and it is believed
years old, you took me on your lap and that many of thein were born again."talked to me of Christ. I was converted Many of these natives were wonderfully
then." This practical faith in the con- gitted in prayer. 4They take God at
version of children led him to give them his word," says Mr. Coan, "and with a
special and constant care. Beside Sabbath- simple and child-like faith, unspoiled by
school instruction, a regular weeily lecture tradition or vain philosophy, they go
was maintained for thern through the year. with boldness to the throne of grace."
There were also numerous occasional IHow olten have I blushed, and felt like
meetings for different classes of children, hiding my face in the dust, when I have
- for those in church-fellowship, for witnessed their earnest Wrestlings, and
baptized children and for the anxious. have seen haw like princes they have had
During the protracted meetings there was power with God and have prevailed."
usually a sermon each day for them at With tears, with soul-meîting fervor,
eight o'clock in the morning. As the result and with that earnest importunity which
of this faithfulness there were in 1838 about takes no denial, they often plead the
4oo children, bet%%een the ages of five and promises, and receive what appear to be
fifteen years, connected with his church. the nost direct and unequivocal answers to

SET dtINh THrq LuST. their prayersa-

It was a settled plan that there sofhould AN INGATH RING
be no living person in ail Puna or Hilo The great harve t years were 1838 and

who had flot had the clainis of thc gospel 1839. Seven or eight thousand natives

~ ~ i~:... _ence&and prrayu oersein, cduct Sab-

repeae y presse p m. 1scews esse prirrconwversion, but very few
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had thus far been received to the church.
The utmost care was taken in selecting,
examining, watching and teaching the
candidates. The ever faithful note-book
was constantly in hand. Those from the
distant villages came in and spent several
months at the station .previous to their
union to the church. Day by day they
were watched over and instructed with
unceasing labor. Together with those on
the ground they were examined and re-
examined personally many times, sifted
and re-sifted, with scrutiny and with
every effort to take forth the precious
from the vile. Many of them were con-
verts of two years' standing. A still
larger class had been on the list for more
than one year, and a smaller number for
a less period. The accepted ones stood
propounded for several weeks, and the
church and the world, friends and enemies,
were called upon, and solemnly charged to
testify if they knew ought against any of
the candidates.

The communion seasons were held quar-
terly, and at these times the converts, thus
carefully sifted, were added to the church.
The first Sabbath of January, 1838, 104 were
received. Afterward, at different times,
502, 450, 786, 357, and on one occasion a
much larger number. The station report
for the mission year ending June, 1839,
gives the number of accessions for that
twelve months at 5,244.

A large number of these never came to
the central station. The sick, the aged,
and the infirm were baptized and received
into fellowship at their own villages. Some
believers were thus accepted who could
neither walk nor be carried, and who livedefar up in the mountains, where the only
water for baptism that could be found was
the few drops trickling from the roof of
caves.

A MEMORABLE COMMUNION.

The first Sabbath of July, 1838, was a
memorable one, not only in this church,
but in the history of Missions. It was the
day of the greatest accession. On that
afternoon 1705 men, women and children,
who aforetime had been heathen, were
baptized, and took upon them the vows of
God; and about 2,400 communicants sat
down together at the table of. their Lord.
We look in upon that scene with wonder
and awe. The great crush of peuple at the
morning sermon has been dismissed, and
the house is cleared. Down through the
middle, as is fitting, are seated first the
original members of the church, perhaps
fifty in number. The missionary then calls
upon the head man of each village to bring
forward his people. With note-book in
hand, he carefully selects the converts who
have been previously accepted. They have
been for many weeks at the station. No

pains have been spared, no test left unused
with each individual, to ascertain if he be
truly a child of God. The multitude of
candidates is then seated upon the earth
floor, in close. rows, with space enough
between for one to walk. There is prayer
and singing, and an explanation-made
many times before, lest any shall trust in
the external rite-is given of the baptism
they are now to receive. Then with a
basin of water in his hand, rapidly, rev-
erently he passes back and forth along the
silent rows, and every head receives the
sealing ordinance. When all have been
baptized, he advances to the front, and
raising his hands, pronounces the hallow-
ed words, "I baptize you all in the name
of the Father, the Son and the Holy Ghost."
" I never witnessed such a scene before,"
said he, looking back through the lapse of
thirty years. " There was a hush uponthe vast crowd without, who pressed about
the doors and windows, The candidates
and the church were ail in tears, and the
overshadowing presence of God was felt in
every heart."

Then followed the sacrament. And
who are these that take into their hands
the emblems of the Lord's death? Let
him tell who broke the bread and gave the
cup.

" The old and decrepit, the lame, the
blind, the maimed, the withered, the para-
lytic, and those afflicted with divers
diseases and torments; those with eyes,
noses, lips and limbs consumed with the
fire of their own or their parents' former
lusts, with features distorted and figures
the most depraved and loathsome, these
come hobbling upon their staves, and led
or borne by their friends, and sit down at
the table of the Lord. Among this throng
you will see the hoary priest of idolatry,
with hands but recently, as it were, washed
from the blood of human victims, together
with the thief, the adulterer, the sodomite,
the sorcerer, the highway robber, the
blood-stained murderer, and the mother-
no, the monster!-whose hands have
reeked in the blood of her own children.
Ail these meet together before the cross of
Christ, with their enmity slain, and them-
selves washed and sanctified, and justified
in the name of the Lord Jesus, and by the
Spirit of our God." Has Jesus come again?
Is this one of the crowds which he has
gathered. and upon whom he has pro-
nounced the words of healing? Surely it is.
In very deed he is there. These are the
lost whom the Son of Man came to seek
and to save. And the rejoicing angels are
there. They leave behind the pomp of
cathedrals, and fly with eager wing to this
lowly island tabernacle. With holy wonder,
with celestial delight, they hover over the
bowed heads of these weeping, redeemed
sinners. And heaven catches the joy. " The
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bright seraphims in burning row," ring
out anew the praises of the Highest as they
hear recounted these marvelous triumphs
of Almighty grace.

DO THESE RESULTS ABIDE?

This is a natural question, and it has
been abundantly asked. It is the dictate
of prudence, but in part, we fear, of a want
of faith. " If there were only a few
hundreds, we could believe; but there are
so many, it spoils it all." This was the
frank confession of one, herself a mission-
ary. Just as if it were not possible for God
to convert a thousand as easily as ten.

Tried by any proper standard, the re-
sults do abide. There were reactions. But
what revival in America-where the people
garner into themselves the growth, culture,
moral stamina of a thousand Christian
years-is not followed by reaction? There
were apostacies. But did there not appear
one in Christ's Twelve, and many in the
apostles' churches? On examining the
matter with some care, we are constrained
to say that the permanence of the results
seems to us almost as marvellous gs the
revival itself. During the five years ending
in June, 1841, 7.557 persons were received
to the church at Hilo. This embraced
about three-fourths of the entire adult
population of the parish. The proportion
of those under discipline was about one in
sixty,-a discipline stricter than ours at
home, and that among mere babes in
Christ. The greater part of these were
restored, and. the finally excommunicated
were few. The accessions from that day
to this have been constant. " I never
administered the quarterly sacrament
without receiving from ten to twrenty
persons. No year has the number gone
below fifty. It did not prove a great
excitement to die out. When I left, in
April, 1870, I had received into the church,
and myself baptized, 11,960 persons, and
had also baptized about 4,000 infants.

It was the great work of Mr. Coan's life
to watch over his immense flock. " Year
after year I called the roll of the church,
from village to village, looking after each
one personally. The Lord was better than
my fears. They held on wonderfully.
There were almost no real apostacies. I
would suspend and work withthe faltering
and the fallen, and theywould come back."

Mr. Coan not only fought as a soldier,
but planned as a general. Some of the best
and most reliable natives were called to
his help. At stated times they, were
gathered into an Institute for several days,
and then scattered to occupy the rnore than
twenty preaching places Of the field. Dur-
ing the last days of 1842 a hundred helpers
were thus collected at Hilo. Some of the
subjects they discussed were these: Popery;

Intemperance; The Sabbath; Marriage;
Debts: Attention to means of grace; Per-
sonal Industry; Care of Children; Care of
Person; What shall we do to save the
Impenitent? What shall we do for the
aged, the poor, the sick? Monthly Con-
cert; Order in religious assemblies.

Under this training the people became
more and more settled in faith and morals.
An irruption of Catholic priests, backed
up by French cannon and brandy, drew
away almost none of them. There never
was a grog shop in the entire parish. It is
probable that there are to-day more people,
in proportion, in Illinois who cannot read
and write, than in Hilo and Puna. Not in
New England is the Sabbath better observ-
ed; and the industries of civilization have
now largely taken the place of the old sav-
age indolence.-Advance.

SKETCHES IN THE UNITED STATES.

BY THE REv. W. ARNOT.

My opportunities of observing rural life
in the States were few and far between.
Perhaps on that very account those speci-
mens that I saw impressed themselves
more vividly on my memory. On one
occasion we enjoyed the hospitality of a
Virginian proprietor in the neighborhood
of Richmond. If this family be a fair
specimen of Southern society, I do not
wonder that many visitors have been fasci-
nated, and from admiration of the social
virtues of the slave-holders, have learned
to look with favoi on the system of slavery
itself. There is, at least, one romantic
stage in the recent history of this estate.
The property had been in the hands of the
lady's family for four generations. Diffi-
culties overtook her father when she was
twenty years of age. The estate was ex-
posed for sale. A worthy Scotch gentleman,
who had carried on a prosperous trade
in tobacco-the great staple of the State-
came to buy. He saw the property and the
daughter of the proprietor, and, liking
both, made both his own,-gaining either
prize in the manner appropriate to his own
nature, the lapd by inoney and the lady by
love. They lived happily, the heads of a
numerous and brilliant family, till the
Civil War overtook them, In the process
of the struggle they suffered much. On
one occasion the gentleman ran a narrow
risk of his life through a misunderstanding
between him and a company of troops that
were quartered on his premises. The
house was' situated in the midst of exten-
sive woods and pleasure-grounds, near the
spot where the elevated plateau sinks sud-
denly into a lower valley. On the brink Qf
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the steep, breaking up his lawn and regard-
less of his shrubberies, the semicular em-
bankments, with each its embrasure, still
stood untouched, marking the spot as a
fortified earthwork of the Confederate
army. Interesting monuments these half-
moon mounds will be, when they are over-
grpwn with underwood and shown to the
next gen'eration as relics of the gigantic
strife.

The cottages of the colored people were
ail standing, strewn around the mansion,
and the people for the most part still
occupying their old homes. When eman-
cipation came they were allowed to remain,
and as far as possible employed. I can
bear witness that in this case the most
familiar and kindly relations subsisted
between the negroes and the family of their
former owner. From one of the cottages
an infant, a few days old, was broµight in
for our inspection. I observed that the
ladies of the family fondled it freely; but
the ladies of our party, I must confess,
fought shy of it. It need not be denied
that the little animal, as it lay wrig-
gling in its nurse's lap, was, according to
our æsthetical notions, anything but a
beauty.

After all that they had suffered, we had
cause greatly to admire the noble, sub-
missive, cheerful bearing of the whole
house. There was no sourness of temper;
no manifestation of resentment. Their
hospitality was easy and unconstrained.
They seemed happy, and they made us
happy. The lady might have adorned
any society. With great powers of conver-
sation, and lively. graceful manners, she
held us fascinated. Forty-eight years of
age, she wore a profusion of borrowed
ringlets, half hiding her face; and pro-
claiming herself, with girlish glee, both
her age and the falsity of her ringlets.

We obtained a glimpse of what Southern
chivalry was in the time of its glory. We
got some insight into the secret causes of
the ascendance which society in the South-
ern States long exercised over the policy
of the Union. For my part, I would will-
ingly concede the claim of their partizans
that, as a rule, the owners of the negroes
were kinj and generous to their depen-
dents. Legitimate opposition to slavery
does not need to sustaii as its basis a
charge of monstrous cruelty against the
masters. The advocates of emancipation
can afford to concede ahl that is deman4ed
in favor of the personal character of the
proprietors, and fall back upon the position
that man should not be the property of
even the best of men. This ground is
strong enough to bear the whole weight of
the case. Man is made owner of the beasts
of the field; but God only is the owner of
man.

We took leave of our kind entertainers

with respect and gratitude. On the way
to Richmond, a distance of about five
miles, we sa* much fine land but partially
cultivated. The flow of emigration from
Europe has not yet effected an equilibrium
between the two continents. Still, in the
West, land is plentiful and and men scarce:
in the East, men are plentiful and land
scarce. There is ground, however, to hope
that a new and .better era is opening for
Virginia and the other Southern States;
when an immigration of free citizens into,
the South brings capital and labor to its
fertile soil, the latter end will be better
than the beginning.

It may not be unsuitable here to submit
a specimen of rural life from a different
latitude and a different condition of
society. I had occasion to turn aside from
the main thoroughfare, and pay a visit in
a sparsely-peopled region near the centre
of the State of Ohio. We arrived at a side,
station of a subordinate cross railroad
between nine and ten on a sweet summer
evening. It was with some difficulty that
we procured a boy with a horse and frail
primitive waggon to carry us and our traps
about four miles into the interior, to the
residence of the family whom we desired
to visit. When at length the journey
began, it proved to be a rough one. The
roads for the most part run in straight
lines, but not much can be said of them as
to other qualities. The soil is a stiff white
clay. We must not suppose, although the
same English word is employed to desig-
nate it, that a road in the States is similar
to that which is so named at home. The
rule in making a road seems to be-draw a
straight line over a level country; dig two
shallow parallel ditches about sixty feet
apart, let the inside edges slope towards
each other, and throw the clay which is dug
from these trenches into the middle, so that
it may be a little elevated. Your road is
made. At least, in most cases, that is ail
the making it will get. Stones are not
easily obtained, and men cannot be found
to break them. Even if they had men and
m.oney to lay out on a road, the Americans
prefer to make it at once a railway. Hence
there are few grand, well-made roads in
that country, like the king's highways
through the length and breadth of our own
island. But you will say-on these condi-
tions travelling in a wet season will
become impossible. Yes, impossible for
us, our horses and our vehicles; but not
impossible for American men and horses.
and especially American wheels. The
wheels are generally made very slim. At
first your are afraid to trust yourself to the
frail aparatus. But soon you begin to
discover that, though they bend like a wil-
low, they spring back like a willow, and
never break. There is no people equal to
the American people for accommodating
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themselves to circuniîstances, and getting
along with the least possible outlay.

When we complained of jolting on the
dry roads, our friends good-humoredly told
us to be content with our lot, adding that
it was sometimes a shade more disagree-
able to travel on the same track in a wet
season. On one occasion, they said, a
gentleman driving his buggy with one
horse. and observing a suspicious place
right ahead, called out to a countryman
before encountering the risk,-" I say,
friend, is there bottom at that swampy spot
in front?" " Yes," replied the man. On
drove the traveller, dashing boldly into the
lip of danger, on the-faith of the informa-
tion he had just received. Before he
reached the middle, however, horse and
man and buggy began to sink bodily down,
down, slowly in the mire. " Holloa!"
shouted the traveller to his informant,

you told me that there was bottom here."
"Yes," answered his informant; " and so
there is, but you have not reached it yet."

At length, between ten and eleven, we
reached our destination, roused the family,
and got into comfortable quarters for the
night. Our hostess was a Scotch lady,
nurtured in affluence at home, who had
married a minister of one of the smaller
and sterner sects of Presbyterians in
America. He was a man of the highest
character, and thoroughly educated.
Although his flock, in the circumstances, is
necessarily limited, he lives in comfort and
competence. A new, well-finished house,
pleasantly situated, received his bride when
he brought her home a few years ago. A
seminary for higher education was situated
in the village. All things were competent
and comfortable; but one sorrow marred
the lot of this loving pair-they could not,
for love or money, obtain a servant. A
single maid, partially colored, and of most
excellent character, had recently left her
service without giving a reason; and for
some days this noble-hearted young lady
cooked the dinner and cleaned the house,
and took charge of her two children-did
all cheerfully, and did not whimper over her
changed lot. But she found that this state
of things could not possibly last. She
discovered, first of all, from the brother of
her late servant, a student in the seminary,
the reason why she had left her place.
She had no fault to find with her mistress,
her work, or her food. Her grievances
were two-first, she was not introduced to
the visitors of the family; and, second, she
was not invited to sit at the table with the
minister and his wife. Upon making this
discovery, the lady, with true Scotch good
sense, resolved to agree unconditiOnally to
the terms of the sable maiden. She had
tried the method of being mistress,
mother, and maid all in one, and it did not
succeed. She will adopt thankfully the

the only other alternative. 'The treaty was
duly concluded, and the young woman had
been ieinstalled in her place at an early
hour of the same day on which we arrived.

The circumstances were explained to us;
and we learned our part. Soon after we
entered the parlor, a well-formed, intelli-
gent, and modest-looking young woman
came in, bearing our breakfast on a tray.
"My friends from Scotland, Miss M-,"
said our hostess, glançing toward us, and
then bowing gently to the maid. The
maid responded by a bow and a smile to us
as she placed the loaded tray on the table.
It was easily done. The conditions of the
treaty were fulfilled, and all parties were
satisfied. The other condition, of sitting
at table with her mistress, the young
woman waived for the time, on the sensible
ground that, as the company was large, all
her time was required in serving. I am
bound to confess that the victor was gener-
ous. She did not triumph over the
vanquished. She went about her work with
manifest contentment. She was obedient
to her mistress, kind to the children, and
obliging to us who were strangers.

Such a scene could not, of course, be
enacted in the " old country;" and yet it'
does not follow that our land is all a para-
dise and America a desert. A good many
substantial compensations go to balance
the inconveniences of the situation. If this
picture, which is simply and severely true,
shows that a matron may sometimes be put
to her shifts, it shows also that a man is a
man in that country, and a woman a
womai. It is not a bad fer.ture of society
in any land that all the people may main-
tain their independence and cherish self-
respect. The circumstances present one
interesting and hopeful side to the patriot
and the economist.

In the same neighborhood we enjoyed
the hospitality of an agricultural proprie-
tor; and the circumstances of his family
gave us further insight into rural life in the
Northern States. The head of the house
was a tall, hardy, active sexagenarian.
With his wife, three sons, one daughter,
and one maid-servant, he lived in his own
house, and cultivated his own estate.
When his children were young he had sold
his property on the banks of the Ohio, and
bought this farm in the interior, for the
sake of the seminary that had been erected
there by the section of Presbyterians to
which he adhered. The education of his
children was permitted to decide absolute-
ly his occupation aud his place of abode.
It was the time of sheep-shearing. When
dinner was announced the three young
men appeared with hands and faces clean,
with blouses thrown over their clothes to
hide whatever ailment might have been
caused by handling the greasy fleeces.
There they were, a group of educated
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gentlemen, turned aside for a little from agriculturists, who, by a great deal of coax -
honorable labor with a grand appetite ing, persuade the bleak hill-side to bring
for an ample meal. Father and mother forth as much half-ripe oats and barley as
presided. The daughter, who had acted as will hold soul and body together till next
cook, had the advantage of her brothers year.
in the completeness of her toilet, for her The fields of Indian corn, too, constitute
work was now over for the day. I observe a feature of the landscape that is new and
that even common toil has no perceptible strange to our eyes. This grain grows in
effect in stiffening the gait or vulgarizing some of the Western States in such quan-
the manners when it is to toil in the fami- tities that they are obliged to use it as fuel.
ly, for the family, and by a member of the I had often heard a prairie described, and
family. This young lady would not have · ad formed for myself some conception of
appeared to disadvantage, either in intel- its appearance, but I had a great desire
lectual furniture or ease of demeanor, in actually to see a real prairie. Like the
presence of a group of her own sex here Pyramids in human art, and Niagara
whose hands had never come in contact among natural phenomena, the American
with a cooking utensil. I do not propose prairie is a thing that must be seen ere it
that well-educated young ladies in comfort, can be rightly conceived, even after the
able circumstances at home should under- most accurate description by eye-witnesses.
take the work that is ordinarily done by In passing through Northern Indiana, and
servants; but I venture to express a very entering the State of Illinois near the·shore
decided opinion that they have no right to of Lake of Michigan, the traveller already
hold their heads higher than their sisters feels himself gliding along a land level like
in the interior of the American States on the sea. For many miles along the shore
the ground of being exempted from such the country leads a sort of amphibious life,
toil. One habit may be suitable in one half land half water. Vast areas of reeds
country, and another in another. It is intervene between the water and the solid
short-sighted and foolish to condemn as bank; and many a still lagoon the railway
shocking and vulgar whatever is contrary must overleap on trellis-work, scaring the
to our own usages. Neither on the Con- water-fowl with the intrusion of its noise
tinent of Europe, nor on the Continent of and fire.
America, is ladyhood made so dependent It was on a journey by the Illinois
on doing nothing as in these British Isles. Central Railway from Chicago to St. Louis

In this proprietor's family I observed that I gained my first practical knowledge
that the single servant of the house, a fair of the prairie on a large scale. Indeed, it
young woman of about seventeen, sat at is the largeness of the scale that constitutes
table by her master's side, ready to make the essence of the thing. We have level
herself useful on'every side, but taking her stretches of land at home, but as they are
meal with the family. The repast was of limited extent, you can never abandon
affluent as to variety and excellence of yourself completely to the spirit of the
materials, and was respectable even on the scene. You cannot escape from the sight
side of culinary art. The family feared the of wood-crowned heights, It is like a
Lord, loved each other, and went out and voyage in a narrow channel, where you
in with honor among the children of their get a view of the one shore before you bid
people. farewell to the other. It is when you get

Agriculture in the States is in some of beyond sight of land that you really enjoy
its features very different from our own. in full the sensation of being at sea. In
For one thing, there are no hedges. The like manner, you do not properly realize
hawthorn, it appears, cannot be success- the prairie until you are out of sight of
fully cultivated, and they have found no land-that is, of land that rises above the
efficient substitute. Stone walls as fences level. You are carried on the rail southward
are almost as rare. The universal sub- from Chicago more than two hundred
stitute is timber, not erected into a paling, miles without a curve and without a
but laid on edge in a zigzag line to main- gradient. The horizon surrounds all, as
tain its equilibrium. A Scotchman, more- at sea, a straight line separating earth
over, painfully misses the minute cultiva- from sky. After you have driven alongtion of the corners to which he is accus- for some time, without observing anytomed at home. Ends and corners are object, your attention is arrested by a speck
freely left in a state of nature. It won't in the sky where it meets the ground.pay to till and sow and keep clear every F'orward a few miles, and Io, it is a hay-little strip and patch on the edges of a field. stack or a farm-house, looming larger asLand is plenty here, and ploughmen you appjoach it, precisely like a ship at
scarce. You may sometimes see one un- sea. You have launched upon what seems
broken field of wheat ofgreater extent than an infinite meadow-a green grass sea,the largest of our Lothian farms;-and without a visible shore.
such wheat! The sight of it would be a Large portions of the ground are culti-
feast to the eyes of some of our northern vated. The construction of railways in
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America proceeds upon a method the
reverse of that which obtains at home.
Instead of saying, Here are two large cities
a hundred miles apart; let us connect them
by rail for the convenience of the popu-
lation; they say, Here is a desert three
hundred miles long, without inhabitants;
let us run -a line of rails through it from
end to end, in order to supply it with a
population. The thing is done, and done
after the manner following:-A company
is formed. They apply to the legislature
of the State for liberty to construct the
line. The terms proposed are: Mark off a
strip of land five miles broad on either side
of the line; survey and divide it into
sections of one mile square. We, the
railway company, shall take each alternate
lot, and each alternate lot will remain the
property of the State. The bargain is
closed; the line is made. The company
are repaid by the sale of their own half of
the ground; and the State gets more money
for the half of the ground with a railway
running through it than they could have
obtained for the whole of it before. Both
parties make a profit, population flows in,
and the grass of the prairie yields to
gigantic fields of wheat.

A very interesting and useful kind of
traffic springs up on these long lines that
run north and south. They supplv the
great populations of northern tities with
the perishable products of a semi-tropical
clime. The delta near the point of junction
between the Mississippi and the Ohio,
constituting the southern portion of the
State of Illinois, is called Egypt, on
accourit of its great fertility. It is especially
celebrated for luscious fruits. In the way-
bills of the railways you see proniinent
notices of express trains at certain seasons
to run from Cairo at night and to reach
Chicago in the morning, not for pass-
engers, but for ripe peaches. The fruit is
gathered in the orchards of the south in
the afternoon, and displayed in the market
of Chicago at the dawning.

That immense city is distinguished for a
bold and ingenious engineering work,
executed a few years ago for supplying the
inhabitants with cool arld clear water. It
was found, as the city iticreased, that the
supply of water from the margin of the
lake was anything but agreeable. They
constructed a tunnel under the bottom,
running out two miles into the lake, with
a tower at its extremity. From that distance,
and from the bottom, the supply is brought
to the shore, and pumped. up for distri-
bution by gravitation. Another grand
hydraulic work, for sanitary pujposes, is
now in process of construction. TËhe city
grew, within the memory of this generation,
from a few fishing-huts that were perched,
for convenience of boating upon the margin
of a shallow lagoon that ran into the level

land at right angles to the shore-line of
the lake. That lagoon, deepened and lined
with wharves, and traversed by huge
drawbridges, penetrates in several branches
the principal portions of the city. The
drainage has been led into it. The water,
as the population increased, was becoming
more and more offensive. The cityis at the
head of the Lake Mighigan. The water is
discharged five or six hundred miles away,
at the extremity of Huron. But a canal
from the lagoon on which the city stands,
rising by locks, carries navigation in a
south-westerly direction by the Illinois
river to the Mississippi. The summit level
is forty feet above the lake. The inhabi-
tants for one year pumped the water from
the lagoon into the canal, so as to carry it
by gravitation into the Mississippi. But
this was a tedious process. They have now
determined to cut the canal through on
the level, and compel the mighty Michigan
to discharge itself in part from its upper
extremity. Thus a river, with a constant
flow, will make its way by the great valley
of the west into the Gulf of Mexico at New
Orleans, to that extent diminishing the
volume of Niagara and the St. Lawrence,
and increasing the already vast stream of
the Father of Waters. The Americans had
built their city, and discovered, when too
late, that it was built at the wrong end of
the lake. It should, for sanitary purposes,
have stood where the water flows out of
the lake, and not on the marshy flat where
the water flows in. Energetic and enter-
prising though they be, they did not
attempt to remove their city to that end of
the lake where the river flows dut; but
they have adopted the other alternative:
they have made the river flow out where
their city stands, and so have immensely
improved its hygienic conditions.

Chicago has risen from the same cause
that raised Alexandria in the heyday of the
Roman Empire; it is the port of expor-
tation for the grain of the prairies; and a
greater than Egypt is here. As the Western
States constitute the modern and larger
Egypt, so the Atlantic is the modern and
larger Mediterranean. Chicago gathers
the corn of the West, and sends it, by
inland and ocean waters, to the. chief
market of the Old World-our own teeming
and manufacturing island. Another bond
of union; both grow richer by reciprocal
exchange.

I crossed the Mississippi at St. Louis-
another vast city of rapid growth in the
past, and great expectations in the future.
A railway bridge across the river is in the
course of conttruction there. The steamers
moðred on the bank at once arrest the
attention of a traveller. They are literally
what they have often been described to be
-huge floating hotels. They are fitted up
in the 'most gorgeous style. The length of
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the voyage is something that almost baffles
one's power of conception. From that city
in the heart of the continent the river
navigation extends downward 1200 miles
to New Orleans, and upwards 18oo miles
on the Missouri branch to the north-west.
A river navigation by steam in one streteh
extending 3000 miles; about the same as
the distance between Liverpool and New
York!

To the west of the State of Missouri lies
Kansas, a region of fabulous fertility. In
Washington and in Philadelphia we were
visited by a gentleman connected with a
land company in Kansas, and urged to pay
a visit to the State, at the expense of
the directors. When we asked in what
form the proprietors could expect to be
reimbursed for the heavy charge of carry-
ing our party " out West " so, far, enter-
taining us there, and bringing us back. he
replied that they asked nothing of us
except to keep our eyes open, and tell what
we saw when we returned to Scotland.
They have a strong appetite for Scottish
settlers; and so confident are they of the
extraordinary fertility of the land, that
they think nothing more is wanted to send
a stream of emigration in that direction
than a witness who, when interrogated,
will simply state what he saw.

The railways are constructed at less
expense than those of our country; perhaps
in some respects they are less solid; but
they seem to do their work well. I
travelled several thousand miles by them,
and never received even a jolt. One thing
which must go far to reduce the coat of
construation is, that all country roads are
crossed on a level. This does not seem to
be attended with inconvenience or danger.
The sleeping-carriages have often been
described. There is perhaps an excess of
apparatus about them; and thef- are costly,
but they serve their purpose well. There is
more need of them in America than here,
on account of the length of the lines. They
contrive, by a series of springs, to make
the sleeping-cars run very smoothly. I
left Chicago at night, enjoyed a sound
sleep, rose and dressed as we approached
Detroit in the morning, shaved com-
fortably and safely while the train was
running at express speed, and was ready
for breakfast on board the steamer that
carried us across the St. Clair, the glorious
blue water outlet between Huron and Erie,
and landed us on the Dominion of Canada
among our own countrymen.

KINDERGARTENS.

BY A. G. W.

A Kindergarten is an institution of which
people in general hear much and know but

little. That the word means literally
children's garden, and signifies some
strange, foreign method of instructing
children by turning study into play, is the
utmost that the public gather concerning
it from the literature of the day. Some
prejudice«even attaches to the new system
where it is but vaguely understood; it is
supposed to be a pleasant substitute for real
work, delightful to the childish tempera-
ment, but questionable as a means of in-
stilling into it the learning of the schools.
People who entertain the notion that a
childhood, to be profitably spent, must be
subjected to daily repression under the eye
of the teacher, and take its revenges in law-
less hilarities when once out of doors, dis-
trust the new-fangled ideas that would seek
only to develop and not to oppose the natu-
ral tastes. They recall with satisfaction
their own early school days, when they
passed their time mostly in dull inaction
upon hard seats, enlivened now and then
by a recitation, which consisted in stand-
ing at the teacher's knee in great discom-
fort of mind ànd body, and drawling out
the names of certain printed figures called
letters, to which an awful pen-knife directed
their eye. School appeared to them then
as a place of penance from which their souls
revolted, but to which they were driven
merely because it seemed the thing most
contrary to their wishes; and this is the
aspect which they believe it should ever
wear to the infantine mind.

But a pedagogue has risen in these latter
days who insists that this process is wholly
wrong; that it aims to train only one por-
tion of our nature, and does that but poorly,
and that its methods are calculated to dis-
gust a child with learning at the very start.
Rousseau, indeed, had uttered the same
protest long before, vehemently, and with
many fierce denunciations of the follies of
his age. The world listened, admitted that
he was more than hal' right, but laughed
at his glorious chimeras, and still kept its
tender youth bent over their primers and
pothooks. Pestalozzi listened, and follow-
ing his bold lead reduced to successful
practice many of the principles thus
declared. But there was much for him to
perform; he could confine himself to no
one period of life. Friedrich Froebel, a
younger man than he, and at one time his
pupil, realizing that the bent of the mind
and character is given in the earlier years,
set himself the task of evolving a course of
training for the youngest minds. He spent
a lifetime in studying the natures of chil-
dren and the best means of traihing their
varied faculties, and when'he died, in 1852,
he had ptrfected a system full and harmo-
nious, and had thoroughly tested its effi-
ciency. It is this which is now claiming
the attention of parents and instructors
under the name of Kindergarten.
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The first stage of education is all that it
aims to affect; with later work it has no-
thing to do. It mustnot, therefore, be con-
founded -with object lessons, which are
deservedly gaining a place in all schools,
even the highest. The latter are an out-
growth of the same principles upon which
the Kindergarten is founded, but thev are
disjointed exercises that can be grafted on
any process of study at the pleasure of the
instructor; the former is a system complete
in itself, that makes no compromise with
the old practices, but sets them utterly at
naught, and assumes the entire control of
the pupil's mind during the first years at
school.

That it is entirely unlike our present
method of teaching the elements of educa-
tion will be evident from a fewstatements.
And first, while our public schools are com-
monly forbidden by law to receive pupils
younger than four years of age, and those
.of Boston younger than five, the Kinder-
garten system makes it desirable, and
almost necessary, that pupils should be
entered at the age of three years, and often
they are admitted even younger than that.
At the age of seven they have completed
the instruction of the Kindergarten proper,
and are ready to pass on to higher schools.

2nd. Although the child is supposed to
be at the Kindergarten for four consecutive
years, he is not taught his letters there, and
has no need to use them, as he never sees
a printed book in the hands of teachers or
scholars during the time. As a special
favor to parents he may sometimes be
allowed to learn the alphabet and simple
reading just before he leaves, to prepare
him for the education that awaits him else-
where, but this forms no part of the Kinder-
garten system itself.

3rd. In the place of text-books he has a
great variety of materials given him to,
work with, and from these, used with care
and method under the eye of the teacher,
he learns not only the elements of many
branches of study now taught in our
schools, but also the first steps in several
trades and artistic pursuits. Of these
materials and the mode of their use we
shall speak more fully hereafter.

4th. Our present schools seek to repress
all activity in young children during school
hours, keeping them to desk and chair
during the whole session, except at recess,
and forbidding freedon of movement as
detrimental to their progress; but this
system recognizes the natural love of
activity in children as good, and essential
to their health and well-being. Instead of
repressing, it endeavors to turn it into
proper channels, and to make of it one of
the chief agents for their instruction.

5th. In all its exercises it aims especially
to train the eye, as a means of informing
the brain, and to endow it early in life with

the power and habit of close observation
upon objects that come before it; for it
holds this to be the principal source from
which knowledge is obtained, whether it be
from the life around us, or from an accu-
rate study of the printed page.

6th. While the eye is trained to nice dis-
crimination, the hand is practised in many
dexterous employments, that it may be
fitted to manipulate different materials
with accuracy and ease. The Kindergarten
recognizes the dignity of labor, insists that
its pupils shall not only know but do, that
not only their receptive but their construc-
tive faculties shall be taught and developed.
It holds that the present mode of convey-
ing instruction tends to enervate and to
undervalue the physical powers, to induce
laziness of body and to disjoin two things
which should always be united-thinking
and acting.

7th. It encourages children to investigate
for themselves, and to see and verify what-
ever the teacher tells them to be true.
When a statementis made concerning any
object, the object, if it be possible, is placed
before them, that they may fully compre-
hend and believe. The mere memorizing
of facts which other people have discover-
ed is regarded as tending toward servility
of mind and a lack of self-reliance, and is
contrary to the spirit of its teaching. The
time has not yet arrived for the student to
acquaint himself with the past labors and
the accumulated thought of mankind.

8th. It believes a love of beauty to be
native to all, and a source of great happi-
ness and culture if rightly trained, and in
all its occupations the developmenfrof this
is made one of its chief purposes. The
harmony of colors and the charm of their
contrasts, the symmetry and grace of form,
about which so many adults are now
lamentably ignorant, are taught in a way
never to be forgotten.

These, as far as we understand and can
state them in brief, are the striking pecu-
liarities of this new system. We might
speak of many other features, but these are
sufficient to prove that there is something
original, at least, in its conception, and
striking at the very root of all our old pro-
cesses of inducting children into know-
ledge by means of the A B C's and the
spelling-book.

Let us consider more minutely the means
and the materials by which iti lessons are
conveyed. We will enter one of its sch6ol
rooms and observe the pupils at their work.
And first we may remark that a Kinder-
garten is not commonly a garden at all,
though Froebel would make this a part of
his plan, but a large room, one portion
of which is filled with small desks and
the other left empty for plays. We find
the little scholars at their desks with a
square piece of white paper lying before
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them. They are beginning their lesson in
Geometry, though they probably do not
know the meaning of that word, and only
call it folding paper. The teacher, stand-
ing before them, questions them about the
shape of this square, about its lines and its
angles, and afterward directs them to place
it with a side toward them, parallel to the
edge of the desk, and to fold, it may be, the
right lower corner over the left upper corner.
She watches to see that each one does this
exactly and without direct assistance. Then
they are asked about the triangle they have
thus formed, the number of its sides and
angles, and what kinds of angles are fouiid
in its different corners. They open the
the papers again, and observe how many
triangles were made by the creased line,
and how this line divided the whole space
and two of the angles. The square is
folded aiso with side against side, making
two oblongs, and the changes thus made
are noted. Other foldings into smaller
squares succeed, giving rise to repeated
questions and answers. Finally the chil-
dren are allowed to make of the paper, now
creased in many regular lines, any fanciful
object they choose, and each one constructs
for himself a table, a box, a bird or a
house. This finishes the exercise, and
they rise for a play. There aie many of
these plays, pretty little inventions, such
as only a German mind could conceive,
and in them the pupils usually sing
together, either in German or English,
tossing a ball, perhaps, and counting, or
they run and skip, or depart on imaginary
travels and return to relate their adven-
tures.

This over, they begin another exercise at
the desk. If it is arithmetic, the announce-
ment is hailed with great glee, for it is their
favorite study. They count tiny wooden
sticks, that are given them tied up in
bundles of ten, and from their experiments
with then they learn the four elementary
rules. Boxes of cubes, divided in various
ways, form part of their materials and show
them the relations of solids. With two
squares of colored paper cut into -fine slits
they weave many beautiful patterns; on
perforated card-board with bright worsteds,
both boys and girls learn to sew and to
embroider; they draw simple lines, and
prick the outlines of pictures in blank
paper, and in clay they model simple
forms. But space would fail us to describe
the varied means by which the eyes and
minds of the children are kept alert and
interested, and their bodies unweFried and
active, while they are learning the elements
of so many pursuits. All seem happy in
their work and courteous to each other,
and in their games full of fun and spirit,
properly controlled. There is no unneces-
sary noise; no one speaks without permis-
sion, but all inquiries are encouraged and

patiently answered. It is only the fore-
noon that is thus spent; in the afternoon
they are free at home. School is a pleasure
to these pupils and not a curse, and great
and unusual must be the attraction which
can induce them to stay away.

Thus it will be seen that the Kindergar-
ten adapts all its processes to the nature of
the child. He lives and delights in the
concrete-it is new and unexplained; the
abstract is as yet beyond his comprehen-
sion. The letters of the printed page are
only representations and not the real
things; he cannot yet understand their
value, and turns to them with indifference.
Learning, to attract him, must address
itself to his perceptions, for while his rea-
soning powers are still dormant, his senses
are all alive, and the actual objects that
surround him are viewed by him with the
keenest interest. He must sec first, after-
ward he will think.

The advocates of this new system claim
for it extraordinary merits, and we believe
they are not exaggerated. A long and
practical acquaintance with schools leads us
to be wary of many of the changes so freely
proposed on every hand, but this stands
the test of close study and examination.
We have read its literature, heard lectures
from its expounders, conversed with its
teachers, and visited its schools, and the
result has been to convince us that it is a
true and efficient method of starting child-
ren in life with a zest for knowledge, a
body active and serviceable, and senses
quickened and trained. When in later
years the pupil will have to submit to much'
laborious study as a discipline for his
mental powers, and to grapple alone with
many problems of thought, he will find
himself well equipped for the work by that
early awaking and wise direction of his
powers which the Kindergarten gave.

New ideas make slow progress among
masses of men, but when we consider that
it is not yet twenty years since the founder
of the Kindergarten died, that he was
without station or influence, and took but
slight pains to spread abroad his system,
that he himself wrote but little concerning
it, and that most works on the subject are
still untranslated from the German, the
progress which these schools have already
made is most encouraging. In Prussia
they abound in all the larger cities, and
many of them are supported there by the
municipal governments for the benefit of
their poorest classes. In France and
Switzerland they are found, and the Italian
Minister of Instruction has lately called
public attention to the great merits of
" this new evangel of work," as he terms
it. Even Hungary has just set apart a sum
for the purpose of sending young ladies to
Germany to perfectthemselves inthe system
of Froebel. America, with the great stake
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she has in the right education of her peo-
ple, will not be far behind in inaugurating
such a reform. When once she has
acquainted herself with their worth, it must
be that she will give Kindergartens a hearty
endorsement and proceed to incorporate
them as a part of her system of infant
schools. They are already taking strong
foothold among us, and winning many
able converts. Private institutions, more
or less in conformity with the true Froebel
idea, succeed in all our principal cities, and
Boston supports three or four,

Our prisons, houses of correction and
reform schools are but the acknowledg-
ments in brick and stone of our past blun-
ders in educating our youth. It were better
to give the small urchins of our worst
quarters a right start in life, compelling
them to attend a school such as this, and
filling them there with a love of study and
work, than to allow them to drift about
among the haunts of wickedness, to learn
sin and practice vice, and then to pour out
our money, after they are grown, in trying
them for misdemeanors before our courts
and in guarding their useless lives in
prison for the greater part of their days.
Knidergartens must in time be recognized
as the first step in this great work of bend-
ing all the faculties of all ouryouth toward
virtue, toward productive labor, and toward
unselfish devotion to the general good.
When we are wise enough to train the
twigs aright, we shall not need to wrench
back and straighten the crooked trees.-
Boston Paper.

A LITERARY GLUTTON.

"Of making many books, there is no
end, and much study is a weariness of the
flesh." Thus spoke Solomon the Wise
more than twenty-eight centuries ago,when
books were comparatively rare, and learn-
ing confined to a narrow class. What
would he have said had he lived in Flo-
rence during the seventeenth century, whén
literature was plentiful, and when Maglia-
bechi, that eccentric bookworm, flourished,
of whom we read lately (though where we
cannot call to mind)-" Magliabechi, that
most rational of bibliomanes, for he read
everything he bought"? When we are
informed that this man's library consisted
of upward of one hundred and forty thou-
sand printed books and pamphlets, and ten
thousand manuscripts, we are, indeed, awe-
struck; and the more'so, as we are also
told that this marvel not only read, but,
what is more wondertul still, remembered.
His power of mental retention must-have
been truly astounding. Innumerable
anecdotes are told about his memory, not
a few of which sound almost incredible.

Thus it is related of him that he could
not only quote at pleasure entire passages,
but could tell from what page of a specified
edition, what chapter, and even from what
paragraph it was excerpted, the date and
place of publication, publisher, printer,
size, and number of editions. It was not
without great truth that Pater Angelo
Finardi anagrammatined his name, Anto-
nius Magliabechi, into "Is unus biblotheca
magna."

Immense as his store of information
must necessarily have been, he never wrote
a line himself, yet, notwithstanding, the
republic of letters owes much to him. It
was through his mediation that some valu-
able books were republished and amended,
and the origin of several contemporary
works are due to his valuable aid. Isaac
D'Israeli says that Magliabechi ought to
have composed the Curiositses of Litera-
ture.

Nor did he selfishly keep his vast know-
ledge to himself. He was always ready to
aid others in the acquirement of learning,
and his willingness and amiability in such
matters knew no bounds. From far and
near, his assistance was called in requisi-
tion; he was looked upon as a perfect
oracle, a walking encyclopædia, and he
was never known to refuse aid to an appli-
cant at his storehouse of erudition. The
treasures of his library, and, later, that of
the Grand Duke of Tuscany, which was
entrusted to him, were at the disposal of
every searcher after knowledge. The only
condition he imposed upon inquirers was
that they should not disturb him during the
hours of the day when he was busy at work.
In the evening his doors, which he kept
jealously locked all day, were thrown open
to his friends, and he was ready to meet
querists. But in order that he might not
be uselessly kept from his books, he had
had a hole made in his door, through
which he could observe all approaching
visitors, and if he did not choose to see
them, he would refuse admittance.

He always wore a garment till it dropped
from him; nor would he on any account
undress for his night's rest-considering
this a sheer waste of time, life being so
short and books so plentiful. For this rea-
son, also, he fought against sleep until it
conquered him, and even when it did so,
he would not lay himself on his bed, but,
spreading an old rug over any books that
were on the floor, would stretch himself
upon them. Only if it were very cold, he
would throw himself, completely dressed,
into his unmade bed, which was filled full
of books, taking a basin of coals with him.
Several times, by these means, he caused a
fire to break out, which was, however, for-
tunately quenched by the other inmates of
the house. In his study, instead of a stove,
he habitually employed this little basin of
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coals, which he would sometimes attach to
his elbows, and was so absent that his
clothes, and even his face and hands, were
often scorched without his becoming aware
of it. His manner of living was éxtremely
simple, and so irregular that it is astonish-
ing he should have lived to an advanced
age. He subsisted almost entirely on
eggs, bread, and water. He liked good wine,
but partook of little, and never of any iced
drinks. One of his peculiarities was, that
he always kept his head closely covered,
and, in truth, his whole personal appearance
was such that the Grand Duke was almost
forced to dispense with his appearance at
court, a state of things which entirely
accorded with Magliabechi's feelings, who
would have considered attendance there a
great waste of time. Indeed, Cosmo had
such consideration for his librarian's eccen-
tricities, that he always wrote his orders to
him, instead of having them conveyed by
word of mouth, so that the learned man
might be less disturbed.

Magliabechi, with all his faults and
irregularities, was the kindest and truest of
friends, and the most accurate of corres-
pondents. The latter is no mean matter to
say, when we remember that he correspon-
ded with nearly all the German, French,
and Dutch literati. His first morning hours
were entirely devoted to answering letters
and visiting any strangers who might be
staying in Florence; then he would repair
to the Grand-Ducal library, returning
within his own four walls as soon as the
prescribed hours were over.

Thus he spent his life among his books,
only quitting Florence twice during his life,
and then not from choice. Notwithstanding
the eccentric arrangement of his library,
where books were piled in seeming confu-
sion about the floor and sides of his apart-
ment-of which the Dutch Professor Hey-
meun has left so graphic an account-
Magliabechi was never at a loss to find any
work he required, He could lay his hands
on any volume at any moment, apparently
inextricable and unfathomable as was the
disorder in which they were heaped. He
also knew the place of every book in the
library entrusted to him, and was most
anxious to know the contents of all other
libraries as well. In fact, he succeeded so
far that he knew some of them much better
than their owners. It is told of him that,
Cosmo having asked for a book that was
extremely rare, he replied:

" Signor, there is but one copy of that
book in the world. It is in the Grand
Seignor's library at Constantinople, and is
the eleventh book in the second shelf on
the right hand as you go in."

As might be expected, Magliabechi never
married-his mind, life, heart, and soul

were too entirely bound up in his books,
and in them only. The sole creatures that
shared his affectionate interest with his
literary treasures were spiders, an affection
which it is curiou's to observe as having
been manifested by many great men.

He thought of nothing but learning, and
his desire to read every thing was so great
that he forgot the bare necessaries of life.
About his accounts he was extremely
negligent, and often for more than a year
would not demand his salary, nor the
revenues that Cardinal de Medicis had
settled upon him. The Pope, and even the
Emperor Leopold, repeatedly invited him
away, offering him all manner of induce-
ments to leave his post and enter their
services. But he was not ambitious, and
was content to remain where and as he
was.-All the Year Round.

THE RETURN.

The bright sea washed across her feet,
As it had done of yore;

The well-remembered odors sweet
Came through her open door.

Again the grass his ripened head
Bowed where her raiment swept;

Again the fog-bell told of dread,
And all the landscape wept.

Again beside the woodland bars
She found the wilding rose,

With petals five and heart of stars,-
The flower our childhood knows.

And there, before that blossom small,
By its young face beguiled,

The woman saw her burden fall,
And stood a little child.

She knew no more the weight of love,
No more the weight of grief;

She could the simple wild rose move,
And bring her heart relief.

She asked not where her love was gone,
Nor where her grief was lied,

But stood, as at the great white Throne,
Unmindful of things dead.

-Atlantic Monthly.

It may be suspected that scientists some-
times overrun their game, as when it is
estimated by Dr. Burke that an average
brain is capable of holding 3,155,76o,ooo
thoughts, and by Baillogue estimated that
the cerebral convolutions contain 134,000-
ooo,ooo cells.
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THE HIGHWAY TO HONOR;
OR, THE SECRET OF LINDSAY ATWOOD'S SUCCESS.

BY JEANNIE BELL.

" Let us then be up and doing; and in this way, although they were some-
With a heart for any fate, times pinched, she made enough to support
Still achieving, still pursuing hersef and boy. When Lindsay was old
Learn to labor and to wait."

-Longfellow. enough to go to school, his mother had to
work harder, for she was anxious to give

'Twas a sunshiny afternoon in the early her son a good education. For some years
autumn, or one of the days in America Mrs. Atwood toiled early and late to keep
called Indian Summer, in which Lindsay 1 Lindsay at school; then her health began
Atwood shouldered his small bundle of to fait; she could fot work so hard or so
clothing and left his native town to push long as she formerly did; by-and-by, they
his way, as he said, " to fame and fortune." feit the pinchings of hunger, and often dur-
Poor boy ! he was very unlike fortune just ing the cold winter months they sat with-
now in his shabby suit, with a patch here out a fire.
and there telling of thrift and poverty. Many a cold night Lindsay sat by theone
Lindsay was a tall, thin lad about fourteen, candie in their room, studying grammar
with deep blue eyes that, to a close or reading history, of which he was very
observer, marked him shrewd and intelli- fond. For himself, the'brave boy could have
gent. Let me tell my readers a little of borne with these hardships; but to know
Lindsay's previous history, then they will be that his dear mother was u and suffering,
the better acquainted with him. Lindsay's and coutd not get the comforts she needed,
father was a lawyer in the town of D- ; was a sore trial. Mrs. Atwood wished to
a man of very superior abilities, that might get well for her boy's sake, but it was not
have risen to a position of honor and wealth, r0 to be; her work was done on earth, Jesus
but possessed of a too kindly nature that needed her above, and day after day
was apt to lead him to deeds of generosity brought her nearer the heavenly home.
not always deserved, and beyond what he When Mrs. Atwood at tast sent for a doc-
could yet afford. Mr. Atwood although tor, and the neighbors knew she was ilî,
having a pretty extensive practice, had so they were very kind, bringing comforts for
far laid past little or no money; better for herself and food for Lindsay. Now Lind-
him now, he has " treasure laid up in say did not like to live on charity. He
heaven, where neither moth nor rust doth would seek work; nearly fourteen-there
corrupt, and where thieves cannot break were many things he coutd do. When
through nor steal." Shortly after Lindsay asked whathe would do, he replied, "any-
was born, a bad kind of fever broke out in thing, from holding a gentleman's horse to
the town. Mr. Atwood, ever first in aIl carrying wood for the people in the village."
times of need to do good, visited the sick, So far from being humbted by his work,
and while doing so, caught the fever; in Lindsay fett an honest pride as every night
less than a month Mrs. Atwood was left to he counted out the sums he had earned.
mourn a kind husband, and to struggle on Mn. Atwood grieved that Lindsay was ls-
to support herself and son. Fortunately for ing somuch precious tine from his studies;Mr&. Atwood she was a good seamistrehs; but Lindsay made such good use of hi

enuht0ot col i ohrhdt
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&pare hours that he was not far behind
other boys who had the advantage of good
teachers.

The time came at last when Mrs. At-
wood must say good-bye to her much-loved
son. A sad farewell it was to Lindsay, to
know that soon he would see no more the
gentle face of his mother, and that, young as
he was, he must go out into the world alone.
Almost the last words she uttered were,
" Remember your father's oft-repeated say-
ing, 'always keep on the highway to
honor;' seek your Heavenly Father's guid-
ance in all that you undertake, and I am
sure your life in this world will be an
honorable one, and by-and-by we will all
meet again in Heaven."

A few days after his mother's funeral,
Lindsay sold off their furniture. With the
proceeds of the sale, and a small bundle of
clothing, we see him trudging along the
road to a large town some ten miles distant
from bis native village. When about a
mile from the town, he came to a high,
narrow foot-path off the main road. This
path looked so pleasant and shady, such a
nice place to rest, that Lindsay thought he
would enjoy a half hour's view of the beau-
tiful scenery. Climbing to an over-hang-
ing ledge of rock, Lindsay was just about
to seat himself, when from near the foot of
a tree close by, a gentleman rose up, saying,
" Where are you"-gong he was about to
add, but Lindsay, full of his own thoughts,
inter rupted him with-

"On the highway to honor, sir."
"Then you seek distinction as an agile

climber; is that it ?"
" Oh no, sir, I beg your pardon, I was

thinking of my own affairs."
A few questions brought out the whole

of Lindsay's history. When he had finish-
ed, the gentleman merely remarked.

" Well, boy, if you are speaking the truth,
you'Il get on; no fear."

Lindsay's honest face flushed at the
gentleman's insinuation, but he only lifted
his bat as the former said " Good evening."

Tired and lonely, Lindsay got supper
and bed in a quiet street, and next morn-
ing set out to look for work. " What kind
of work," was asked? " Oh anything; to
be errand boy; anything rather than to be
idle." One objected to his thinness; he

1 did not look able to carry heavy parcels;
another must have a better dressed boy;
one and all had some objection, and so
days went by and Lindsay's small stock of
money was fast growing less; and Lind-
say's brave heart was feeling rather down-
cast. The gentleman whom Lindsay met
on his way to the town was a Lawyer
Spence, a rather eccentric but very clever
and kind-hearted man. Mr. Spence was
rather taken *with Lindsay's reply to bis
question. " Strange," thought he; " guess
there's something in that boy. He has
wonderful eyes, and in spite of his patched
clothing there is an air of refinement about
him; I must seek him out. There is no
saying what evil company he may fall in
with." As good as bis word, Lawyer
Spence found out Lindsay's lodgings and
wrote him a note to come to his office.

Lindsay appeared punctual to the hour
(a circumstance that pleased the lawyer),
when the following conversation took
place:
" Well, Lindsay Atwood, you hav'nt got

any work yet?"
"No, sir," replied Lindsay.
"Then I need a boy to sweep and keep

clean the offices, put on fires, &c. What
say you to starting on this road, and see if
it leads to honor?"

Lindsay blushed, the more that he knew
the young men in the office were laughing
at his idea; but he answered respectfully,
" I will be very glad to accept your offer,
sir, until I can do better."

" Very well, Lindsay, if you do well, you
may be high enough yet; you can come to-
morrow at eight, and one of my men will
show you your duties."

Punctual to a minute, Lindsay was at
his post, did bis duties thoroughly, and
afterwards one of the clerks, seeing he
wrote a fair hand, gave him some copying
to do. This was just what Lindsay liked,
so, whenever Lawyer Spence was out,
Lindsay was set to copying title-deeds or
law-papers of some kind, in this way im-
provmng his writing, and at the samne time
getting a little insight into law business.

Lindsay was much teased and tormented'
by the young men in the office; one
especially, from the very first day Lindsay
entered, never ceased to torment hing Hp.
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seemed to take the greatest delight in I Often when almost in despair, and when

wounding the boy's feelings; taunting him he thought he must leave the office, Lind-

about his high ideas, and even his poverty, say would have a vision of Ella's white face
until Lindsay was angry enough to have and hear her parting words, " Don't be

thrown the ruler at his head. Sometimes cross to-day, Lindsay; you'll prove to

some of the others would say, "Why don't Nicol some day who's the bravest." The

you close his mouth with a ruler, Lindsay ?" time came very soon.
and the boy when roused was passionate LawyerSpence gave bis young men a

and could scarce restrain his anger. holiday every year, taking them to the

One day he ventured to say that " no country somewhere for the day. This year

gentleman or Christian should use his he took them to a beautiful lake, in the
hands to strike, except in self-defence-" centre ofwhich is an island about a mile in

an unlucky speech for Lindsay. The young lengtb, and baîf a mile in breadth. On the
man who tormented him so much, remark- island was a house kept open during the
ed " that it was all very well for a coward summer months for the accommodation of

to say that." A coward! how Lindsay's pîcasure parties; in the way of amusement

cheeks burned at the taunt; but he remem- there were fishing and rowing and any

bered the Bible wòrds, " Better is he that other games they liked. AIl went well

ruleth his spirit than he that taketh a city." until daylight was beginning to fade into

Oh, it was hard to do right in a case such dusk; then the sky began to overcloud, the

as this; but Lindsay thought of his gentle wind to rise, and every apbearance of a

mother, and the thought strengthened him. thunder-storm was seen. Lawyer Spence

Perhaps Lindsay was most helped by a was anxious to get to the other side of thc

little girl in the same house with him-the lake before the Storm came on, so be called

little lame daughter of his landlady, poor to bis party to get the boats ready. AIl were

wee Ella Tbornton, 8 weak and suffering, soon in readiness, whn Nicol Whiteous
always confined to the bouse; yet few do was missed. Looking eagerly up the lake

as much good as sbe did. Ella, wbo was Nicol was seen nearly a mile off. What

generally shy of strangers, took to Lindsay was to be done; Nicol appeared neither
tbe firat day he came to ber mother's bouse. to see or bear their signals, and the sky

Ella iad neither brother nor sister, and was growing darker, and every minute the

Lindsay was so kind te the little lame girl thunder-storm was expectcd to break forth.

that she could not bclp loving ber big Delay was dangerous; already the aves

brother, (as she styled bim.) Ella was the were wild and angry-looking. In badf an

lad' confidant, altbough butttwelve years heur tey would likely have to remain all

of age. She wa8 s wise and thougbtful nigbt. The case was vexing. Lawyer
that one could say as mucb to ber as te a Spence did not like to leave Nicol alone on
grown woman. Wwen Lindsay told Ella of the island aIl night, and yet to delay long-

Nicul Whitbhouse's taunting words, Ella er, would prevent the whole getting over.
fully sympatbized. IwI know it's bard to Seeing the extremity of the case, Lindsay

bear, dear Lindsay," she would say; " but volunteered to wait for Nicol, and as botb

then jesus bore taunting and shame wcre strong, he thought they could man-

patiently, and if the Lord of glory bore all age to row ovee, even after this hour. The
tbis without a murmur, surely you will try young men wondered that Lindsay Wousd

to do the saoe." t do this for one who had done so much to

SOh, yes, Ella, I know a wl that; but it is annoyhim. wasalittlesacrifce atfirst;

bard for afellw tobe called a coward, and but Lindsay thought e would try t con-

to know that one isn't afraid of anything quer Nicol with kindnes. How pretty the

but adoing wrong." receding boat looked in the darkening twi-
taBut if you pray that you maynot get light; how it dashed up and down on the

angry, youlI get the victory," persisted now rouwa waves, while the black clouds,.
El. ' Oi Clare Say, '.tt, Lord is ever piled one aboe another, were quite in keep-

o prgent Shetp was ints of trouble."' ing ith ohue angry waters! Lindsay was

Thus dd Ella help ber adopted brother. too anious to enjoy long the pretty pic-
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ture. Nicol's boat had somehow drifted the young men to the house, where theyout of sight. The boat with Lawyer Spence 'were wrapt in blankets, well rubbed, andand the other young men was safely landed given a warm drink. Lindsay soonon the other side; but still no sign of Nicol. recovered, but Nicol was a long time inAt last, in the distance, Lindsay saw the coming about, and when he did recover
boat; but oh how it rocked on the foaming consciousness it was only to relapse into awaves! Every moment he expected to see fever, which kept him a prisoner on theit engulfed. Would it ever reach land? island for several weeks.
Anxiously he watched it; but the dancing The man who kept the house had thought
boat seeins to come no nearer shore. Thank the whole party safe on the other side of
God there is a lull in the wind, and Lindsay the lake, until he had heard Lindsay cry
prays that Nicol may work hard and make for help; then he and his wife hastened tothe most of this little time of calm. Yes, the shore with the rope which proved suchthank God, here he comes-not the eighth a help to the young man.
of a mile to make to reach land. " Pull Next morning after the accident, Nicol
hard," Lindsay shouts; but he does not thanked Lindsay very gratefully for saving
need-Nicol sees and knows the danger; his life; but the lad was too weak and ill
he strains every nerve, and really the boat to say much, so bidding him keep up his
comes fast in. Sud denly the gale rises. heart, Lindsay said he would return to town
Nicol seems thoroughly exhausted. Will and bring out a doctor. What a contrast
he, after all, be lost? " Oh, Heavenly this beautiful sunshiny morning was to the
Father, save him," cries Lindsay, as the stormy night before; Lindsay could scarce
boat disappears in the hollow of the waves. believe it the same-the water clear and
" There it is again, all right," and Lindsay sparkling, with scarce a ripple to tell of last
breathes more freely-only for a moment night's emotion. How Lindsay's heart
though, for a terrific blast sends the boat beat with thankfulness as he looked upon
in an instant bottom upwards, and poor the scene of his struggle for life !
Nicol struggles in the water. Lindsay, a Lindsay was a constant visitor to thefew minutes before, had taken off boots and island while Nicol lay there, bringing withcoat in case of help being wanted, and now, him now some delicacy to tempt his appe-
without a moment's hesitation, he dashes tite, then a book; but best of all were theirio the lake. Nicol cannot swim, but quiet talks they had. Nicol was much
Lindsay can, and he hopes to bring Nicol struck with Lindsay's noble conduct-re-
safe to shore. Now he nears hi and turning good for evil-and he felt that there
grasps the neck of Nicol's coat; but Nicol, must be something in a religion that could
in his terror, clutches Lindsay so tight that make any one act thus, and the reasonhe is likely to drown both. Seeing that Nicol got to understand was, because Lind-he could not make Nicol understand what say loved Jesus, and strove to be in someto do, Lindsay freed himself by a strong measure like his Master.
pull, swam round him, and again got hold. Nicol rose fron his sick-bed a wiser and
This time he managed better, possibly a better lad. The first thing he did the
because Nicol was nearly insensible. The morning of his return to the office was to
wind helped Lindsay a good deal, and with give the other young men a description of
his one free arin he wrought as hard as the storm, of his rescue by Lindsay, andpossible. Still the shore seemed a good Lindsay's kindness since.
bit distant, and Lindsay was well nigh worn " Now, boys," he said, " you have allout. Will they both die, aftër all? With heard how I used to tease and tormenta cry to God for help, Lindsay tried to Lindsay, so it is right thatI should ask hihold on to Nicol. A strong effort he makes, to forgive me before you. I beg to saya rope is grasped, and how they are drawn that Lindsay is the very opposite of coward.*ashore, Lindsay knows not, for he is un- How few would have risked their own lives
conscious. The old man and woman who to save that of another, and that other,

one who had tried in every way to annoylived on the island during summer man- him I Before I finish I will ust ask 7outoaged to carry first one and then another of give three cheers for brave Lindsay.
(To bd eNtmued.)
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MOTH AND RUST: had but one idea; that was to get ber
PRIZE SUNDAY-SCHOOL TALE, PUBLISRED BY HENRY daughter married. Ralpb had but one

HOYT, BOSTON. idea; and that was to make money faster

(Continued.) and faster.
There were people in Alden, however,

who had other thoughts, and whose niinds
CHAPTER IX. were occupied with higher themes: these

THEwere of those who bore the welfare of the
THE MTHERS CHICE.Church in their hearts; who longed that

- the power of God should be shown in that
"Lay not up for yourselves treasures on earth Church; that its coldness and deadness

where moth and rust doth corrupt, and thieves break might pars away like the winter snows, and
through and steal." 1 floweî s of hope and love and faith might

The considerations which had occupied bloom, and make it the garden of the Lord.
Mrs. Morlev's mind on the evening of her These were the praying people of the
grand party, did not vanish with the morn- Chunch; they knew how to work as well as
ing light. She was still looking about for pray; going abroad in the congregation,
some young man who should be in her and speaking to one here and another there,
eyes an eligible match for poor Miss Helen, they believed the hour ofespecial effort had
who, for her part, asked nothing better core.
than to be let alone. Mrs. Morley had Many of the Alden people knew Luke
taken pains to procure for her daughter Rogers; they knew also that his ministry
careful instruction in music, dancing, and had been greatly blessed in many places;
French. It is true, that in other branches and they resolved to invite him to pass
of education, competent judges would have some weeks among them, to hold a series
pronounced the young girl deficient, But of meetings. When this measure was dis-
what mattered it that her ideas ofgeography cussed by the pastor, the church-offlcers,
were desperately confused; that grammar and some more zealous membens of the
and history had been so carelessly studied congregation, the fact was adverted to,
as now to be quite forgotten; that her that Luke was a friend of the Monleys, and
arithmetic scarcely sufficed for her owr might be expected to have much influence
shopping. Helen could sing, dance, and over them. That the Morleys were in a
play on the piano. Her songs were limited, desperately cold and handened state, every
and she did not keep good time; but her one recognized; and the paston believed
dancing, and especially her waltzing, were that church-discipline had been too long
enchanting; and she had read Télémaque 1 delayed over the flagrant violation of the
What more could Mrs. Morley desire? Sabbath in which Ralph persisted. They
There remained but one thing further for had hoped that patience ad expostulation
Helen to do,-she must get married. How would have their effect; and now they hoped
Mrs. Morley lònged to have a wedding in that the pneaching of Luke Rogers, a pen-
the familyl sonal friend of Ralphs, as they believed,

Fortune favored this admirable mother; would be God's instrument to bring this
and she found the very young man she had backsliden to a sense of sin ad to hearty
been looking for. He was illiterate, he repentance. Said the pastor, "We cm
drank a little, he swore a little, he gamed hope little for the young people as long as
a little,-not very much of either; and Mrs. their parents pensiat in their present course.
Morley had those ancient sayings on her Mr. ad Mrs. Morley are stumbling-blocks
tongue, "You cannot expect bld heads on over which their son and daughter are
young shoulders ;".and, ' Young men must likely to faîl, and neyer to rise."
sow their wild oats." That Ralph might not be set against the

As a set-off to his little sins, this happy meetings by any appearance of neglect, his
young man had high virtues. He drove a pastor caîîed et the bank to converse with
fine carriage, and a pair of beautifully- him on tbe subject. He mentioned a
matched horses; he dressed elegantly; he "religious interdst tbat seemed to pervîde
was the only child of a very wealthy man: tbe community." To this Ralh replied
and, crowning glory of all, his father had indifferentîy, "Ah, he hoped s Glad to
been to Congress bear it. Did not know any thing ofit him-

No one will be surprised to hear, that, self. He was very much occupied. Had
when Mrs. Morlev singled out this youth 50 miny canes."
for special attention, smiled on him, and "We think it advisîble to send for some
asked him to her house, he speedily began eannest-minded min to labor among us for
to admire Helen; for Helen had a most 9 while," said the piston.
amiable disposition, a pretty face, very Ralph foresaw a cmli for money to re-
beautiful dresses, and a rich father. Mrs. compense this new worker in thevineyard,
Morley's little suppers, and social card- and curtly replied, IWhere Iwas brought
parties, and family picnics, and select up, the pistor was expected to take charge
excursions, becm~e very numnerous. . She 0 ail hie meetings hmself. I neyer cmln
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anyone to aid me in my business. It
would be a detriment to me to do so.
What we want well done we must do our-
selves."

To this fling the pastor made no reply,
but said, " We have spoken of inviting Mr.
Luke Rogers. He is a friend of yours, I
think; and we hope his ministrations will
be acceptable to you and your family."

".We have no objections to Mr. Rogers.
He is a good man enough, for all I know,"
replied Ralph stiffly; " but, as I have just
remarked, such exertions and such mea-
sures seem unnecessary to me. I do not
believe in religious excitements (he
believed in commercial excitements when
he could make any money by them).
These new-fangled ways grate on my feel-
ings. If we believe the work is the Lord's,
why don't we let Him do it? To me it
seems very presumptuous to interfere."

" Well, Mr. Morley, I am sorry the plan
does not at first sight please you," said his
pastor. "But i am sure if you attend the
meetings you will become reconciled to' it,
and get a blessing to your soul." •

" I may drop in occasionally," said
Ralph, eager to get rid of his visitor. " But
I am very busy, never more so. I cannot
command my time. I must be at my work.
You need not depend upon my being out
often."

" Mr. Morley," said the pastor, "you
may be destroying yourself by this course.
Dear brother, I am greatly pained on your
account. I fear you have got far from
God. Now may be the hour-the last
hour-for return. Oh, as you value your
soul, cease this wild pursuit of wealth, and
seek the favor of the Lord. Do not, I beg
yon, receive all your consolation in this
world. What says the Scripture? 'Woe
unto you that be rich, for you have receiv-
ed your consolation.' And oh my dear
friend, what a poor consolation is that
which will desert you at the hour of death,
and will not meet you on the other side
the grave 1"

" Really," said Ralph, his face darken-
ing, but his tongue preserving its usual
smooth tones, "I cannot understand why
you hold such language to me. I supposed
these meetings-these revival meetings-
were intended for the unconverted, for
those who were not church-members."

" I sincerely think," was the reply,
"that the hour has come when judgment
must begin at the house of the Lord. Let
us begin the revival where it ought to begin,
in the hearts of church-members. Let us
begin to let our lights shine, and exhibit
good works, that the power of Our Lord
and Master may be confessed in us."

" Oh, well 1" replied Ralph hastily, "I
certainly hope good will be done. • People
have dfffeent ways of thinking. And it is«
uncharitable to- ondemn men-as al wrng,

because they do not think and act as we
do."

"As Mr. Rogers is a friend of your
family, do you wish to invite him to pass
part of his time while in Alden at your
house? It might be a benefit to your
children."

"No," burst out Ralph hastily. "I don't
want religion thrust down my children's
throats in that manner. It will be sure to
make them hate it. Let those entertain
Mr. Rogers who sent for him. I like him
well enough; but, as I told you, I don't
approve of this way of forcing matters, and
shall not be made a party to it. My house
would not be congenial to Mr. Rogers. My
young people see a good deal of company,
and I do not wish them to be interfered
with. It will be a hindrance to them."

Now, the honest truth would have been,
had Ralph spoken it, that he did not want
Luke at his house, by words or example,
to waken up his slumbering conscience,
and make him dissatisfied with himself.
Ralph wanted to be let alone. At home,
Ralph mentioned the projected meetings.
Hespoke fretfully, sneeringly, called them
"unwise and new-fashioned nonsense,"
and prophesied that they would " prove a
dead failure."

Mrs. Morley, in reply, said, "that she
was very much disappointed in their pas-
tor. He was not the man she expected
him fo be,-not the man for the position.
She wished there might be a change. He
was inquisitive, he was pharisaical, he was
meddlesome, he was censorious. She did
not like his preaching; and, indeed, she
had never liked Mr. Rogers's preaching. It
seemed very hard that one could never get
a preacher to suit them 1"

To these remarks, Fred, seated on one
side the dinner-table, and Helen, seated on
the other, listened, with what advantage
and edification may be imagined. We
wonder if parents realize what harm theydo their children by such conversation
about preachers and preaching, how they
harden the young hearts, and bring the
word of God into contempt, making its
preaching too often of none effect.

Fred, putting his cigar in his nouth, and 4
strolling down to the office at the furnace
after dinner, coolly made up his mlind to
keep out of Luke Rogers's way. Fred had
kept to the resolutions he formed when he
had " turned over a new leaf " as he called
it. Fred was very well satisfied with him-
self. He considered himself an exemplary
young person; and, as to his needing
religion or plety, Fred curled his lip in con-
tempt, and privately remarked to himself,
that he did "not see whatgoOd his father's
and mother's piety had ever done, except
to make them ridiculôus and inconsistent."

TÔ Aldén came Luke Rogers. The
churches of the town cordially united as
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churches should ; the pastors jointly taking
part in the religious exercises, and the ser-
vices being held in the churches in turn.
It was a good time to Christians. There
was a spirit of brotherly love, of humility,
and God-serving abroad. It was not a good
time to Ralph Morley and his wife. Every
prayer-meeting was a reproach to them,
every conversation a refutation of their
arguments; every warm, working heart
was a tacit condemnation. Among his
first calls in Alden, Luke Rogers went to
see the Morleys. He timed himself judici-
ously, and found them all at home. He
spoke of the meetings and the awakenings,
but they were irresponsive. Mrs. Morley
was silent and uncomfortable; and Mr.
Morley said, "l Oh," and " Ah," and
" Yes," several times over. Luke asked
Fred if they should not see him out to ser-
vice that evening.

Fred replied that he "meant to keep
clear of the meetings." He didn't believe
in them; and, if Luke would excuse him,
he was going out. He had an engagement
at once.

Luke excused him and he went to play
billiards. That was all the engagement he
had. Luke then turned to Mrs. Morley,
"As a help heavenward to herself, and to
set a good example i-i the church to which
she belonged, was she not going to attend
these meetings?"

Mrs. Morley responded that she was
getting very fleshy, and was asthmatic.
Evening air was bad for her health. She
could not go out after tea.

Luke suggested that there were morning
meetings and noon-day prayer-meetings.

Mrs. Morley politely and falsely wished
she might attend. But housekeepèrs had
nany duties. Servants were not to be

trusted. Charity began at home; and
maybe Mrs. Morley might find time to go
occasionally.

"Helen? Did not Mrs. Morley want
Helen to go?"

Mrs. Morley nodded and smiled impor-
tantly. " Young ladies had company so
often,-guests they could not leave. Helen
had visitors every evening. Very popular
was Helen,-quite a belle," said this
foolish, fussy, absurd woman. " And she
had her practising, and was learning to
keep house, as all young ladies should.
And Helen was delicate, and her fond
mother did not wish her to become fatigued
by sitting long in church. When Mrs
Morley was a young lady, if people weni
to service Sunday it was all that ras ex
pected of them."

" Mrs.. Morley," saId LukeRogers, fixing
his eyes steadil upon her, " I see.I an
pained·to see-t at you.are opposed to thi
work of grace.»"

Mrs. Morley would not. have admittec
theêtruth for any conuideration. She wa

determined to defend herself from this
accusation, and cried out, "Opposedl
Why, Mr. Rogers, how can you gay so?
Here I have put off house-cleaning for a
fortnight, entirely that there might be a
little chance for us to get to church on
week-days 1"

She saw a smile curling her husband's
lips, and caught Helen's gaze of astonish-
ment, and recollected that the new carpets
were waited for, that must come from the
city before house-cleaning; and she said,
" Well, yes, for that and other reasons.
How can you call me opposed ?"

" Well!" cried Ralph, whose wickedness
was of a type leàs mean than his wife's, I
am opposed,-conscientiously opposed, Mr.
Rogers. I may be wrong; and, if so, I
hope to see it. For the present, the matter
does not meet my views, nor possess my
sympathy. It is new-fangled, as I may
have said before."

He had said it before, more than twenty
times.

The interest of the religious meetings at
Alden daily increased. People came from
adjacent towns to be present at sermon,
morning conference, or noonday prayer-
meeting. Those who had no spiritual
appreciation of this work of grace went
frequently to the churches from curiosity.
Not a few scoffers, who went to ridicule or
interrupt, remained to be benefited. Fred
Morley held fast to his first determination,
and would not be persuaded to enter a
single meeting. He intermitted his usual
Sabbath-evening attendance at church,
saying, that " when the excitement was
over he would make up for past deficiencies
by going twice a day."

To this son, thus setting his face against
salvation, his parents had not a word to
say. Their own lives had shut their
mouths. Religious instruction would have
been absurdly at variance with their daily
practices.

To Christian friends who spoke to her
about her son, Mrs. Morley would sigh,
and remark she " wished some one could
do something with Fred, he was so sin-
gular."

To Helen, and to young Harkness,
Helen's lover, Mrs. Morley would exclaim
with a laugh that " Fred was the most ob-
stinate creature in the world. It was im-
possible to turn hirn when once he had

i made up his mind, and he hadmade up his
mind against these meetings."

t "And so have I made upmy mind1"
cried young Harkness. "I don't see why
these preachers should stir up such a fuss,
and want to cheat us out of ali the pleasure

i of our lives. It takes ail kinds of people to
s make a world,--saints and s4nners; and

I'n content to be one aî the sinnere "
d "'Oh, for shame, Mr. Harknessl" said
s Ms. Mrley, her tones insinuating what a
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very witty and uncommonly liveiy younî
man Mr. Harkness was. "Core, now,
am sure you go to church, and behave likg
ail other respectable folks. Of course, alyou object to is carrying matters too far.'

"Yes: that is it,-too far. I like to se
people oderately good. And going tcchurch Sunday evening is a fine way tc
pass one's time. But all this fuss anc
worry about our being in such a desperate
condition just because we don't do as they
do. Why, if they had their way, we'dnever touch a glass of wine, nor a card, noidance, nor go to the theatre! There, now.
I won't have any thing to do with such
fan atics."

Having heard Mr. Harkness thus plainly
express his opinion, Mrs. Morley thought
it more than ever expedient that Helen
shoued ot get " excited or carried awayby her feelings."

Helen, however, had some friends among
the young converts, and the church-mem-bers who had been stirred to a new sense
of duty; and these set themselves to bring
berto the meetings. For a time they werethwarted by evening company, and fears
of evening air, about which Mrs. Morley
had suddenly become nervous. At last,flot to be singular for to excite remark,
Mr. Morley took his wife and Helen tochurch on two evenings. He professedhimself greatly displeased by the way the
meetings were conducted. The services
were twice too long. The room was crowd-ed, and the air was bad. And, worse than
all, very young people-lads of fourteen,
sixteen, and eighteen-were encouraged torise and tell their experiences, or exhort.
Mr. Morley thought these young people
had better hold their tongues until theyobtained age and.experience (like himself,
probably, and got where they were unable
and unwilling to say a word for theirMaster). When Mr. Morley was a Young
nan they had no such doings (Mr.
Morley's growth in grace had not beensuch as to establisb the excellence of
his early training). If Mr. Morley
must go to church to be instructed byyouths flot as oid as his own youngest,
why, he would beg leave to stay at home.
This strain of remark, indulged in imme-diately after the meeting, prevented any
impression being made upon Helen; but,
taking a morning walk with a young friend,she was persuaded to enter the conference
meeting. She was much interested, andpromised next mornin h tocali for herfriend and go again. be t..ird day she
ventured to the noon prayer-meeting, and
the next day at conference again. She wasgreatly touched by an address to the young,and wept, as one and another of her acquain-
tances spoke of having entered into anew life.

,Mrs. Morley had noticed a shade ofi

g seriousness growing over Helen's usually
I placidly-smiling face. It made her uneasy.
e She had no objections to Helen's uniting
i with the church, in a formal sort of way;

but she did not want her stirred up to the
e energy and entire consecration common

to the converts in this revival. SeeingHelen's attention and tears, a good mem-
1 ber of the church, much more interested in
> the girl's conversion than her mother was,

and not quick enough to apprehend Mrs.
1 Morley's views, called on Mrs. Morley thatafternoon to talk with her about her

daughter. Helen had withdrawn to her
own room to meditate on what she had
heard lately, and to discuss the question

*whether or not she should yield bier heart
to God. A Christian mother's prayers, in-
structions, and entreaties, might now have
turned the scale in this wavering heart,-
for God, or for the world, for earth or
heaven. Helen's soul trembled in the bal-
ance; and it was the mother's hand that
should touch the scale, and decide it one way
or the other. Mrs. Morley's friend began
her conversation by stating that "she was
glad to notice Helen's attendance at the
meetings; that she thought her emotion
gave proof that her heart was not indifferent
to the subject of religion. She hoped that
nothing would occur to distract ber atten-
tion, and that, knowing the present state
of her feelings, her mother might be able
to speak to her a word in season."

" Of course I should be pleased to see
my daughter a member of the Church,"
said Mrs. Morley; "but I do not think
young people should be urged or over-
influenced. It may do harm. Helen is
sensitive and excitable; she might be push-
ed to a step now which she would regret
by-and-by. When the time comes, I have
no doubt she will make a profession ot
religion. Helen is a very good girl. She
is delicate, and must not be excited. I hope
people will appreciate that."

After tea, Helen said she was going tochurch. Her mother advised her to stay athome; " somebody might come."
" I do not care," said Helen. " I want

to go to church."
" But you cannot go alone," said her

mother. Fred won't go; your father is
busy; and my asthma is bad to-nightrs
cannot go."

" Aunt Stacey will go with me," said
Helen; " and it is not far."

To church went Helen, and her mother
was left alone, undecided what to do. She
was not alone very long. Young Hark-
ness carne in.

" Oh, bother it 1 " he cried, wen in-formed that Helen was gone to churcb.
" Don'tou let then make a fanatic of
Helen, Mrs. Morley. Sbe's been as mute
and as dul as can be al this week. A
littie piety is pretty .nough in a womnan;
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but the way that these new converts go on,
-and their strictness is enough to give
one the horrors ! Why, they won't take a
ride or a walk on Sunday; and, as to a
waltz, it is not to be heard of ! "

" Oh! never mind," said Mrs. Morley.
"Helen is just curious to see and hear;
and her young friends persuaded her to go.
She'll be home to-morrow night."

Harkness did not stay long; he said he
would " go play billiards a while."

Helen came home with Stacey.
" Dere neþber was such a meetin'," said

Stacey: " it jist like de berry gates of
hebben! Wa'n't it, honey?"

Helen made no reply: her eyes filled with
tears. She sat looking at the fire, which
was yet lit in the cool spring evenings.
Stacey went to her room, humming a hymn
in her feeble, cracked voice. There was a
weight on Helen's heart. Oh, if her
mother would only say a good word to her
about her soul! Did any body care?

He mother said presently, " Helen I'm
sorry you went to-night. Tom was here;
and he felt lonesome, and went off to play
billiards."

Helen did not answer: she only sighed.
Her mother assumed the pathetic. " If
there's any harm in these billiards, young
men ought not to be driven to them for
want of quiet company in the house. Go
to bed, my dear: you're all worn out, and
will get sick. Poor Tom, he was so blue
and lonesome !"

Next morning, Helen felt discouraged,
and did not mean to go to the meeting; but
a friend came and coaxed her to attend.
Luke Rogers walked home with her after
the conference was out. Helen admitted
that she knew she ought to be a Christian;
that she felt uneasy and dissatisfied; that
she envied the peace and joy of her young
friends who had found a present Saviour:
but, she said, her family would not help
her any; did not sympathize with her;
would think her feelings all nonsense.

"We must not be ashamed of Jesus,"
said Luke; " but must take up our cross
daily, and follow him. Do right, and leave
the event to God. Jesus cares for you, and
can sympathize with you. Will you not
resolve to leave all and follow him. Give
yourself to Christ to-day."

" I ought-I'll think of it-I do not
know," falteted Helen. They were at the
gate. She ran up to her room, and did
not want any dinner.

All night and all the morning, Mrs.
Morley had thought about her daughter.
Not with tender sympathy in her spiritual
struggles, and prayerful longings for her
conversion; but wishing, yet hardly dar-
ing, to draw her back to the world. If
Helen was converted, if she came out
heartily and bravely for Jesus, as others
had done, Tom Harkness would be disgust-
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ed. He would not marry a sincerely pious
woman. If Helen ceased to follow world-
liness, Tom Harkness would find somebody
better suited to him than Helen; and
Mrs. Morley had made up her mind for this
marriage.

After dinner, Tom came running in.
"They're just spoiling Helen," he said
fretfully. "They are gabbling about her,
and that Parson Rogers was walking home
with her. I say, Mrs. Morley, you're going
to let them make a fanatic of her. Why
can't you get up something jolly, to put an
end to this moping?"

Tom Harkness, standing behind Mrs.
Morley's chair, tempted thus, and a devil
in the woman's heart tempted stronger
even than he. Her mind was made up.
The die was cast. She chose this world for
her daughter's portion.

"Yes, Tom," she said: "they'll mope
Helen into a consumption like her brothers.
We won't allow it. Go and get up a riding-
party. Get Fred and your Cousin Nell,
and two or three more. Ill have an
early tea: and there will be ices and ,so
on for you, after you get home. I'll
inake Helen go. And we'Il give a cro-
quet-party Monday afternoon, and get
up a card-party for Tuesday evening.
There, run along and see to your company
and the horses; and Ill see to Helen."
Mrs. Morley bustled into the kitchen, and
prepared a salver of the dainties that were
Helen's chief favorites : she then carried it
up to her child's room, Helen sat moodily
by the window.

" Helen," said the mother, " here is
your dinner, and I insist upon your eating
it. You will mope yourself sick; and what
a fright you are making of yourself! Tom
has invited a party to go riding, and you
are to go too. Corne now, eat your dinner,
and we will go out and buy that long blue
plume for your riding-hat, and some new
riding-gloves."

Helen delighted in horseback exercise.
She had a very elegant habit, and looked
well in it. As she began to pick listlessly
at the delicacies her mother had placed
before her, Mrs. Morley brought in the
blue velvet jacket and long skirt-the very
shade of blue that most became Helen.
She laid the floating veil upon Helen's pil-
low, and displayed the gold-handled whip,
-Tom's last present. " There isn't such a
habit, nor such a horse, whip, nor rider, in
town," she cried. " I've heard a thousand
compliments about your appearance on
horseback; and the roads are excellent,
and the air delightful. I told Tom the
party should all corne in when you got
back, and I'd have a pyramid of ice-cream
and sorne fruit for you. Strawberries, the
first of the season,-and they're eighty
cents a quart, by the way. Did you tell me
that plume was fifteen dollars?"
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Helen began to be interested, and be-
lieved that this was the price.

" I don't begrudge it," said her mother,
"you will look so lovely in it." So she
went out shopping with her daughter,
ordered the fruit and cream, got the gloves,
and looked so forbiddingly at all the
church people she met, that no one dared
approach Helen.

I don't know that Tom Harkness was
very complimentary; but he remarked to
his dashing Cousin Nell, that " Mrs. Mor-
ley was a regular brick!"

Mrs. Morley's eager eyes watched Helen
as she came with her friends from her ride,
and she saw that the shade of seriousness
was gone from her face. It might return;
but Mrs. Morley had discovered that society
and amusements were a spell to chase it
away. The trap of the card-party she
sprung upon her unsuspicious daughter,
by inviting all the young people who were
eating strawberries and ice-cream after the
ride, to come on Monday for croquet, and
on Tuesday for cards.

" That's right, Mrs. Morley 1" cried Hark-
ness, quite elated. " You give just the
jolliest card-parties of any one in town."

The following day was Sabbath, and
Mrs. Morley's schemes were nearly defeated.

Perhaps Helen would not have gone to
church, the gayety of the previous evening
having jarred her newly-awakened feel-
ings; but some of her friends stopped for
her, and she went. Ralph had the head-
ache, Mrs. Morley the asthma, and Fred
was in bed reading a novel.

Early on Monday, Mrs. Morley produced
a fashion plate, saying, " Here's something
quite new, Helen ! a suit for playing cro-
quet. We must get it up for you. I dare
say the seamstress could have it ready for
this afternoon, if I helped her. No one
here has any thing like it."

" I don't feel like croquet," replied Helen,
tears springing to her eyes. " I wish the
girls were not coming: I am unhappy."

" You're moody, and have spring-fever."
replied Mrs. Morley. " Croquet is just
what you need. It is a health fui exercise."

So it was, but the best of things can be
ill-timed.

Mrs. Morley sent Helen to bake some
cake, and herself sat down to work at the
new dress. Looking up, she saw Luke
Rogers entering the gate. She went to the
hall, motioned the servant, and told her to
inform Mr. Rogers that the ladies were
both busy, and could not be seen. Mrs.
Morley could hardly have been more care-
ful to guard her Helen from small-pox than
from the contagion of religion.

" Helen," said Mrs. Morley, "run in and
ask Miss Tracy to our card-party to-mor-
row."

" She won't corne," said Helen. " She
thinks it's wrong; and indeed, mother, I

believe you had better not have it. People
will talk; and - and - I don't want it,
mother i"

"Nonsense! Why, Miss Tracy has been
here to cards a dozen times!" cried Mrs.
Morley.

" Yes; but she thinks it inconsistent,
and is sorry for it. She told me yesterday
that she had set me a bad example; and
she did not think church-members should
play cards, and she never should again."

" There, Helen !" exclaimed Mrs. Mor-
ley angrily, " That is sufficient. I am a
member of the church, and very likely as
good a guide for you as Miss Tracy, if I am
not fanatical. Go up stairs, and take off
the puffed trimming from your blue silk.
I shall have white lace put on instead for
to-morrow night."

Helen obeyed: she always obeyed; and,
as she began to rip her dress, she mused
what use it was to contend against her
mother's stronger spirit. Mother said all
would come right; and Helen could
join the church at some suitable time,
when she was settled in life. Why
should she not be happy now, and have
all these amusements which were offered
her. Ought she to condemn her parents,
her brother, and Tom Harkness, just on
Mr. Rogers's say-so? These were new
doings in Alden, and people had got on
very well without them these many years.
Then the thought of Stacey, of grandrna,
and of Cousin Stella came to her: but she
argued to herself that Stacev was an igno-
rant colored woman, and the same rules
would not apply to her and to Helen Mor-
ley; grandma was very old, and old people,
who had nothing to do but die, were dif-
ferent from a young girl; and finally
Cousin Stella was said to be odd and queer
and strong-minded. Here the maid brought
Helen a bouquet from Tom Harkness's hot-
house, and then she ran down to her
mother with the blue dress. She was very
merry at the croquet-party; and, when the
card-party came, she was quite herself, ber
mother said,-lively and trifling, and with-
out a shade of seriousness.

Yes, Helen had cast àside penitence and
prayer, and yearning after holiness. She
had resolved to follow after the world, as
her mother desired. Some other time the
convenient season might corne to hear the
voice of the Spirit; but she would not lis-
ten now. No more to the revival meetings
went Helen Morley. Her days were filled
up with tashion and amusement; and she
spent next Sabbath laughing and chatting
with Fred and Tom. The harvest of souls
was gathered in. God's reapers had reap-
ed the white fields; but Helen's love and
faith had not been laid up in the h2avenly
garner. Whether ever again a season of
awakening shall corne to her, when earthly
tempters are put away, and she shall yield
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to the Holy One, long resisted, we cannot
tell. She may drop suddenly out of life,
unprepared to meet her God. She may
live to old age, and die a careless sinner;
and her soul's blôod be required at the
hands of that infatuated, that most criminal
mother, who chose for her child a portion
in this life, and cast away the offer of thé
life to come. Oh, for this mother! had not
Richard's hardness and cynicism, had not
Frank's remorse and anguish, and Fred's
obduracy been enough, that she must
deliberately deny her daughter a part in
Christ?

Luke Rogers had gone his way. Extra
meetings at the church came to an end;
but the churches were full of a new life and
power. For that particular church which
Ralph Morley so greatly honored and
blessed by his membership, it had doubled
in strength and numbers. Its services were
well attended; and the heart of the pastor
was made glad by the zeal of his people.

The case of Ralph Morley, who'kept his
furnace running on Sunday, was discussed;
and the church authorities in solemn
assembly declared to him, that, unless he
put an end to this violation of Christian
duty, he must be cut off from the church.
They were dealing with a smart man when
they took Ralph Morley in hand. Ralph
declared that he was not responsible for the
Sunday work. He had, when he bought the
furnace, entered into a ten years' compact
with Mr. Trot, the iron-maker, who had
the whole management. And Mr. Trot
said it hurt the furnace and the business
to let the fires cool off on Sunday; and Mr.
Trot's interest and pay were mixed up with
the work, so that it would not be according
to the compact to interfere with him.
When Mr. Trot's time had expired, the fur-
nace should go out on Sunday. Ralph pro-
fessed himself deeply hurt ,by the suspi-
cions and remarks of his brethren in the
church. Mr. Trot, when visited, took the
whole responsibility of the Sunday work;
was very bluff; said it was nobody's busi-
ness; ke wasn't under the parson's thumb.
Mr. Morley had nothing to say about
it. He (Trot ) run that machine; and
visitors weren't allowed, except on busi-
ness,-iron business too. Then Mr.
Trot leered after his departing visitors,
and put his tongue in his cheek, and
thought of a certain sum set to his credit
in the First Alden Bank; and, in his in-
most heart, he was forced to respect these
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men who respected the Sabbath, and des-
pise, as a miserable hypocrite, the owner
of the furnace and President of the First
Alden Bank.

To the Alden Bank came, one day, a tall,
whiskered, sun-browned raftsman, whose
cordial grip almost crushed Ralph Mor-
ley's hand; and who asked after Fred in
tones that shook the ceiling. It was Peter
Perkins, junior. And as Ralph believed
bland civility never thrown away, and
would have shaken hands and bowed low
to the Devil himself if he had met him in
the street,-and, perhaps, this is not saying
much more than has been said already,
since he so often met and shook hands
with him in his heart,-Mr. Ralph, we
say, welcomed Peter Perkins kindly; and,
to do him justice, he remembered that
Peter had drawn Fred out of the river, and
he felt kindly. Perkins had much to tell
of Dodson's. There was a church there
now, and a minister, and a school-house.
And they had prayer-meetings, and were
flourishing. Stella and Luke Rogers and
the man (a pious man) who bought the
miill of Ralph, all had helped work the
change. "Why, sir," cries Peter, "ifyou
had but put your shoulder to the wheel,
and tried to make Christians of us when
you came there, what a work you might
have done! No offence, sir. You were
busy, I know; but you might have lost
nothing by lending a hand to the Lord's
work. You mind what the Scripture says,
that those that turn many to righteousness
shall shine like the stars forever and ever.
Land, Sir! you might have gathered a big
sheaf there among us, if you had thought
of it."

Yes, Ralph might have done this. When
Peter Perkins was gone,the banker thought
what might have been. His thinking had
no good result, however, in making him
work in Alden.

Summer came, the year after the revival.
And, as the pastor was weary and over-
worked, the congregation resolved to raise
him a purse, and send him and his family
to Mackinaw for the hot weather. They
came to Ralph for a contribution; and, by
pressing the matter, got something from
him. But how Ralph writhed over it! It
seemed like giving his very life to give that
money for which he had perilled his soul.
O poor, wretched, self-destroyed Ralph !

To becontinued.)



" I am the Door."

«1 A M TR E DOO R."

Words and Music by Rzv. DWIGHT WILLIA9a%

lét -- 4  -OF --

load of sin; The night is dark, the storm is wild, O

2. "'I am the door,"
Come gently knock,

And I will loose the heavy lock
That guards rny Father's precious fold;
Come in from darkness and from, cold.

3. " I am the door,"
No longer roam,

Here are thy treasures, here thy hom';
I purchased them for thee and thine,
And pad the price in blood divin*.

4. ','I am the door,"
My Father waits

To make thee heir of rich estates;

Come,dwell with him, and dwell vith me,
And thou my Fatlier's child shall be.

5. l I am the door,"
Come in, come in,

And everlasting treasures win;

My Father's house was built for thee,
.And thou &hait are his home with mne
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G A I N.

BY AGNES O'DRISCOLL.

Well, if I don't please you I can very between thee and him alone. If he shall
easily leave you, and that's all," said hear thee, then thou hast gained thy
Martha the cook, and a flirt of her dish- brother."
cloth seemed to indicate she thought Mrs. " But Martha is so disagreeable and I
Gurnell had been quite long enough in the should be glad, I think, to get rid of her,
kitchen. even if I get one less efficient instead.

Mrs. Gurnell thought so too, and went And if I say anything kindly to her she
back to her little nursery with a heavy will think I am asking her to stay and be
heart. She was naturally sensitive, and saucier than ever. She professes to be a
the rude, defiant words hurt her like a blow. Christian; I wish she had any idea of the
The reproof which had occasioned them grace of meekness." Then came sundry
had been gentle enough - too gentle, thoughts of her own failures in that very
perha'ps-and the more exasperating on 1 grace, and little voiceless prayers that she
that very account, for girls are mostly might do just right in everything and neg-
accLstomed to quick, firm voices at home, lect no opportunity of helping a fellow
and like them best. Christian, however sorely she mi-ht need

If she could only think; but baby would help herself, and all the time Freddy did
keep worrying. Surely it would be best not know but mamma's whole heart was in
to send Martha away and look for a suc- the castles she was building.
cessor at once. Martha had been there Some hours later, when Martha's temper
some time, and was fond of the baby, which had had tire to cooland ber work was over,
is a great matter where there is no nurse. she came in as usual for littie Freddy,
She had borne many rude speeches already, and found Mrs. Gurneil dressed for going
but what was to becorne of her housekeep- out.
ing if she could not find fault when neces- II suppose froni what you said this morn-
sary? Hard, even hateful duty; but with- ing. Martha, that you want to leave me, and
out it where would house-keeping be? I a going to town to look for another

" I will take the cars to town this after- cook; but before-"
noon," she resolved, " and find a girl if pos- I I didn't mean that," interrupted
sible, and tell Martha of course she could Martha: I neyer said that at ail."
not stay after what she said this morning; "But if you stay, Martha. you must be
I don't believe she wants to go thougri. willing to try to pîcase me. You know the
Freddy dear, see how nice the blocks look Bible says, servants should try to please
this way. Don't you think vou could build their masters weil in ail things. Perbape
them yourself for a minute? mamma's you think it is an agreeable thing for me
tired." But Freddy pulled her dress, and to find fault. It is the hardest work I have
cried when she leaned her head upon her to do. But if I were not to tell you when
hand, trying to think. She was not quite the work is done wrong, how could I
satisfied with the resolution she had corne manage the bouse properly And you
to, for a rather singtgar text kept singing in ought to make it easy for me by showing
her head, "Go and tell hirn hiS fault that you like to know when things are
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wrong, and not take every reproof as an
insult. If you kept house and had a woman
to help you with your work, you would
like her to do it your way, would you not?"

"I think," continued Mrs. Gurnell, soften-
ing her voice as she saw Martha was in
tears, "we are both Christians, and both love
the dear Saviour, and there is no reason
whywe should not get on well together."

American servants are not easily moved
to tears, but the evident effort with which
Mrs. Gurnell spoke, and the truth in her
words, which was one Martha had never con-
sidered before, together with the remem-
brance of her harsh words to one so little
able to repay her in kind, brought the tears
which lie at the bottom of the roughest
natures.

"Forgive me for what I said this morn-
ing," she whispered, taking the baby in
her arms; " and let me stay."

Well, a long habit of speaking one's
mind freely is not changed in a day, nor is
the grace of meekness apt to*be suddenly
attained; but from that day Mrs. Gurnell
gained a hold on her servant's affections
and intellect which she never lost; and
which, by degrees, bore such good fruit
that she never thought without a feel-
ing of humble thankfulness of that dark
day in the nursery and the troublesome
text, "If he shall hear thee, then thou hast
gained thy brother."

SELF-DEPRECIATION.

BY MRS. H. W. BEECHER.

"Well, I declare! I will never venture
to ask Mrs. D. to dine or sup in my house
again-never!"

" Why not? We always supposed you
and Mrs. D. the best of friends."

"And so we are, to be sure. It is cer-
tainly from no lack of the most sincere'
affection that I made that remark-"

"Which, of course, you did not mean ?"
"No, I suppose not. I spoke carelessly,

I acknowledge; but when I visit there,
everything is so nice, so enticing, that, for
very shame, I think I can never invite her
to sit at my poor table again. I don't see
why it should be so. I am sure she cannot
try more earnestly than I do to provide the
best of everything, and have the whole
arrangement of the table attractive. Un-
fortunately for my credit, it cannot be

charged to the diflerence in our servants,
for, during my short experience in house-
keeping I have been favored with better
servants than my friend has had; at least,
I am sure I should not expect to have an
eatable thing in my house with such help
as I know Mrs. D. has often been compelled
to endure; but alas! I never succeed, and
she never fails. She has the 'knack' of
doing everything well; I have not. She is
a most excellent cook, and I a very poor
one, I think-but why are you laughing,
when I feel so desperately disheartened ? "

" To see how skillful you are in self-tor-
ture. Your lamentations remind us of a
little incident that at the time afforded us
much amusement, and may be of some ser-
vice to you, if only to dispel, for a few
moments, the clouds from your face.

" A young clergyman, while on a visit to
his brother, also a clergyman, agreed to
preach for him in the evening. Neither
had been long in the ministry, and they
had never heard each other preach. The
Pastor preached in the morning, and on
returning from church his brother said to
his wife, ' Kate, I cannot preach this even-
ing. While listening to my brother I felt
that I had mistaken my calling. I ought
never to preach anywhere. I cannot preach
here to-night.'

"l His wife tried to cheer and comfort
him; but all through the afternoon he was
much depressed, and, grieving over her
husband's distress, she made known the
cause to her sister. Rising above this des-
pondency, however, in the evening he
delivered a most excellent discourse-all
the better, doubtless, for his sojourn in
'the valley of humiliation' during the
afternoon. But on the way home, after
the evening service was ended, the host,
who had listened, in his turn, to his brother,
was evidently suffering from a severe attack
of ministerial blues-and it takes a young
clergyman to have the genuine article. At
last, unable to remain silent longer, he said
to his wife, ' Mary, I think I must give up
preaching altogether, and go off some-
where into the backwoods outof sight, and
become a farmer. After hearing my
brother preach this evening I don't think I
cap open my mouth in public again as a
teacher.' Can you wonder that his wife,
who had heard the other side, responded to
her husband's 7eremiad with a merry laugh
instead of the sympathy he had a right to
expect. Even a woman, with all her pro-
verbial reticence, could not be expected to
enjoy so rich a treat alone. She repeated
the story at the supper-table, and for that
time, at least, banished the blues from both
parties."

" Very amusing, doubtless, if I was in
the proper mood to enjoy it.; but I cannot
see how it is applicable 1 my case."

" You cannot? We il tell you, then
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We called at Mrs. D's some weeks since, sensibly-and the weariness brings, aiso,
not long after she had dined at your table, something very like disgust for it ail.
and while with her we listened to cotnpli- Now these things ought fot so to be.
ments, almost word for word, like those We see and hear a great deal of this and
you have so ruefully uttered. She was sure are sorry for it, because it destroys much
she should never dare ask you to her house of the pleasure which should corne frorn
to take a meal again-never! Everything friendly intercourse. Real friends do fot
was so good, so perfect, and your table was meet together from no higher motive than
so elegantly arranged, everything in such to be pampered with the choicest and most
good taste; and hers-oh! so poor, always, appetizing dainties. Good food, neatly
when compared with yours !" and skilifuily prepared and arrafged, is

"Is this possible?" fot to be despised-but it is to be hoped
"Yes, every word true; and we must be friends do fot corne to our tables having

allowed to say we think you both, dear, that for their chief object.
good, silly women. We will tell you why, "It is irksome to provide for those whoif you will be reasonable, and look at the make you feel that they wiil go away to
matter honestly. Your own heart tellsyou cavil and to criticise. There is littie plea-
that you do ' set a good table,' as good as sure to be gieaned from such visits, and
most people. By a good table, we refer much discomfort and heart-burning spring
only to home and informal entertainments fromthem. But when sure of the kindness
-with those stylish affairs, ordered from and the integrity of your guests, it is the
some fashionable restaurant, all for show, most folish of ail self-torture to aliow
over which you exercise no authority, and yourself to depreciate your own efforts and
have no responsibility till the bdils are sent magnifvour friende'. Why think about
in, we have nothing to do. We mean the it to draw comparisons at al? Do the best
genuine, social, friendly repast, which skill- that your time, strength and purse wil
ful hands present as friendship's offering." aliow, and rest content. By being over

" But you surely do not think that I was anxious about that which, though worth
not sincere in what I said ?" doing weil, is not ofparamount importance,

" No; be at ease. We are very sure that you not only deprive yourself of much plea-
you spoke just as you really felt at the sure, but hy and by make your friends un-
time, comfortable. Appreciate and enjoy to the
combine to produce that state of mind.
Nothing ever looks as well, or tastes asnot
pleasantly, over which we have spent time etaily draing coasons beee
and thought, sufficient to cause fatigue. he enteraen thatich you
At a friend's you pass to the table, not
laving the least idea of what you may find h a b on.
there; you have not thought about it,
planned for it, and labored over it for hburs,
until the sight wearies you; but all h as the PRESSING SEA-WEEDS.
great charin of novelty.

"Then, perhaps, a littie unconscious Ail along the eastern coast of North
pride-affectionate pride-mingies with ail America, from Labrador to Forida, at
yoWr plans to entertain your friends. If it every availabe P oint, coes fioating land-
arose from any spirit of rivalry, the con- ward, on each inward-bound wave, the
sciousness of your own ability in such mat- wonderful vegetation of the sea. In size,
ters would neyer permit you to undervalue these interestin plants var from the
yourseif, when compared with another. merest atoms to gigantic structures, and in
But, through the love you bear your friend, coloring they show the rnost delicate andyou are led to think nothing too good-no the most briliant tints. There are many
effort too great, to express your affection, localities where it is cGaimed that nea-weeds
or to do aer honor-and she, in her turn, are more beautiful than elsewhere; but at

ecpocates the feeling. Through your- every sea-side haunt where there areion, you magnify the beautn andtex- beaches for billows to roli in upon, and
ceilence of ail she does to entertain you- hollows of rocks to hold little pools fronand depreciate your own efforts-and she, the retreating waves, these fairy-ike
likewise, does the sai"e. things iray be found in greater or wess

lThen again, do you flot realize that if abundance. Summer, and particuary thedesirous of preparing an unusually fine month oftAugust, is the iost convenient
entertairinent, this very anxiety leads you time for beeking them, and beautiful onesto see ail that vou accomplish 'asc through reward the search. As those rnost vividly
a glass, dark'? and if obiged, as isoften coloredcornefr ddfrom w n ofnthe kislodged
the case, to perform most of the labor with in tropic seas from their chosen places ofour own han&a, you become fatigued and growth, their arrivai at any particular
incapablet of judging of your own work locality on our coast i, as one may ay, a
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matter of chance, depending very much on
" wind and weather;" and I have been told
by sea-side dwellers that at any season-
even in winter-after strong south-easterly
gales, they are to be found along the New-
England coast. But summer sea-side
visitors are the ones who are drawn more
or less into the beguiling business of
collecting them for pressing, though many
are deterred by the idea that it is difficult
if not impossible for them to succeed in
doing them nicely. There is no difficulty
about it that may not be overcome by
patient painstaking. Perhaps a few simple
hints may be of use to beginners.

In the first place, the enchantment of the
etnployment must be experienced to be
appreciated; and the lady who takes a
bunch of sea-weeds from another, and does
not wade into the water as far as she dares
and catch the floating wanderers with her
own hands, cannot understand the wild
charm of the pursuit. To enjoy itentirely,
one should be equipped in bathing or other
dress which is not too nice to be exposed
to salt-water dashing; India-rubber boots
are also desirable; and thus arrayed, the
true sea-weed-seeker will find the time
between breakfast and dinner all too short.
When the tide is coming in, of course the
sea-weeds are driven shoreward; but there
is generally such a commotion at that time,
and such strong retreating waves, that
they carry everything out to sea again;
and the writer has had more success when
the tide was on the ebb, making it safe to
wade out and meet the comparatively
gentle swell, and capture the tinted trea-
sures on the crest ofthe wave.

At all times of tide, something may be
done in this branch of business. Adven-
turous hands and feet may brave the rising,
less adventurous improve the falling, and
at dead low tide, when the great ocean has
drawn itself away far down the sands, the
broad expanse of hard white beach is often
thickly strewn with those interesting little
tangles, bunched up confusedly, but which
the experienced eye sees at a glance can
be manipulated into forms of ethereal
grace. Of course, all who seek wish to
find the beauties-the glowing reds, the
pearly grays, the silvery whites, the soft
browns, and, if possible, the delicate
greens-though greens are very rare, and
the fortunate finder of a really fine speci-
men of branching green is the envied of
all sea-weed-seeking sisters. In the begin-
ning of matters, mistakes are of course
made, and a novice is often found trying to
press the obdurate chondus crisj6us (Irish
moss), which resists all entreaties to
become a graceful picture.

But the routine is soon learned, and one
speedily becomes aware of what is most
desirable. Among the prime favorites, the
elegant sea-ferns take the lead, those en-

chanting structures spreading out in deli-
cate ramifications, like ferns of the richest
rosy red, and these are so exquisite when
expanded under water that no language
can do them justice. Then there are the
feathers-charming little feathery forms.
silvery-grayish white and pearl-tinted, and
most bewitching in their precise and grace-
ful shapes. The sea-clouds are also very
handsome, though generally too large for
pressing: the small ones, however, are
desirable varieties in a collection. These
clouds are from two to six inches in dia-
meter-delicate, gauzy-looking things, like
transparent pieces of shiny satin floating
on the waters; they are sometimes of
milky whiteness, or the most lovely choco-
late-brown, or tinted purple, or beautif*ul
green. Then there are handsome brown
and olive-green sea-weeds, of chaVming
shades and most delicate formation, which
press excellently ; and a jet-black species
of exceeding fineness, which is lovely. A
vivid scarlet is often found, looking so
splendid that the heart dances with
delight; but alas! this beauty does not
press very well-it fades to a dingy red.
Many others might be specified, but they
will be found by the seeker.

In pressing sea-weeds, a few implements
are necessary-the most important being
two pieces of smooth board; a good-sized
stone or weight of any kind, not too heavy
to move easily; a quantity of blotting-
paper; a quantity of white paper upon
which to press the specimens; some old
muslin or linen; 'a small pair of sharp
scissors, and a teaspoon. The boards rray
be of any size desired-a convenient one
being about two fect long and twelve
inches wide. The blotting-paper should
be white, if possible, as the color sone-
times comes out of the red kind. A paper
is sold at the city stores prepared for press-
ing sea-weeds upon. It comes in large
sheets, is somewhat thick, and answers
the purpose well; but they can be pressed
on any white paper of good quality, avoid-
ing that which is ruled.

With the materials named, the writer
has pursued the following method with
entire success in making small collections:
Place the specimens to be pressed in a
good-sized wash-bowl of fresh water--take
but a few at a time. (And here I may as
well remark that sea-weeds from wlichî
the salt water has not been washed may be
dried and kept for any length oftime. Trhe
writer has kept them for years, and they
came out lovely after that.) Rinse these
carefully from sand and impurities; lay
them in a heap on a small plate, and
selecting one to begin with, drop it in10 a
shallow dish, such as a large saucer or
deep plate, filled with fresh water, where it
will float and expand beautifully; slipunder it the piece of white paper on which
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you intend to press it. The size of this haps because fot veryfaithfully tried); the
paper must depend upon the size of your only noticeable thing being that sone
specimen, and the degree of margin you specimens looked somewhat faded out, if
mish to leave around theedge. When you!lef soaking for several hours in fresh
have arranged the paper in the right place, water, while others seemed unaffected by it.
lift it out carefully with the sea-weed upon -Harth and Home.
it, and place it on a table or flat surface of
any kind. The specimen, as soon as taken
from the water, will look somewhat limp, rHE RIGHT TRAINING 0F OUR
matted, and entangled; but by dropping DAUGHTERS.
water from a teaspoon directly upon it, the
little fibres will easily expand; then taking
a large needle or pin, every delicate branch Are we training our daughters up to use-
and thread-like little filament must be care- fulness, or are we giving them only a super-
fully spread out upon the paper, dropping ficial education, and allowing them to
water freely upon it whenever it needs acquire habits of idleness, extravagance,
separating. By this process, with sufficient and selfishness? It is natural that every
patient persevering, the most fragile speci- mother should wish, and even hope, for
men may be beautifully prepared. Do not ler daughter an exceptional future, in
be afraid to cut away with the scissors which everything shah be smooth and
every spray and branch that will not lie bright, with no rough places to tread and
smoothly and without overlapping, as the no storrs to terrify her; yet every reason-
most beautiful pressed sea-weeds are those able mother should know that such a lot is
which lie perfectly flat and with precise only within the possibilities-not at al
distinctness upon the paper. Upon one of within the probabilities. A life thus
the pieces of board lay a couple of thick- launched, prepared only for fair-weather
nesses of blotting-paper, and upon these sailing, is almost sure to be shipwrecked.
place the prepared specimens. When the Or if all things remain fair to outward
board is filled, cover smoothly with soft seeming, the young girl brought up with
nuslin, placing this directly upon the sea- only a thought of herself, soon develops
weeds. A sheet of blotting-paper must be into the worldly-wise woman, who lives
placed over the muslin, and upon this only for fashion and society, and who
another layer of specimens may be similar- knows nothing and cares nothing about the
ly arranged; and so on, as many as you serious responsibilities of life.
choose, always covering the upper layerof A writer in a recent number of the
all with blotting-paper before placing the Revolution, in an article entitled "Parlor
top board upon the parcel; this placed, the Ornaments," gives an illustration from her
weight is then laid upon the top. After own experience of the useless young lady of
several hours (five or six), they should be to-day. We make an extract
examined, and if any of the specimens are '-What is the matter now?' inquired
large, they may require dry muslin cover- Mary, sympathetically. 'Oh, nothing more
ings; but small, delicate specimens seldom than ubual,'returned Mrs. Hinton, in a tone
require changing of covers; in fine of enforced rebignation; 'onlv Bell has
weather, many will be quite dry enough tO been invited to another large party, andplace in a book in forty-eight hours. A she says she must have a new dress. 1
very pretty collection may-be prepared on shouldn't mmd the expenseofthematerial
small cards.* so much, for Bell is willing, this time, to

It is said by Professor Harvey, who has put up with bore thip stuif like illusion or
pubhsled a book upon the Algæ of North tarletane; but it is the trouble of making.
America, that hot water changes the color Such a costume don't look like anything
of sea-weeds to green, and if heat be unless it is covered with ruches and puifs;
applied during the drying process, an and I shaîl have ail that to do myscîf.
artificial green inay be imparted; also that Miss Betts, the dressmaker we usually
fresh water has a great effect upon sea- employ, can give us only one day next
weeds, seeming to be a strong poison to week, and it does seem as though thetask
some, quickly decomposîug tie delicate wag too great for my strength, That kind
tissues, while upon otwers it increases the of work you know, requires no end of
brilliancy of coloring; and some which patience, and just now we have only the
are a aluli, dingy brown when they go in, most miserable apology for a girl in the
corne out a vivid crimson. Of course, kitchen, so that I am obliged to attend a
those who go into sea-weed pressing must great deal to household matters. Bell istake note of these matters, and find out dreadfully particular, and I get so nervous
which are benefited and which injured by over ripping out and fussing, that I dream
tresh water, and if heat has the power of aboutit at night. This siavery to dress,
oestowing the mnuch-desired green color. and the changes to the fashions, take awav
The writer has not obtained any remark- mypeaceofmmd. Butonehasgottocon-tble resultb froms either experiment (per- form to %ocietv-the hts no Lse contefdmn
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against it. A girl's fortune may be made
or ruined by little things. * * * I can own
to you that Bell's chances in life depend
very much on her keeping in the set to
which she now belongs, and of course I an
obliged to make some sacrifices.'

"'That may be,' said Mary, trying to
speak calmly; ' but to my mind it offers no
good reason for allowing girls to wear out
their mothers' lives, that they may float
around entirely free from care. Why don't
Bell attend to her own wardrobe? She is
young, and as strong as you are, certainly;
for I often see her go out early and come in
late, and the round of parties she attends
in a single month must be a great tax on
physicaà vigor.'

"'Bell lives on excitement,' returned
Mrs. Hinton, with a sigh. ' She can dance
longer than any girl I ever saw; but when
she takes a needle in her hand and sits
down to sew, it brings on a nervous head-
ache directly, and then all she èan do is to
lie on the sofa and direct how things shall
be done. I do believe Bell could keep a
dozçn women busy, she has such a genius
for planning. There's another thing about
it: a girl has to be dressed to receive com-
pany, you know; and if she attempts to do
anything, it is the same as labor lost. I
often think it is better and easier for me to
do all the work myself than to attempt to
have Bell's help.'

" 'I have old-fashioned notions, perhaps,'
said Mary, with a little asperity in her
kind voice, ' but it seems to me altogether
out of place for a girl to be dressed up,
receiving her friends in the parlor, while
her mother is toiling over her finery up
stairs. I was brought up to think that
mother must be considered before any other
member of the family; that a mother's
place was, in fact, at the head of the house-
hold; and the present fashion of allowing
the young daughter to,push the mother
aside and usurp her station at the very time
there ought to be some dignity and repose
in the mother's life, is pernicious. She is
made the slave of all the caprices of frivo-
lous and absurd dressing that a thoughtless
girl's fancy can invent; and I an deter-
mined Grace shall not be brought up in
this way, if she lives to be an old maid fifty
times over.'

"' I know it is wrong, sighed Mrs. Hin-
ton, helplessly, 'but what can one do? A
girl like Bell would have her prospects in
life ruined if it was suspected that she
worked. Girls have got to be useless, idle,
good-for-nothing creatures, to go in the
best society, and secure a husband in that
station. Bell is stylish, and much admired;
and if the young men were not such mer-
cenary creatures, always on the watch to
marry money, I should have sorne hope for
her getting settled to her mind. She has a

great taste for elegance. I used to have
when a girl, but it has been beaten out of
me. All I ask now is to get into some cor-
ner and rest.'

" When Mrs. Hinton had left, Mary
sighed, and said: 'That woman is the
most hopeless case I ever saw. You may
preach to her a year, and she will agree to
everything you say, and then go on in
exactly the old way. I should get out of
patience with her, if there wasn't something
so pathetic in the sight of a young creature
like Bell nagging an old one like Mrs. Hin-
ton, especially when the old one happens
to be her mother."'

Does this sketch seem overdrawn? Pause
for a moment, and run over the list of your
acquaintances, and see if you cannot find
its counterpart in real life. We can recall
a mother and daughter who might have sat
for these portraits, so faithfully are they
represented. The daughter is persuaded
she "cannot live" without the most expen-
sive of French kid gloves, no matter if the
mother goes shoeless that they may be
bought. She "cannot live" if her hat is
not of the very latest mode, and varied as
often as the whim seizes her. She "cannot
live" if she cannot every now and then
have an expensive dress, of which perhaps
she becomes tired almost as soon as it is
made, and either abuses and misuses it so
that it is spoiled and worn out long before
it ought to have been, or else is thrown
away altogether. She "cannot live" if she
is not allowed to stuff herself with confec-
tionery until her health is really breaking
from it. She "cannot live" if she does not
have excitement, and when most under its
influence she is a fretful, peevish, discon-
tented creature, making everybody miser-
able about her. She requires her mother
to perform the duties of waiting-maid for
her, and not only permits her but expects
her to wear herself out over the making of
finery for her, if the exigencies of party or
ball demand it, though the Onother is a
confirmed invalid. "But," sighs the
woman, when remonstrated with as to her
daughter's conduct: "l She must have her
chances in life;" while the girl unblush-
ingly acknowledges that she is lookirig
for a husband, and cannot afford to relax a
single effort towards securing one.

Such things disgust us. Yet there is
only one way to avoid a tendency towards
conduct like this in our girls. Let then
be educated to feel that their chances in
life do not depend solely upon getting
married. Let them feel that there are
other aims possible and even desirable,
other ambitions legitimate. Teach them
early to bear the responsibilities of life,
and then, wherever their station and what-
ever their duties, they will be fully prepar-
ed for them.-House Magazine.
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HINTS FROM A HOUSEWIFE.

Perhaps some of your housekeeping
readers do not know of certain economical
expedients in domestic management that
have somehow crept into our practice.
Brooms are so generally used and abused,
that, their freshness worn off, they are too
soon discarded. When a broom begins to
succumb to wear and tear, place it into a
pan of boiling water for a few seconds,
shaking it well, and drying it quickly in the
sun or near the fire. If the bottom edge is
wearing unevenly, tie a string around it
until it is dry, and trim off the uneven edge
carefully. Whisk brooms should be treated
in the bame way.

Clothes-pins boiled a few moments and
quickly dried, once or twice a month, become
more flexible and durable. Clothes-lines
will last longer and keep in better order for
wash-day service if occasionally treated in
the same way.

We have discovered a first-rate home-
made cement for filling up cracks in an old
stove or range. The ingredients are wood-
ashes and salt, equal proportion in bulk of
each, alittle less of salt; reduce to a soft paste
with cold water, and fill cracks when the
range or stove is cool. The cement will
soon become perfectly hard. We keep an
iron spoon in an old tin pan on hand, ready
for duty whenever a crack appears. Fire-
clay (obtained at the stove-dealers) will
sometimes answer; but our home-made
cement is always at command.

Never discard the old lids of the worn-
out cooking-stove when the ironmonger
takes it away. They can be heated so
quickly, and when wrapped in cloths and
placed around or upon the body in cases of
severe pain, will be found invaluable.
Many a time have we been able to soothe
suffering by these warm lids always being
at hand. Flat and light as they are, they
can be easily placed anywhere upon the
body. Keep them in a convenient place,
where they can be had at a moment's
notice.-Hearth and Home.

ON HEALTHFUL FAMILY BREAD.

BY CATHARINE E. BEECHER.

The more vigorous health that marks
the immigrants from Europe, in contrast
to that of our own native-born population,
is a subject of frequent remark. This is
especially the case in reference to immi-
grants from those northern nations which
have a climate similar to our dwn, and
whose ordinary food has been the coarse
bread made of unbolted flour.

Our medical men who visit those coun-
tries state that poor teeth are rare, so that

but feW dentists earn a living, while with
us that profession is very large and lucra-
tive. Moreover, the diseases and infirmi-
ties consequent on a feeble constitution, so
common with us, especially among Ameri-
can women, are met with but rarely in
those countries.

Though there are other causes leading to
this result, there is little doubt that the use
of fine flour as the staple of food for all
classes in this country has a decided influ-
ence in producing such a contrast. For in
the northern countries of Europe, coarse
bread, containing all the elements that
nourish the body, is the common and
almost exclusive food of the laboring
classes, and extensively so of the more
wealthy. On the contrary, with us, all
classes use the flour which is deprived of
its most important elements of nourish-
ment.

One consequence of this practice affects
not only health, but economy. For it is
found that, when certain elements are lack-
ing in our food, the appetite will continue
to demand more, until the deficient
element is supplied. The consequence is,
that the system is burdened with an excess
of useless aliment of one sort in order to
gain the requisite quantity ofanother sort.
And so the vital powers are needlessly
taxed to throw off the excess, and the
strength of the constitution is thus im-
paired.

It therefore is very important that accu-
rate scientific knowledge on this subject
should be put in a popular form, and wide-
ly circulated among all classes. This is
more requisite from the fact that some of
our most popular works on hygiene and
dietetics*exhibit an unreasonable ultraisni
on this subject, and also a remarkable want
of .accuracy as to the scientific facts on
which their statements and advice are
based.

For example, in a work by a physician
and professor of chemistry, entitled, "The
Philosophy of Eating," we find (page 44)
that the carbonic acid by which yeast
bread is made light is " poisonous;" and
that Professor Hosford's method of raising
bread introduces phosphorus in a form
that is "one of the strongest and most
poisonous combinations," and "has a
poisonous effect analogous to arsenic." Of
these assertions any well-informed chemist
will say that the first is false, and the last
cannot be proved to be true.

Again, in another work, entitled, " What
to Eat, and How to Cook it," we find it
stated, and on the authority of Professor
Silliman and a learned French chenist,
that yeast is " living rottenness," being
living anintalcule, wh ich " carry on, and
are themselves the process of, fermenta-
tion," and that " they eat, propagate, and
die in the dough." This is as absurdly
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false as to the fact stated as it is in regard er attraction, withdraws one portion of theto the opinions of the gentlemen merftioned. soda from its carbonic acid, which remainsIn a former article it was shown that a as a gas, forming cells, around which thekernel of wheat contains flot only ail the four hardens in baking. The objection toeleinents that nourish the body, but also this method is, that the articles used arethat the roportions of these elements are foreign, medicinal, not useful to nourish,nearly the same as in the human body, and often injurious taken in daily food.while the process of bolting takes out Bread thus raised contains tartrate of pot-most of the elements that nourish the ash, tartrate of soda, and carbonate of soda,bones, the muscles, the brain., nerves, some one of which tends to act chemicallyteeth, and the hair. and injuriously on the digestive fuids.It is the ain of this article to present Professor Hosford's method is to substi-,tlitr modes in which comimon family tute liquid phosphoric acid instead of creamS is injured, as it respects economy of of tartar. This7 he recommends as supply-toncyas well as of health. The most pro- ing the phosphorus taken from fine four,in ent are those employed in raising bread. tliough he leaves unsupplied the otherTie object in raising bread is to divide it I important elements lost by bolting.in such a way that the gastric juice, by Another method is to use muriatic acidwhich food is digested, can gain ready instead of crea i of tartar or phosphoricaccess to every part. This is done by cid. The muriatic acid, in this case,diffusing through the four some article unites with the soda, forming muriate ofwhich warmth expands into sniall bubbles, soda (which is common salt), and the car-or celhs, around which the gluten of the bonic acid left by the soda raises the breadfour hardens by baking, forming a porous as in the other cases. The advantage ofinstead of a solid conpound. This is this method is, that no useless or foreignaccoinplished by the following different matter is taken with the bread, while theînethods : saît needed is supplied 'ay the two articlesThe simplest, and a perfectly healthy that raise the bread.
mode, is to use only water for wetting, There is another method, common inintroducing nir at the same time by quick Paris, by which a ferment is made that atstirring. A strong heat causes a sudden once raises the bread. restores the elementsouter crust, confining the air and water lost by bolting, makes the bread white,within. The air expands with the heat. i and introduces no injurious article. Butand the water expands in to steam, making the favor of pure wheat is lost, and anlothershal cels, whitil the gluten of the four substituted not so agreeable.holds titI the cooking is complete; and Muost persons prefer hop-yeast bread,thus the bread is made porotis, or lighit. because the flavor is more agreeable thanAnother mode is by mechanical pressure that of any other kind.

-forcing carbonic acid into the four as it The following is the best recipe for un-is beng aixed with water; and this is fermented bread of unbolted four, as mostcalted zTratcd bread. econornical and most healthful-, Successth these two methoas nothing is added in making it depends much on the rightthati oei rinjurious, nor is any por- proportion of water, and still more on thetion of the nutri.ent tost or altered in its right mode of baking:qualities.
The most common method is to use UNFERMENTEDBREADOFUNBOLTEDWHEAT

yeast, by the aid of which a portion of the One quart of unbolted wheat, one pintstarch of the fßur is changed by heat to and ahafofwateronespoonwulof molassesalcohol and to carbonic acid, forming cel and a pinch of saIt. Stir the molassesaround which the gluten hardens. The and saIt into warm water til dissolvedalcohol passes off in baking, and the car- and mixed. Stir in the four very quickly.bonic acid soon after. The only objection Put this into small patties or cups, heatedto this method is the loss of that portion very hot. Set mn the oven as quick asofthe nutrition employed tu raise the bread, possible, which must be as hot as it can bewhich is stated to be eight per cent. Thus without burning. As soon as crust isit is a matter of economy to raise bread by formed cover the bread with paper, s pre-these other methods instead of byyeast. vent burning, or reduce the heat by open-Another very common method is to mix in the oven door or diminishing the fire.cream of tartar with the four, and then add The quantity of water required variessoda in the wetting. The cream of tartar with the character of the four, and mustis supertartrate of potash, which is Potash be made acmatterof triah Ther areubrownunited with two proportions of tartaric eartheu cups, and alsoiron patties, madeacid, or the acid of grapes, The soda used for baking this kind of bread. Ovenis a supercarbonate, which is soda united differ so much that the legth of time forwith two parts of carbonic acid. When baking must also be a matter of experimentthese two articles meet, as diffused in the though from twenta t thirty minutes isdough, the tartaric acid, having the strong- the usual timie required. ari
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PICKLES.

India pickle of cucumbers, which is the
most excellent of aIl the high-flavored con-
diments, one spoonful going a great way,
is made by sun-drying thirty old, full-
grown cticumbers, which have first been
pared and split, had the seed taken out,
been salted, and let stand twenty-four
hours. The sun should be permitted to
dry, not sinply drain them. When they
are moderately dry-i. e., reduced to a state
between that of a dried apple and a chip-
wash then with vinegar, and place then
in layers in a jar, alternating them with a
laver of horse-radish, mustard-seed, garlic,
and onions for each laver of cucumbers.
Boil in one quart of yinegar, one ounce of;
race-ginger, half an ounce of allspice, and
the saine of turmeric. When cool, pour
this over the cucumbers, tie up tightly, and
set away. This pickle requires several
months to mature it, but is delicious when
old, keeps admirably, and goes a great
way.

Tonatoes are, after cucumbers, the best
foundation for a pickle. An excellent
Green Tomato Pickle is made from a peck
of green tomatoes sliced and laid in sait
for two days, when they are to be drained
and put into the kettle, in combination
with half a dozen onions similarly sliced,
the tomatoes and onions put in layers
alternately with layers of a mixture of the
following spices:-One quarter of a pound
of mustard, saine of white mustard seed,
one ounce of cloves. one ounce of ground
ginger. one ounice ground pepper, same of
allspice, ail well mixed together. Pour
over aIl enouih vinegar to cover well, boil
till clear, cool, put into a jar, add a pint of
salad oil, and cover well.

French Pickle is another formula for the
above. It demands, of green tomatoes,
one half peck; six large onions; one cab-
bage: six peppers (ofthe bull-nose variety);
two table-spoonfuls of allspice; the same
of cloves and of sait; a few blades of mace;
half a pound of white mustard-seed, and
four table-spoonfuls of brown sugar. The
spices must all be ground, mix them to-
gether with the bliced tomatoes and onions,
cover with vinegar in a preserving kettle,
and boil three hours.

Green Tomato sweet Pickle has been
much approved. It demands: Tomatoes,
i peck; onions, i dozen; brown sugar, 2

pounds; mustard-seed, half a pound; and
i ounce each of allspice, cloves, ground
pepper, and ground ginger. Slice the to-
matoes and onions, add half a pint of salt,
let stand twenty-four hours, drain well. put
in a preserving kettle in layers alternate
with the mixed spices, and boil slowly
until clear.

Universal Pickles, Ckow-cows, or Pico-
lillys are appetizers in which the mixture of

vinegar and spices is more important than
the green basis of vegetables, which, in-
deed, may embrace almost any kind of
small and succulent vegetable, and even
fruit. There are many recipes for these,
but the ones I give will be found all of them
moderate in cost, easy of preparation, and
adequate to the wants of any small family.

Hot-pot.-Boil with six quarts of vinegar
one pound of sait, one-fourth of a pound
of cloves, the same of ginger; one ounce
each of mace, cayenne pepper. white pep-
per. and long pepper; two ounces of mus-
tard-seed, and half a pound of eschalots.
To this mixture in your jar add any kind
of fruit or vegetables that may suit your
fancy, from cauli:lower to radish pods. The
proportion of ingredients here is excellent,
and imparts a very fine flavor to the pickle.

rellow Pickle.-Take i pound grated
horse-radish; 2 pounds white mustard-
seed; 2 ounces each of mace, nutmegs,
cloves, allspice, and ground white pepper;

4 ounces of turmeric; a large tea-cupful of
ground mustard; 4 table-spoonfuls of
celery-seed: 8 cloves of garlic; half a pound
ground ginger, and 4 pounds brown sugar.
These ingredients are to be put into a six-
gallon jar, with four gallons of vinegar.
Any kind of green vegetables may be added,
after they have been first scalded, then
dried in the sun for one or two days. This
mixture cannot be surpassed. A jar of it is
very convenient in one's pantry, as during
the whole vegetable and fruit season, some-
thing may be continually contributed to itu
contents, until they are as various as the
contents of a " grab bag" at a fair.

Chow-cho.-Cut fine one large hlead of
cabbage, one dozen bull peppers, and one
dozen white onions. Put these, with three
roots of horse-radish, grated, into a kettle,
cover with strong salt-water, boil tilt the
cabbage is tender, and then drain through
a hair sieve. Boil in three pints of vinegar,
half an ounce of turmeric, and one-fourth
pound of white mustard-seed. Pour this
hot over the vegetables. When cold, add a
tea-cupfui of salad oil, and the same quan-
tity of mustard mixed as for the table.
Cauliflower may be advantageously substi-
tuted for the cabbage in this recipe, taking
care to break up the cauliflower instead oC
cutting it.

Sweet Pickles.-There are nany recipes
for making a sweet pickle of fruit, ail of
which are complicated and tedious. The
following, which will answer equally for
damsons, plums, cherries, apricots, and
peaches, serves every purpose of a fine-
flavored, handsome pickle, of good keeping
qualities, and has the advantage of giving
but little trouble:-Prepare your fruit as
for preserving, stoning it, and to seven
pounds of fruit take three and one-half
pounds clean brown sugar, one pint of
vinegar, and one ounce each of cinnamon
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in sticks, sprig mace, and cloves. Put the four table-spoonfuls; vinegar, half a pint;fruit into a jar, boil the vinegar and spices of black pepper, whole, allspice, and mace,together, and pour it over the fruit, letting each two table-spoonfuls; of cloves, twoit stand for two days; then pour the vine- dozen. Drain ail the liquor frorn thegar off again, put it on to boil, and when oysters, add the spices to it, boil fifteenhot pour in the fruit and boil all together minutes, skimming carefully, then put inuntil they are clear and transparent. This the oysters and boil till they are done,does just as well as the repeated scaldings which will be when they are niceyusually recommended. plumped.
Peaches.-To pickle peaches, the simplest

is the best way. Take the large Georgia
peaches, wipe them with a coarse cloth, 611 SELECTED RECIPES.
a jar with them, drop in a small handful of
black peppers, cover all with vinegar, cold,
and your pickle is made. NURSERY Soup-To BE PREPARED THEGraf>cs.-Fili a jar with ripe grapes; to DAY BEFORE NEEDING IT.-Two pounds ofeach gallon of fruit add one pound of white scrag of mutton, or of the knuckle, put intosugar. Cover with cold vinegar. two quarts of cold water-add two or threeWalnuts.-Take a peck of walnuts or sliced turnips-or twb spoonfuls rice, orbutternuts, tender enough to be easily pearl barley, or star tapioca, whicheverpunctured by a pin; put them in a jar and best suits the taste. Simmer slowly an hourpour over them a very strong brine, boiling and a half, then 'take out the meat, and sethot. In a fortnight they will have begun aside; pour the soup into a large bowl, andto brown considerably, when they should leave to cool till next day. In the morningbe taken out, drained, and laid in the sun skim off all the fat that has risen on theuntil they turn black. Restore them to the stock. An hour before needed, turn theclean jar, and, having boiled two gallons stock into a saucepan, and bring it to a boilof vinegar with two ounces each of all-spice, -cut the meat from the bones, in finecloves, and whole grains of black pepper, mouthfuls. Mince very fine a small onionand a little mace, pour this spiced vinegar a little parsley and celery. Add a bit ofhot over them. After six months an excel- butter the size of a nutmeg-one tablespoon-lent catsup may be made of this pickle, by ful browned flour; burn an even tablespoon-mashing the walnuts (which have become ful of sugar in an iron spoon; pour a littiesoft), boiling them in the vinegar, and boiling water over it into the flour, and stirstraining all through a sieve. This will it into the browned flour, then stir it intokeep many years, and is very fine for eat- the soup,- add the other articles. and boiling with fish. all together twenty minutes, serve hot, withCatsuf.-For ordinary purposes, the most= small bits of carefully toasted bread. Thisuseful catsup is that made from tomatoes. 1s called nursery soup, but it is not to beThere are many recipes, but most of them scorned by the old folks.

do not teach how to make a catsup that
will resist the natural tendency of a watery BEEF CROQUETTS.-ChOp cold roast beefvegetable like the tomato to ferment, sour, or veal with one onion, very fine; add aand grow mouldy. The following recipe little sweet marjoram, half a teaspoonful ofis for a Tomato Soy that is fine flavored, powdered cloves, and as much salt andand will kee$: Take one peck ripe tomatoes, pepper as will be palatable. Moisten withfree from dust, etc; eight table-spoonfuls a rich beef gravy, froni which all the fatmixed mustard, four table-spoonfuls of salt, has cooled and been removed. Dip intotwo table-sboonfuls of ground black pepper, balls-dip in beaten eggs, roll in flour, orone-half a table-spoonful of allspice, four bread or cracker crumbs-and fry in good,pods red pepper: simmer the ingredients sweet lard.
three hours, strain through a sieve, addone quart of vinegar, simmer ten minutes BAKED BEANS.-I put a tin cupfui oflonger; then pour it in small bottles, cork beans in a crock of warm water the nighttightiy, and keep in a cool place. betore, and let them soak until the nextday

Oysters.-Picked oysters can scarcely be at ten o'clock. Then I wash them and put
classed among pickles, since the vinegar is them on to boil, and let them cook about
added to preserve the oysters, not the twenty-five minutes, when I pour the wateroysters to preserve the vinegar. I subjoin off and put on fresh water. I don't letthe following, however, as an incomparable them cook all to pieces, but just as done asway of preparing the incomparable bivalve. they can be and retain their form. I letIt comes from the Eastern Shore of Mary- them cook until there is not water enough
land, where the canvasback duck, the soft to quite cover ther. Then I put in a big
crab, and the terrapin have their homes; lump of butter, pepper, and sait, and in a
where the salt-water is full of oysters, and minute or two I set them on top of the
there is salt-water at every man's front- stove, and pour in nearly a pint of cream,
door: Take of oysters six quarts; salt, being careful not to let them boil after it is
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added. Then toast a slice of bread, butter i CREAM.-Take a gallon of milk fresh

it well on both sides, and lay it in a tureen from the cow, strain into a pan, and set it

and pour the beans out on it. over the fire. When the cream begins to

By soaking all night and pouring off the rise on top, take the pan off the stove or

boiling water, they loose all that strong range, skim off all the cream and put it on

rooty flavor that they would else have, and a dish, then set the pan or dish over the

then they are none too strong to eat fire again; repeat the skimming as the

occasionall vin warm weather; and weknow cream rises, tilt the dish is full of cream,

they are safer food, and more wholesome then flavor with orange flower if agreeable,

than are new summer-time beams, eaten or any other flavor. Sweeten and serve.

pods and all. CURRANT JAM.-MRSh slightly one pound

FRUIT CAKE.-Soak over night three of currants, add three quarters of a pound

cups of nice dried apples; in the morrin of sugar to them, and boit for half an hour,

chop fine; add two cups of molasses and stirring frequently.
cook slowly one houir; when done, let it;
cool, then add one cup of sugar, one cup of To PRESERVE STRAWBERRIES.-Weigh

stoned raisins, one of.thick, sour cream, or your strawberries, and to each pound of

good buttermilk; three eggs, whites and 1 fruit allow a pound of loafsugar. Strew

yolks beaten separately; one tea-spoonful half the sugar over the berries, and let

of soda; season with cinnamon, cloves, them stand in a cool place for two or three

nutmeg and lemon, if agreeable. Bake in hours; then pour them into a preserving-

a moderate oven. kettle, place them over a slow fire, and by
dd-" th mane of the sugar.

BAKED OMELET.-Boil half a pint of
milk; beat six eggs thoroughly-yolks and
whites separately; put half a teaspoonful
of salt and apiece of butter half as large as
an egg to the boiling milk: stir it into the
beaten eggs; pour all instantly into a deep
dish, and bake. If the oven is hot, five
minutes will bake it; not quite so hot an
oven, and a little longer time, will be
better-say ten minutes. It should be of a
delicate brown on top, and eaten right
from the oven.

To MAKE STALE BREAD FRESH.-Put

the loaf into a clean tin, and cover closely
to exclude all water, and set into a steamer,
or a kettle of boiing water, for half an

hour; then remove from the tin, and itwill
look like fresh bread, and be really almost
equal to a new loaf.

RICE OR HOMINY CAKEs.-Warm one

quart of sweet milk, and rub into it two

cups of boiled rice or hominy; throw in a
*little salt. and add enough wheat flour to

bind the rice, or to make the batter as thick
as waffles. Beat two eggs, and add to the
batter, and half a teaspoonful of soda,
unless you use the prepared flour. If you
do, there will be no salt or soda needed.

MORNING BIscUITS.-One quart of flour,

degrees a e, re41 fth uyr
Boil from fifteen to twenty minutes, and
skim them well.

GRAPE JELLY.-SteW your grapes in a
small portion of water and keep them
closely covered. Then strain them, and to
one pint of juice add one pound of sugar.
Boit it until it is thick.

CURRANT JELLY.-To one pint of cur-
rant-juice add one pound of sugar. Boil
and skim it tilt it jellies, and just before
taking it off the fire add the white of an egg
beaten up with a little water. Strain
through a jelly-bag.

Fox-GRAIE JELLY.-Split the grapes
and take out the seeds. Weigh them and
use the same quantity of sugar dissolved
in some water. Boit the sugar and water
well and skim it, after which add the
grapes and boil until they become green
then, if the syrup jellies, the grapes are
cooked enough.

BLACKBERRY JELLY. - Procure your
blackberries before they are quite ripe-
when turned red. Pick them, put them in-

to a pot of water and let them stand on the
fire until reduced to a pulp. Strain them,
and to a pint of juice put one pound of
powdered sugar. Boit tilt it jellies.

half a teaspoonful of sait, two taiespoon-
ful of yeast, and one pint of sour milk, with
half a telspoonful of soda dissol.ed in it. RASPBERRY JAM.-Mash and boit three

Work this into a dough; then rub into the pounds of raspberries for ten minutes, and

dough half a cup of butter. Knead well; add to them one pint of red currant juice.

cut off small bits: shape them into biscuits; After they have been coddled in the saine

lay them in the bake pan, coverclosely with manner as for jelly, add three-fourths of a

a bread-cloth, and let them stand over pound of double-refined sugar to each

night, in a warm place in winter and a cool pound of raspberry and currant juice.

place in summer. Bake in the morning Boit it half an hour longer, tilt you think it

for breakfast. will jelly, and then put it into jars.

.



Little Mlen.

LITTLE MEN: Life at Plumfield with Jo's too much study. 1 forbade night-gown
Boys. By Louisa M. Alcott, author of parties at first; but, bless you, it was of noLittle Wonen," " An Old-Fashioned use. I could no more keep those boys in

," &c. their beds, than so many jacks in the box.Girla & Boston: Robert Bros. So I made an agreement with them: I wasMontreal: Dawson Bros. to allow a fifteen-minute pillow-fighteveryThe great popularity of. Miss Alcott's Saturday night; and they promised to goproperly to bed, every other night. I tried
books is suflicient testimony to their mient. it, and it worked well. If they don't keepThe numerous readers of " Little Women" their word, no frolic; if they do, I just turnwill remember that when Jo became Mrs. the glasses round, put the lamps in safeBhaer, she proposed to establish a school places, and let them rampage as much asfo r sata p laceced Plumlielda Tchil they like."for boys at a place called Plumfield. This "It's a beautiful plan." said Nat, feelingschool is the scene of the incidents recorded that he should like to join in the fray, butin the present volume, in which the writer not venturing to propose it the first night.shows herselfas familiar with boy nature as So he lay enjoying the spectacle, whieh
shews forelya did r with ha o •s certainly was a lively one.she formerly did with thatof girls. To illus- " Tommy Bangs led the assailing party,trate the style of the book, and of the and Demi defended his own room with aschool, we give the scene which met the dogged courage, fine to see, collecting pil-astonished eyes of a new boy on Saturd lows behind him as fast as they wereevening. y thrown, till the besiegers were out of am-evening. 

munition, when they would charge upon
whim in a body, and recover their'arms. ATHE PILLOW FIGHT. ew slight accidents occurred, but nobodyminded, and gave and took soundingA momentarsf lul in the aquatic exer- thwacks with perfect good humor, while

cises was followed by the sudden appear- ilows flew like big snowflakes, tilI Mrs.ance of pillows flying in all directions, Blae lke big waks, ti llerhurled by white goblins, who came rioting Bhaer ked at her watch, and calleout of their beds. The battle raged in "Time is up, boys. Into bed, every manseveral rooms, all down the upper hall, and TJack, or pay the forfeit!"even surged at intervals into the nursery, JcWhat is the forfeit?" asked Nat sit-when some hard-pressed warrior took ting up in his eagerness to know what hap-refuge there. No one seemed to mind this peined to those wretches who disobeyed thisexplosion in the least; no one forbade it, or most peculiar but public-spiited schooleven looked surprised. Nursey went on ma'am.hanging up towels, and Mrs. Bhaer looked m. Lose their fun next time," answeredout clean clothes, as calmly as if the most Mrs. Bhaer. 4' give them five minutes toperfect order reigned. Nay. she even setee down, then put out the lights, andchased one daring boy out of the room, and set dern they are outrth e lds,fired after him the pillow he had slyly expect order. They are honorable ladsthrown at her. and they keep their word."
That was evident, for the battle ended as"Won't they hurt 'em?" asked Nat, who abruptly as it began-a parting shot or two,

lay laughing with aIl his might. la final cheer, as Demi fired the seventhOh dear, no! we always allow one pil pillow at the retiring foe, a few challengeschanfg tmorroy nit geses are for next time, then order prevailed;' and
changed tomorrow; and it gets up a glow nothing but an occasional giggle, or a
afterthe boys' baths; so I rat i suppressed whisper, broke the quiet which
myself,", said Mrs. Bhaer, buLsy again foloe h audyngtfoiaamong her dozen pairs of socks. g ollowed the Saturday-night frolic, as" Whatvery npieof sc ts is !"o-Mother Bhaer kissed her new bov, and left

IWhat a very nice school this is!"- oh- hir ohpydem flf tPufedserved Nat, in a burst of admiration. hi to happy dreams of life at Plumfield.IIt's an odd one," laughed Mrs. Bhaer The odd ideas whichcbut you ise we don't believe in rmakin minds of children, and influence theirhildren miserable by too nlany rules, and actions in a way so mysterious to those
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who are not in the secret. is well illustrated dolls before her, as a sort of farewell ban-

in the story of quet.
At the appointed hour the sacrificial

THE SACKERRYFICE. train set forth, each child bearing the
treasures demanded by the insatiable Kitty-
mouse. Teddy insisted on going also, and

Daisy and Demi were full of these whims, seeing that all the others had toys, he
and lived in a world of their own, peopled tucked a squeaking lamb under one arm,
with lovely or grotesque creatures, to and old Anabella under the other, little
whom they gave the queerest names, and dreaming what anguish the latter idol was
with whom they played the queerest games. to give him.
One of these nursery inventions was an " Where are you going, my chickens ?"

invisible sprite called " The Naughty asked Mrs. Jo, as the flock passed her door.
Kitty-Mouse," whom the children had "To play by the big rock; can't we?"
believed in, feared, and served for a long 4Yes, only don't go near the pond, and
time. They seldom spoke of it to anyone take good care of baby."
else, kept their rites as private as possible; " I always do," said Daisy, leading forth
and, as they never tried to describe it even her charge with a capable air.
to themselves, this being had a vague "Now, you must all sit round, and not
mysterious charm very agreeable to Demi, move till I tell you. This flat stone is an
who delighted in elves and goblins. A altar, and I am going to make a fire on it."

most whimsical and tyrannical imp was the Demi then proceeded to kindle up a small
Naughty Kitty-mouse, and Daisy found a blaze, as he had seen the boys do at pic-
fearful pleasure in its service, blindly obey- nics. When the flame burned well, he
ing its mo t absurd demands, which were ordered the company to march round it
usually proclaimed from the lips of Demi, three times and then stand in a circle.
whose powers of invention were great. "I shall begin, and as fast as my things
Rob and Teddy sometimes joined in these are burnt, you must bring yours."
ceremonies, and considered them excellent With that be solemnly laid on a little
fun, although they did not understand half paper book full of pictures, pasted in by
that went on. himself; this wasfollowed by a dilapidated

One day after school Demi whispered to boat, and then one by one the unhappy
his sister, with an ominous wag of the leaden soldiers marched to death. Not
head- one faltered or hung back, from the splen-

" The Kitty-mouse wants us this after- did red and yellow captain, to the small
noon." drummer who had lost his legs; all van-

"What for?" asked Daisy, anxiously. ished in the flames and mingled in one
A sackerryfice," answered Demi, so- common pool of mel.ed lead.

lemnly. " There must be a fire behind "Now, Daisy !" called the high priest of
the big rock at two o'clock, and we must Kitty-mouse, when his rich offerings had
all bring the things we like best, and burn been consumed, to the great satisfaction of
them !" he added, with an awful emphasis the children.
on the last words. " My dear dollies, how can I let them

" Oh, dear! I love the new paper dollies go?" moaned Daisy, hugging the entire
Aunt Amy painted for me best of anything, dozen with a face full of maternal woe.
must I burn them up?" cried Daisy, who "You must," commanded Demi; and
never thought of denying the unseen tyrant with a farewell kiss to each, Daisy laid her
anything it demanded. blooming dolls upon the coals.

" Every one. I shall burn my boat, my " Let me keep one, the dear blue thing,
best scrap-book, and all my soldiers," said she is so sweet,". besought the poor little
Demi, firmly. mamma, clutching her last in despair.

"Weli, I will; but it's too bad of Kitty- " More ! more !" growled an awful voice,
inouse to want our very nicest things," and Demi cried, "That's the Kitty-mouse!
sig*.ed Daisy. she must have every one, quick or she will

" A sackerryfce means to give up what scratch us !"
vou are fond of, so we must," explained In went the precious blue belle, flounces,
Demi, to whom the new idea had been rosy hat, and all, and nothing but a few
suggested by hearing Uncle Fritz describe black flakes remained of that bright band.
the customs of the Greeks to the. big boys "Stand the houses and trees round, and
who were reading about them in school. let them catch themselves; it will be like a

"Is Rob coming too?" asked Daisy. real fire then," said Demi, who liked
"Yes, and he is going to bring his toy variety even in his "1 sackerryfices."

village; it is all made of wood, you know, Charmed by this suggestion, the children
and will burn nicely. We'll have a grand arranged the doomed village, laid a line of
bonfire, and see them blaze up, won't we ?" coals along the main street, and then sat

This brilliant prospect consoled Daisy, down to watch the conflagration. It was
and she ate her dinner with a row of paper I somewhat slow to kindle owing to the
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paint, but at last one ambitious little the nursery the verse that used to core incottage blazed up, fired a tree of the palm the boxes of toys-species, which fell on to the roof of a large The children of Holland take pleasure in makingfamily mansion, and in a few minutes the What the children of Boston take pleasure in break-entire town was burning merrily. The ing.d
wooden population stood and stared at the Only I shah put Plumfield instead of Bos-destruction like blockheads, as they were, ton."till they also caught and blazed away with- tWe neout a cry. It took some time to reduce the cried the ver will again, truly, truly!"town to ashes, and the lookers-on enjoyed abashed at this reproof.the spectacle immensely, cheering as each "Demi told us to," said Rob.house fell, dancing like wild Indians when Wem, I heard Uncle tel about thethe steeple flamed aloft, and actually cast- " Wele, h d ltell abu theing one wretched little churn-shaped lady, Greece people, who had altars and thingswho ad scaed o te sburs, ntoth'and so I wanted to be like them, only Iwho had escaped to the suburbs, into the hadn't any live creatures to sackerryfice,very heartof the fire. owbunupurty.The superb success of this last offering so we burnt up our toys."excited Teddy to such a degree, that he LIFE AND LETTERS 0F HLGH MILLER.first threw his lamb into the conflagration. LFe ND LETER OF HG IlLe

and before it had time even to roast, he By Peter Bayne, M.A., author of "Theplanted poor dear Anabella on the funeral Christian Life," &c. In two volumes.pyre. Of course she did not like it, and Boston: Gould and Lincoln. Mon-expressed her anguish and resentment in treal: Dawson Bros.a way that terrified her infant destroyer. treal Dwo Bro.
Being covered with kid, she did not blaze, These long-expected volumes are at lastbut did what was worse, she squirmed. completed. Mr. Bayne has been fitfullyFirst one leg curled up, then the other, in engaged on this task for the last tena very awful and lifélike manner; next she years, often interrupted in the work andflung her arms over her head as if in great ,agony; her head itself turned on her forced to go again and again over the sameshoulders, her glass eyes fell out, and with ground. Of this process he says: "Theone final writhe of her whole body, she delay may have been in some respects in-sank down a blackened mass on the ruins cnein;bti a a h datgof the town. This unexpected demonstra- convenient; but it has had the advantagetion startled every one and frightened of making me live ail these years in con-Teddy half out of his little wits. He look- stant converse with Hugh Miller. Nothing,ed, then screamed and fled toward the I believe, of considerable importance,house, roaring " Marmar," at the top of his which he did, said, thought, or felt, hasvoice. whch he, aid, h , o re, has

Mrs. Bhaer heard the outcry and ran to escaped me, although, of course, it wasthe rescue, but Teddy could only cling to only a portion of these materials whichhei- and pour out in bis broken way some- could be used in this book. The better Ithing about, " lpoor Bella hurted," "la have known him, the more deeply have Idreat fire," and "all the dollies dorn." haveko , the more depl veIFearing some dire mishap, his mother revered, the more entirely have I lovedcaught him up and hurried to the scene of him. A man of priceless worth, fine goldaction, where she found the blind worship. purified sevenfold, delicate splendor ofpers of Kitty-mouse mourning over the humor, sensitive and proud, perfect sin-charred remains of the lost darling. hmr, snsitive an pr pre in-" What have you been at? Tell me ail cerity and faithfulness in heart and mid."about it," said Mrs. Jo, composing herself We have, however, in these volumes notto listen patiently, for the culprits looked so the indiscriminate praise of an enthusias-penitent, she forgave them beforehand. - nae rais a enusias-
With some reluctance Demi explained tic admirer. Mr. Bayne is a careful critic,their play, and Aunt Jo laughed till the and his praise, when bestowed, is worthtears ran down her cheeks, the children something. He is in a position to appre-were so solemn, and the play was so ab- ciate the full value of Hugh Miller as a mansurd. 

of science and neioadteei>pr"I thought you were too sensible to play of nc d an editor, and there is, per-such a silly game as this. If I had any haps, no one better able to write his bio-Kitty-mouse I'd have a good one who liked graphy. He tells how he was impressedvou to play in safe pleasant Ways, and not by the first fuwl view of M a. Miller:-- Thedestroy and frighten. Just see what a ruin spehl of bis personafîty fe Mipon me atyou have made; all Daisy's pretty dolls spel ohs paersonliy fell upo mesatDemi's soldiers, and Rob's new village, once. The large shaggy head. the massivebesides poor Teddy's pet lamb, and dear bust, the modest grandeur of demeanor,old Anabella. I shall have to write up in the unmistakable impress of power on calm
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lip and steadfast eye, the look of origin-

ality and rugged strength about the whole

man, arrested and enchanted me. There

breathed around him also a certain unde-

finable influence of gentleness and noble

affection. You felt that he î&as honest and

good. The mood of admiring indifference

with which I had regarded him gave place

to ardent interest. His language-clear,

idiomatic, melodious-derived zest from

his provincial accent; and I shall never

forget the moment when he concluded a

classically picturesque and beautiful pas-

sage, descriptive of an ancient Scottish

forest, with the words, ' The exe hed been

buzzy in its gleds'-that is, the axe had
been busy in its glades."

The first of the two volumes treats of
Miller in three books, entitled respec-
tively, "The Boy," "The Apprentice," and
"The Journeyman." With the ground
covered by these epochs we have already
been made familiar by his own pen in " My
Schools and Schoolmasters," although its
history from an altogether different point
of view is not without its peculiarinterest.
Miller's life as a public man, which we
find described in the second volume under
the titles, " The Bank Accountant," " The
Editor," and " The Man of Science," is noi
so well known to the public. All who have
read his scientific works are familiar with

the position which he occupied as a geolo
gist; but the history of his literary life anc
editorial career will be new to most readers
With regard to this portion of his life, Mr

Bayne says: " If we wish to have a correc
appreciation of Hugh Miller, and not t
substitute an image of our fancy for th
living man, we must clearly apprehend an
perfectly admit two propositions-firs
that he was in the deepest foundations c
his character a religious man; secondlj
that he was distinctively, and with hi
whole heart, a Scotchman." Mr. Bayri
carefully analyzes the religious history
Scotland during the important time th:
lugh Miller occupied the editorial chair

the Witness, and shows the wonderfi
power with which he influenced the who
nation, and, in fact, led the movemnel
which issued in the Disruption. Indee
according to the biographer, the ver
name " Free Church of Scotland" ow
its origin to Hugh Miller. He mai
use of it in articles in the Witne
months before the Disruption, whe
calmly foreseeing that event, he meditat,
profoundly on the position which the pr
testing church would occupy, and the cour
which she ought to pursue. Through t
whole course of the movement Miller f
with a depth and solemnity of convictio

which converted the feeling into a senti-
ment of duty, that the Witness was to be the

organ of no clerical party, the sounding
board of no church or court, but was to
represent the movement in all the breadth
and independence of its national charac-
teristics.

Hugh Miller conducted the Witness for

sixteen years, and he cannot have written
for the paper fewer than a thousand articles.

1 By far the larger portion of which he wrote,
however, is gone forever. "Admirable dis-

quisitions on social and ethical questions,"
says his biographer, "felicities of humor
and sportive though trenchant satire, deli-

cate illustration and racy anecdote from
an inexhaustible literary erudition, and
crystal jets of the purest poetry, such
things will repay the careful student of the
Witness file, but will never be known to
the general public."

Mr. Bayne says, but it is difficult to
believe the fact of such a successful editor,
that Miller had no particle of enthusiasm
for the press, no confidence in the news-
paper as an education agency; that he
looked with fixed distrust upon journalistic
writing, both as culture for a man's own
mind and as a means of influencing his

fellows, and regarded science as a counter-
active to the deteriorating effects of this
kind of work upon his mental powers. He
says that the mechanics of his acquaintance

t whose culture consisted in life-long
> familiarity with newspapers, were uniform-
1 ly shallow and frivolous, and speaks of
- himself " as doomed' to cast off shaving
d after shaving from his mind to be caught
. by the winds and after whirling lightly for
. a little time to be blown into the gulf of
t oblivion." Forgetting, as Mr. Bayne finely
o remarks, that " inasmuch as a powerful
e newspaper writer lodges his thoughts in
d the minds of men engaged in affairs, and
t, has them thus woven into the web of
>f events and the fabric of institutions, it
, might be argued that he, least of all, toils
s without result of his labors."
e Miller had a wonderful command of lan-
of guage. His style had been laboriously
at perfected by twenty years of study
of and practice, assiduous reading, and
ul careful self-correction. Everything he
le wrote possessed a singular interest, of

nt which it was not always easy to grasp
d, the secret. He drew his inspiration
ry from a close acquaintance with nature.
es " Books came to Miller at the right mo-
de ment, when he had already so filled his
,ss mind with nature's imagery that they
n, would do no more than genially assist him
ed to use it. To read him is like taking a walke
o- with him; we are never far from the crags
se and the waters, the dewy branch and the

he purple heather."
lt These volumes are well worthy of careful

n, perusal. It is not a work which may be
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glanced over and then laid aside, for one fully studied, will be valuable to the studentwhich can be disposed of in a few hours' as presenting a trustworthy picture Of thereading. There is no better wav of study- religious history of Scoiand, and theing history than by giving earnest atten- deveopment of science duridg his time
tion to the biographies of any particular besides presenting to the you ng a beautifulperiod; and this life of I-ugh Miller care- character weli worthy of imitation.

HENRY BERGH. "If any person shall over-drive, over-load, torture, torment, deprive of necessaryWe copy the following sketch of Mr. sustenance, or unnecessarily or cruellyWe cpy he flloing keth ofMr-beat, or neediessiy mutilate or kil!1, o;rHenry Bergh, President of the Society for cause or procure to be overdriven, over-the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, of loaded, tortured, tormented, or deprived ofNew York City, whose portrait forms the necessarysustenance,ortobeunnecessarilv
frontispiece of this number of our maga- or cruelly beaten, or needlessly mutilateàfipeor killed, as aforesaid, anv living creature,zine 

every such offender shall for every suchoffence be guilty of a misdemeanor.'A few months ago, as the writer was To carry out this law, which his effortspassing up Broadway, opposite Union have secured, Mr. Bergh has given his un-Square, he saw a tal , fine-looking man, divided time and energies. He receives nodressed in dark-blue miitary costume, pass salary, nor has ever received any. Hishorse y ithe ne a the aeotime uo .nly compensation is to "see the compas-horse by the head, at the same time com- sionate instincts of man's nature manifestedmanding the driver to descend rom si toward the helpless and unoffending, be itbox. The man grumbingly obeyed. Bid- man or beast. Upon the success so farding him unharness the horses, the gente- achieved he looks with satisfaction, andman told the passengers that the coach says, "I may be pardoned for believingwould go no farther, and directed them to that I have not lived for nothing." Especialaiight and take another. They too obeyed. attention is given to the treatment ofA crowd had by this time gathered. The horses; the transportation of cattle, sheep,writer stepped to the gentleman who acted caives, poultry, etc., used for food; carefulwith so much authority, and asked his rea- inspection of their condition before killing,son for this strangeproceeding. "Look," that no diseased meat may be sent to thehe said, with indignation, "at that horse's market; examining the state of milch cows,foot." The cause was apparent enough. kept in the city for public suppiy of "SureThe hoofwas swollen, had burst open and orange county milk;" stopping brutalwas an offensive running sore. " MaY I sports; breaking up dog and rat pits; en-ask, sir, who you are?" He handed his forcing a degree of privacy in the slaughtercard, and on it was the well-known name, of animals, that children may not be madeHenry Bergh. The horse was sent to the familiar with scenes of blood; providingstable. The coach remained in the street facilities for supplying cattle with abund-tii arrother team arrived. The driver was ance of fresh water; and doing everythingarrested and fined. We ail fe t it wa a possible to develop kindness and prohibitjust act. Five years ago this cou d not ail forms and tendencies to cruelty.have been done. No laws were then Mr. Bergh succeeded i. breaking up Kitenacted to reach the case. Beasts were Burns' famous dog and rat pit, in Waterleft to the mercies of owners and drivers. street. With a strong police force, heThey had norights which aentwer requir- entered the den, and arrested thirty-four ofe] to respect. Mr. Bergh, a gentleman of the choice spirits in the very height of theirfine culture and benevoience, impeiled by a refined sport.tender regard for helpless dumb creatures, Fountains, s0 combined as to suppyinaugurated measures for preventing pure fresh water to men, horses, and dogs,cruelty to animals. A society was incor- have been erected in various parts of theporated in New York, April, i866 , and has city under the Society's direction.
extended its influence until now nineteen Thanks to Mr. Bergh the community isStates and the Dominion of Canada have more and more responsive to appeals ofincorporated societies of similar character. humanity. He is in the prime t aife, andIts object may be inferred from section i of we trust that years of useful labor are yetthe statute under which it operates: before him.-.C4é- 1 4,u ar#akr.
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MAGIC .AND DI8SOLV'ING-'VIEW LANTERNS.

A Boy's Lanterni, with TFhirty-six pictures, $2.
Price Lists on applicationfree by post.

This highly-finished Microscope is warranted to show the animalcula in water, eels in paste, &c., mag-
nifvinr several hundred times. The Mieroscope is mounted on a Brass Stand, and has a compound body
wit Achromatic Lenses, Test Objects, Forceps, and Spare Glasses for mountig objects, &c., &c. The
whole contained in a highly polished Mahogany case. Price $3, Sent free to any part of Canada.

THE ILOD BROUGHXAM TEiESCOPE.
This splendid Telescope will distinguish the time by a Church Clock three miles off, Flagstaff and
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Publishers, No. 40 Park Row, New York.

TO PASTORS AND SCHOOL-
TEACHERS.

Ministers of religion of ail denominations, who are
in charge of congregations, are respectfully informed
thatthey can have the SE MI-WEEKLY WITNEAs,which
is published at Two Dollars (the edition most suitable
for literary men in the country) at Half-price, or ONE
DOLLAR PER ANNUM. Orifthey prefertheDAILY
WTNESS, which is published at Three Dollars, they
may have it for TWO DOLLARS. Formerly Ministers
were charged the full price; but their papers were not
stopped when subscription expired, as is the case of
ail others. This arrangement, bowever, caused many
misunderstandings, and it ls deemed best to reduce the
price as above, and make the rle of prepay ment abso-
Iutely uniform. It will be observed that the offer of a
reduction in our prices to Ministers does not extend to
any publications but the DAILY and SEMI-WEEKLY
WITNESS.

The same oSer is also extended to School Teachers,
in view of the great importance to the country of their
labors in training the rising generation. who, in send-
ing their orders, will please specify the school with
which they are connected.

JO11N DOUGALL & SON.
lublishers, Montreal.

T HE FENIAN RAID OF 1870,
A RANDSOME BOOK OF t PAGES,

Containing the Story of the Raid of 1870, by Re-
porters present at the Scenes. A third edition of this
interestin work is now ready., Sent free by mail for
thirty cen . JOHN DOUGALL & SON,

Publishers, Montreal.

TEMPERANCE TRACTS.
The Montreal series li published to meet a demaud

that ls felt wherever temperance efforts are active.
The most important and interesting matter bearing on
the temperance cause that can be selected is made up
semi-monthly in a tract of 4 double-column pages, and
300of any number, or of assorted numbers wilI be sent
post-aid by mail for one dollar. Twenty copies of
each asue will be sent post-paid for a year for $1.50,
remitted in advance.

JOHN DOUGALL & SON,

Publishers, Montreal.

THE FAMILY DOCTOR;
OR,

MRS. BARRY AND HER BOURBON.

A cheap reprint of the above thrilling temperance

tale, published in handsome pamphlet form, is n0w

ready.

PRICE-TWENTY-FIVE CE

A liberal discount tO the trade.

JOHN DOUGALL &
PUBLISHE

NT@,

SON,
su, Montreal.
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